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mother, Mrs. Mafia L. Bartlett, in Ella-

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.

was given last evenpostofflce square by a speaker from
the Southwest, a Mr. Simonton, a Maineborn man. He was attentively listened to
by quite a crowd.
The Salvation army headquarters have

Admr notice—Eat Charles E Osgood.
Theodore H Smith, Albert R Buck—Commissioners’ notice.
Eben W Mayo, Frank P Greene—Commissioners' notice.
State assessors’ notice.
O W Tapley—Insurance and real estate.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Bangos, Mb:
Eastern Maine State fair.

HOW MUCH BETTER
It Is to

use a check In
paying aethan It Is to count out the
cash. Your check is bound to be
right and It Is a receipt that cannot
l>e denied.

counts

In

OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT

effect June JO, 1910.
MAILS BBCBIVBD.

here and disputed payments will
be things of the past. Besides, your
rash Is safer here than In your safe.

1

We pay liberal Interest on such accounts
4 per cent on savings.
Write or call for
particulars.

Fbom Wbut—*8.66 a m; J12.Q7, 4.86,16.89, ‘8p m.
From East—11 a m; 12.20, 5.60 and 11.07 p m.
MAIL CLOSBS AT

Going Wbut—10.80
Going East—8.80 a

!

FOSTOFFICB.
m; 2, *5.80, *9 p
and 5.80 p m.

11.60 a
m; 4

m.

tTrain stops
‘Dally, Sundays Included.
Sundays only. IDaily except Monday.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

Mrs.

W. Hill, of Wellington,
Maas., is visiting relative# here.
Mrs. William P. Clough, of Dorchester,
is in Ellsworth for the summer.

4

W. II. Dana and wife, of Boston, are
guests of O. W. Tapley and wife.
; Fred I. Moor and wife, of Lynn, Mass.,
are visiting relatives in Ellsworth.

IDEAL MONEY FOR TRAVELERS.

V

Heady funds in any part of tin* world art* assured to holders
of our Lettera of Credit or Travelers’
Cheques of the American
Bankers' Association. It is vitally
iiuporiant to travelers to
have their funds in absolutely safe and secure
form,*yet in*Uotly convertible into cash; the Letters of Credit and
Travelers’ Cheque*-we issue satisfy these conditions
ideally,
with least bother or expense.
Write or call.

f

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO. BANGOR, ME.
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Maude Presby Snow, of Harrisburg,
is the guest of Mrs. Henry E. Davis.
Mrs.

M. H. Clement will this week open the
at the corner of Main and

TARLEY,

FIRE IN8URANCE
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

C.W.GRINDAL

Hancock County

WATER STREET

Savings Bank,

Kerosene Oil

of each

the Barrel

the State of
recently requested the officers

The bunk commimiorer ot
Maine hat*

savings

the State

to

comparison

^DontPaint
Your

ofs

bank and trust company ot
the verification and

secure

of its

depositors’ pass-books.

The trustees of the above-named bank,
recognizing the advantages resulting from
such comparisons, do therefore ask its
depositors to bring or send in their books
for verification on or before the fifteenth
of AUGUST.
This method has proved effective in
Massachusettsfand New York, and as a
matter of self-interest ail depositors should
comply with this notice promptly.
Books sentlby mail should contain full
address for return.
in behalf of
A. E.

the trustees,

Moore, President,

Hancock

'WO layers of Ccal Tar Pitch
rolled between two layers of
the best grade of waterproofed
felt with a top layer of real mineral
matter, form Aruatite Rooting.

|
|

I

You don't have to coat it or paint
it afur y..u 1’
It is there to give
protection w ithout further attention.

Amatitc is made in convenient rolls
ready to be laid on the roof.

Anyone can do the job.
Free sample and booklet
the asking.

sent

for

which 1

am

see

1

able prices.

Ladies'

my

selling
am

at

very

suits

reason-

also closing out

my Children’s, Misses', and Ladies'
A»k to see

coats at cost.

C. W. GRINDAL, Agt.

County Savings Bank.

GREAT BARGAINS
Call and

our

line

of warranted-to-wcar “wunderbose,”
in doz. Katio and 1*. N. 81.00 cor-

Ellsworth,

Maine
sets now

selling

for

59c.,

at

0*11 up Tal. 109-3

Ellsworth Automobile Co.,
for

A. E. MOORE'S.

Touring Car

To let by Hour

Automobile Supplies

Main Street,

or

and

in

UNION TRUST COMPANY
OF

Capital.$100,000
68,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits

been removed from Odd Fellows block to
building at the corner of School and
Church streets formerly used by the Free
the

Baptist society.

OFFIOBRS

Herman S. Austin, who is just out of
the Bar Harbor hospital after an operation for abscess of the bowels, is spending
two weeks with his mother, Mrs. Clifford
O. Royal, in this city, while recuperating.

Morris W. Knowlton, of Washington,
C., joined his wife and little daughter

spend

a

month’s

HENRY H.

HIGGINS, Asst. Treasurer

L. Elrie Holmes
J. K. Holmes
Arno W. King
Elias P. Lawrence
Albert E. Mace
Leonard M. Moore
Frank C Nash
John A. Peters
Bion M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P. spofford
John O. Whitney
O. W. Tapley

\}

|
i
i

\
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For nearly a quarter of a century this bank has occupied a
prominent place in the commercial life of Hancock and Washington counties, being a successor to the First National Bank of EllsIt offers to the public the
worth which was established in 1887.
advantages of its large experience, strong associations, ample
resources and complete equipment, and solicits business on the
basis of mutual advantage.

D.

to

HENRY

LEONARD M. MOORE. Treasurer

Dl RIOTOUS

Ellsworth has been made the telephone
toll centre for Northeast, Southwest and
Seal Harbors. With this increase in business
Ellsworth has become one of the
largest toll centres in the Bangor district,
says New England Telephone Topics.

Saturday,

W.CUSHMAN. Vice President

JOHN A. PETERS. President

William F. Campbell
Fred a. Chandler
Henry W. Cushman
A If re I R. Crabtree
Lucilius A. Emery
John R. Graham
Myer Gal'ert
Henry H. Gray
Etmere Hale
W. A. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkins
Barney B. Havey

The schooner Melifcsa Trask, Capt. A. W.
Hutchings, is loading staves and heads
for Newark, N. J., for C. J. Treworgy.
Capt. Hutchings has been in Millinocket
for a few days with his family, returning
home Monday.

here

ELL8WORTH.

vaca-

tion with his parents, John F. Knowlton
and wife.
Mr. Knowlton is a stenographer for the interstate commerce commission.

undesirable

guests

of the

annoy

light-fingered

and had threatened her life unless she than ever before, many of the former exvariety. These mingled with the crowds returned to
him, and she was afraid of hibitors having added to their stables, and
w hich greeted the President, and in the
Hancock streets.
him.
The court placed Willey under there will be a number of strings shown
crush
their
most
successprofession
plied
Mrs. Harry C. Woodward and little
bonds in the sum of flOO to keep the peace by new comers. Several new features will
daughter Margaret, of Salem, Mass., are fully. Many cases of pocket-picking for one year. He was committed to the be added.
man
have
been
One
Ellsworth
reported.
visiting relatives here.
county jail in default of bond.
State Assessors in Hancock Co.
lost over $30, and others report smaller
John H. Vose and wife, who have been
The state assessors announce that they
losses.
visiting here for two weeks, have returned
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
will be at Ellsworth on Saturday, Aug. 13,
Bids for tbe removal of tbe building
to their home in Portland.
and at Bar Harbor on Monday, Aug. 15.
next to the postofflce have been asked for
Percy E. Flood is home for a visit with
Mrs. Ella Lord, of Bangor, with her
by the treasury deparment, and it is his parents, Asa C. Flood and wife.
little granddaughter, Anna Torrens, has understood that C. W. Grindal
was
COMING EVENTS.
Miss Mildred Fernald went Monday to
been visiting Mrs. Fred L. Kent.
He intends to
tbe successful bidder.
Bar Harbor, where she has employment.
ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. C. M. Holloway, of
Brockton, move the main building to a lot on Water
Friday, Aug. 26, at high school buildMass., is visiting her sisters, Mrs. Lewis street next to his present storehouse. It
Mrs. William P. Dorr went to Lewiston
ing, Ellsworth, beginning at 8 a. m.
A. Joy and Miss Arvilla Thomas.
is expected that as soon as the lot is Monday for a visit of several weeks with
Teachers’ examination for State certifiwork
on
erection
of
the
the
relatives.
of
cleared,
Myer Gallert, formerly
Ellsworth,
cates.
D. E. Loweree and wife were in Bar
now of New York, is in the city.
His addition to the postofflce will be comWednesday and Thursday, Sept. 28 and
menced.
Harbor
several
last
week,
friends
her#
are
him.
returning
to
days
many
glad
greet
29—Annual fair North Ellsworth farmers’
Rev. Albert J. Lord and family, of home Sunday evening.
Miss Annis Sprague, of Milbridge,
club.
Mrs. Frank E. Fernald returned Sunday
formerly book-keeper in the telephone Meriden, Conn., arrived Friday to spend
COUNTY.
office here, is visiting friends in this city. the summer here. Mrs. Lord's mother, J evening from Bar Harbor, where she has
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday, Aug.
Mrs. H. B. Phillips, who broke her hip been visiting for two weeks.
Ellsworth friends have been favored
23, 24, 25 Horse show at Bar Harbor.
while visiting her daughter in 1
Mrs. Thomas Genthner and two chilwith post cards from Miss Anna F. Crip- recently
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
home.
Meriden,
accompanied them
dren, of Boston, are here for a visit with
pen, who is spending the summer in Eu6, 7, S-Bluebill fair.
to make the trip on a
Though
compelled
her sister, Mrs. Albert E. Foster.
rope.
stretcher, Mrs. Phillips suffered no ill
Thursday, Sept. 15—Alamoosook grange
Rev. Henry W. Conley and wife were
Miss Ethel Hodgkins, of Washington,
effects from the journey, and is as comfair, East Orland.
with a fine girl baby on TuesD. C., formerly a stenographer in the office
presented
fortable as can be expected under the
Wednesday, Sept. 21—Highland grange
of Hale & Ha.nlin, is in the city for a few
day of last week—Priscilla Irene.
circumstances. Mr. Lord but recently refair at North Penobscot.
R.
Mrs.
Edmund
Giles
and
days.
daughter
turned from a three months’ trip through
Wednesday, Thursday, Sept. 21, 22—
Florence
returned to their home at
Miss Mary F. Robinson, of Brockton, Europe and the Holy Land.
j
Amherst Monday, after visiting relatives Eden fair.
arrived
to
the
Mass.,
yesterday
spend
At a
meeting of the directors of the here for two weeks.
Narramissio
Wednesday,
Sept. 28
summer with her parents, E. F. Robinson
Manufacturers national bank of LewEl vert Everett Parker
iston Monday,
and wife.
William Eddy, wife and child, of Ed- grange fair at Orland.
was
elected cashier to succeed the late
were here
Tuesday, Wednesday, Sept 27, 28—AmSunday, guests of
Mrs. Dr. R. S Higgins and Mrs. Harry R« B. Hayes.
Mr. Parker entered the dington,
Burr, of Brewer, are visiting in Ellsworth. Manufacturers national bank in 1887 as Charles W. Smith and wife, making the herst fair.
FAMILY REUNIONS.
He
remained
there
until
clerk.
in
their
automobile.
1893, go- trip
Dr. Higgins and Mr. Burr come down to
ing to Ellsworth to become teller of the
Thursday,
Aug. 4—Blaisdell family at
Dorr and wife have purWilliam
P.
spend Sundays here.
to
LewBurrill national bank, returning
East Franklin.
Miss Lillian Russell, of Warren, is visit- iston in 1900 as teller, and serving there chased the Charles Dunham place on the
until now. Mr. Parker Bangor road, and moved there last week.
in that
Wednesday, Aug. 10—Gray family, at
ing friends in Ellsworth. Miss Margaret has thuscapacity
served twenty-three years conWest Sedgwick.
King, who bas been her guest in Warren, tinuously in these two national banks. Mr. Dunham will reside with them.
returned home with her.
Mr. Parker’s advancement to this position
Mrs. N. C. Ayer, w'ho has been in
Wednesday, Aug. 17—Orcutt family at
gives much satisfaction to a wide circle of
Boyd Bartlett, of Chelsea, Mass., who, customers and friends of the bank. He is Somerville, Mass., for several months with Amherst.
with bis family, is spending the summer a capable and expert bank official, cour- Mr. Ayer, who is employed there, is home
Wednesday, Aug. 24—Hooper family, at
in Castine, is spending a week with his teous and discreet; a line executive and for a visit with her parents, William H. East Franklin.
of tried and proven uprightness and in- Brown and wife.
STATE.
tegrity. His choice was unanimous on
A. W. Ellis has recently purchased an
atbrrt'lE/ninU*.
Aug. 23-26—Eastern Maine State fair at
the part of the directors, and will be
universally ratified by every patron of eighteen-foot gasolene launch and put it Bangor.
Lewiston into Branch
the Manufacturers national.
pond. It is equipped with a
Journal.
six-horsepower engine and is capable of
SttomisniuntSo
—

—

A successful concert

and

whist

party

ten miles

an

hour.

Mr. Ellis will build

a

Wednesday evening in boathouse to accommodate it.
Odd Fellows hall by the young ladies of
Lynch’s band will have a dance at
St. Joseph’s parish who live on the Bridge
Gerry’s casino Thursday evening. The
An
bill side of town.
entertaining proceeds will be for a new drum. It is
musical program was arranged.
Misses
hoped that a large number will attend,
Erva Giles and Christina Doyle gave thus showing appreciation of the
boys’
piano solos, Elleneen Doyle and Harry efforts in maintaining the organization.
was

given

last

Parker each sang two songs, which were
encored, and Miss Bertha Giles beautifully
rendered “The Rosary” by Nevin, and
“A Garden of Roses”, besides an encore
You”
“There’s No Spring But
ty
Schmidt. Misses Elizabeth Doyle, Mary
Ann Hurley, Margaret Downey, Ruth
Fields, Maud Goggins, Margaret Dunlea vy

and

Ella llawkes

arranged the af-

MOUTH

OF

THE RIVER.

Mrs. Chaney Sadler is in poor health.
Clifford Fullerton is.cutting Mrs. Fray’s
hay.
Ernest Kay has bought the George Kay
place, and moved in.

served. About
Mr. Fatten, of North Ellsworth, is help|3H was cleared. The well-planned even- ing nis son Adelbert get his hay.
ing’s entertainment made all who atCarl Kichmond and family are at Eugene
tended feel repaid.
"Shscsa —siumfbuth* eto’tiStW
Clough’s cottage on Jones’ shore.
r
Two Waltham dog-tax cases occupied
Mrs. W. S. Murch made a Bhort visit at
the attention of the Ellsworth municipal the farm of John Clough recently.
TR.DC
court Monday. The selectmen of WalWoodbury Bowden, of Marlboro, has
tham brought suit against Arvill Jorbought the old Chatto house, and moved
dan for tax on two dogs, and against his
family here.
Hollis Jordan for tax ou one. Arvill
Mrs. O. E. Carter, who has been confined
ROY C. HAINES,
Jordan pleaded guilty in the two cases
to the house the past twro weeks with slow
agaiust him, and paid a fine of flO and
ELLSWORTH,
MAINE.
typhoid fever, is improving slowly.
costs, amounting in all to J18.17 in one
William
M.
of
Ellsworth
is
Jones,
case.
The other case against him was
Falls,
continued for sentence.
Hollis Jordan at E. A. Carter’s. Mr. Jones is looking
after
his
is
that
cut
on
the old
hay
being
pleaded not guilty, claiming that he kept
COW EASE
his dog at his camp in township 21, and homestead. He is a smart old gentleman,
it was not liable to a tax in Waltham. being past his eighty-first year.
RET.l EVES CATTLE AND HORSES
fair.

Refreshments

were

2Sli(t0r*L"±
SHADES*

PORCH

Day.

Repairing.

PROTECT YOUR COWS.

HAVE ADDED A

Ellsworth.

A socialist address

ing

—

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

by

HMKTtiwmcRt*.

restaurant

REAL E8TATE.
...

No. 30

Bar Harbor Horse Show.
raigned in the Ellsworth municipal court
At a meeting of the Bar Harbor Horse
Monday, charged with threatening the
Show association yesterday, the dates for
Early Sunday morning L. H. Cushman | life of his wife, Abbie Willey, who lives
discovered a fire started under one corner 1 in Ellsworth. The Willeys were married the show were fixed as Aug. 23, 24 and 25.
Mrs. E. M. Moore, who has been quite
of the shed of the Burnham tenement on about fifteen years ago. but they did not Charles B. Pineo was elected secretary and
ill at her home on Pine street, is improvIn two or J. L. Ketterlinus, Philip Livingston and
“live happily ever afterward”.
Third
street, occupied by Mrs. Abbie
ing.
Arthur B. Addison, executive committee.
Willey. Mr. Cushman and Edward Par- three years Mrs. Willey secured a divorce.
Edward T. Stotesbury and Edward Beal
Mrs. Edward T. Irwin, of Westerville, sons
extingushed the fire before much There was a reconciliation later, and Mrs.
O., is visiting her brother, William E. damage was done, without turning in an Willey says a remarriage by a justice of McLean were added to the board of diThere were fre- rectors.
Whiting.
alarm.
The fire is believed to have the peace in Portland.
There is every indication that the comquent quarrels and separations up to last
Harry M. Bellatty, foreman of the Pitts- been started by an incendiary.
since which time Mrs. Willey ing show will be the biggest and best in
field Advertiser office, made a short visit
In the crowd brought to Ellsworth by December,
has refused to return to her husband. She the history of the association. There are
home last week.
the President’s visit Saturday were some
her said to be more fine horses on the island
testified that he continued to
Mrs. G. A. Parcher, who has been visiting in Cberryfleld for the week, is home.

Old Town and Mach la,

W.

O.

Grace

!!

worth.

Will
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT BLLSWORTH FOSTOFFICB.

1910.

GARAGE
to their equipment, and are prepared
to meet all demands for repairing at
Skilled machinists;
short notice.

ample storage
OPEN
A

room.

EVENINGS

FULL

Water Street.

LINE

TILL

OF

Telephone

110.

lO.

SUPPLIES
Ellsworu.

Jordan was a
resident of Waltham, and paid his poll
A fine of flO and costs,
tax there.
amounting in all to f!9.20, was imposed by
the court.
Jordan appeaded, and furnished bonds for his appearance at the
October term of the supreme court.
The selectmen showed that

FROM FLIES.
in

The tailor whose philosophy is recorded
Tit Bits gave voice to a conclusion com-

A liquid preparation, applied with •
Bprayer; will not gum the hair or blister
the skin. Cows sprayed
regularly through
the summer months yield 10 to 20
per cent
more
milk than if Cow Ease was not

pounded equally of humor and wisdom.
“Mr. P., how is it you have not called on
me for your account?”
“Oh, I never ask applied.
a gentleman for money.”
“Indeed! How,
BtfLD BY
Samuel Willey, formerly of Steuben, then, do you get on if he doesn’t
pay?”
but who has lived at various times in Bar “Why, after a certain time I conclude he GEORGE A.
Harbor, Portland and elsewhere, wasai- is not a gentleman, and then 1 ask him.”
PHARMACIST.

PARCHER,

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Prayer Meeting Teoie For the Week
Beginning July 31, 1910.
interesting missionary
Topic.—My
Item.—Pa. xllv, 1-4; Act* xxvlll. 2S-S. Edited by Rev. Sherman H. Loyl*. D. D.

2W>rtti*mtnt*.

fllntnal Btntfit (Solnmn.
EDITED BT "AUWT

MADOl".

AFTER
FOURYEARS
OF MISERY

“Helpful and Hopeful

ft* Motto:

most

Every Christian Endeavorer should
be possessed of some of the great and
interesting events of missions. After
ail, they are simply the stories of the
wondrous works of God in bringing the
world to the cross, using men and women as the agents in the work. Moreover, nowhere has God wrought more
wonderful works than in this particular field of all His labors, either in nature or in the government and development of men and nations. The story
ef missions is the most thrilling story
In the world’s history. Men have lauded great generals, some of whom have
practically conquered the world of
their day. They have heaped laurels
and erected monuments at the graves
of millions of soldiers who have borne
sacrifices and endured hardships in
fighting for their country. But if they
only knew the sacrifices of missionaries, their fearlessness in facing hardships to save the souls of men rather
than kill their bodies, they would have
a higher regard for the missionaries
Take the lives of
and their cause.
like David Bralnard. Marcus
men
Whitney, Mrs. McFarland, the only
white woman in Alaska for eight
months, and many other home missionaries. Recall the great names of
the men and women engaged In for-

eign missions—Jndson, Carey. Livingstone, Moffet, Paton and scores of others.
Where in all the world are biographies more thrilling, more courageous, more self sacrificing, to be
found? Nowhere, and as Christian Endeavorers we should know not an interesting item, but the entire lives, of
these greatest of the world's heroes.
We should not only know the great
events In these men's lives, bnt tell
them abroad. Our children should be
able to say with the psalmist, "We
have heard with our ears. O God; our
fathers have told us what work Thou
didst in their times in the days of
old.” Since that God has done still
greater things on mission fields, and
these things should be made known to
all men. ignorance is the chief source
of missionary indifference. Tell men
the story, the facts; tell them what
God hath wrought and wbat He is
doing today. Interest will be aroused,
and active participation will be engaged In by the majority of those who
hear. And the timid ones might have
hesitated, but even they need no longOur greatest men from perer do so.
sonal observation and knowledge have
paid and are paying their highest encomiums to missionaries and their labors.
Knowing the great labors and telling
about them will deepen our own Interest in God's greatest cause. We will
want to be more and do more for missions.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Isa. m, 1-7; Nah. 1, 15; Matt, xxvlll,
19*20; Acts i. 1-S; xlii. 1-3; xiv, 24-2S;
*1L L 2: xvi. 16-21; Isa. 1111. 1; Rom. xi.
14. 15. 19-21.

The purpose* cf 'hit column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpfnl and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is fer the oom
man use—a public servant, a purveyor of in
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity U solicits
communications, and Itssuccess depends largely
on the support given it In this respect- Com
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the ed'tor of the column, but none
will be rejected without goo-1 reason. Address
all communications to

—

extreme
ness,

felt

me. and 1
to all my friends.”—Mrs. VV. S. Ford,
2207 IV. Franklin SL, Baltimore, Md.
The most successful remedy in this
country for the cure of all forms of
female" complaints is Lydia E. linkham's Vegetable Compound. It has
stood the test of years and to-day is
more widely and
successfully used than
any other female remedy. It has cured
thousands of women who have been
troubled with displacements, inflammation. ulceration, fibroid tumors, ir-

God's Out-of-Doors! The ceaseless march
Of snn and stars from night to dawn
Trace for our eyes the dome'vhigh arch.
Show ns what it is builded on.
Hymn, anthem and recessional
The shooting storm in grandeur poura;
Mute worshipers, we hear His call
In this great house of Out-of-Doors.

regularities. periodic pains, backache,
that bearing-down feeling, flatulency,
indigestion, and nervous prostration,

after all other means had failed.
If you are suffering from any of these
ailments, don't {five up hope until you
have given Lydia E. Ilnkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial.
If you would like special advice
write to Mrs. I'inkham, Lynn,
She has guided
Mass., for it,
thousands to health, free of

their outing in some
woods, the “grandest of all
halls”, and if Aunt Sue, in her “sailing,
sailing”, had enjoyed a “scent-laden
breeze from some far-off isle”.
And so, here and there my thoughts
traveled, now near home, then across the
were

taking

camp in the

continent; to the granite state, to northern Maine, to X. Y. Z. among the islands of the sea, and at last 1 fully realized
how widely my family is scattered.
A good aunt of mine was always the

“headquarters

of the

family”;

she

This column U devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column it open to all granger* for the
discussion of topics of general interest, end
for report# of grange meetings. Mske letter#
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. AH communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, hr* none will be rejected without

pecially

reason.

good

always

upon the branch of an apple tree. |t d
not even a*k a blade ofgTaaa with
which to
bnlld ita neat, for it makes no
u
neat
does not injure the grass by
laying ,t, ee,,
thereon, for iu egga an laid upon
earth or on a rock. It does not
~*|C|.
poultry nor the neats of other bird,,
deed, where can we look to find » him
whoee direct contact with man
and h

Nrigqborr

Under this bend tbe Annate** will from
time to time print ebort articles relation to
birds, and especially tbelr relation to agricultural Interest*. Most of these articles will be
of
reprinted from leaflet* lasned by tbe bureau
biological surrey, department of agriculture,
Audubon
of
Association
or by the National

works is

spring.

_

MARI A VILLK, 441.

Mariaville grange met July 16 with
thirty members and three visitors present.
The first and second degrees were conferred upon one candidate, and one application was filed. The literary program was
enjoyed by all. At lhe next meeting there
will be a temperance program. All are requested to have something for the occasion.

____________

{MAABAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Masaapaqua grange met July 21. The
third and fourth degrees were conferred
Cake and coffee were
on one candidate.
served. There will be no meeting until

Aug.

4.

376, AMHERST.
Good Will grange held its regular session July 23, with the usual attendance.
After business, the lecturer presented a
The hall is all
short literary programme.
painted, and it# appearance is greatly imGOOD WILL,

proved.
NATIONS TO SHIELD

BIRDS.

Power* May Halt WorldWide Bird Butchery.
To array fourteen
New York July 23
of the world power* against the butchery
of the birds of the globe for millinery
ornamentation is the object of an international movement which has been formally called to the attention of the United
United

—

States

In charge
[Bt F. K. U Beal. B. 8.. assistant
ecoumic ornithology, biological surrey. IJ. 8.
department of agriculture.)

The nlghtbawk, or bull-bat, la a bird
which neither attract* atteotion by the
of
beauty of ita plumage nor the sweetneaa
ita aong. It 1* moet often seen soaring
in air in the afternoon

or

early

even-

ing, and at »uch time* utter* it* only note,
of
a sound much resembling the “scalp”
the woodcock. When at rest it is usually
seen on a bare limb of a tree or the rail of
a fence, where it sit* with it* body lengthwise of tbe perch instead of crosswise, ss
the

generally

is

case

birds.

with other

It doe* not attach itself to the abodes of
render itself agreeable by it*
man and
sprightly manner* and pleasing companionship, but holds itself sloof from the
works of civilisation, and st nesting time

the

a

move

use,

them

that

so

arc

numbers of inscit, which
The eighty-seven stomach*

were

estimated

to contain not

be much

heard

and

from

the

A

scattered

good idea,

take the lead

that last.

in

the

reduced to

minimum.

In one point, however, the mgmhawk »
anatomy is fully developed—its stomach is
huge for so small a bird. In capacity it
fully equals, if it does not exceed, that of

will

One cop molasses, one-half cup sugar, onehalf cup shortening, one egg. one desseri
spoon soda, little salt, one teaspoon each
cassia, cloves, nutmeg, two and one-half cups
dour. Beat, and add one cap boiling water;
beat thoroughly and bake in a sheet tin.
Indian Pudding
Scald one auart milk:
pour it over one pint meal, one-half cup flour
one and ODe-ha!f cups molasses, a little salt,
mix, then add one pint cold milk and bake
several hours.
It should be served with
Will keep
cream, and is good hot or cold.
some time.
—

There. I’ve given you something for breakfast, dinner and supper, and will now ask:
Who says borax will drive ants away? Nearly
every June I have an invasion of these pests
for a longer or shorter time. This year 1
tried scattering borax. It bad no effect whatever.
They juat left as they always do—as
mysteriously as they came—when they got
ready to go. It ia a mystery to me why they
come just for th.U week or two in Jane, and
never trouble again for a year.
What is good for sore and aching feet besides—in the last extremity—Adam’s slippers,
which so “clatter, clatter aa they go”?
I think I’ve written enough of the kind, and
don't send it because of its value but because
“FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS HAVE CUKEL
ME.*'
The above is a quotation from a lettei
written by H. M. Winkler. Evansville, Ind
”1 contracted a severe case of kidney trouble
My back gave out and pained me. I seemec
to have lost all strength and ambition; wai
bothered with dizzy spells, my head woulc
swim and specks float before my eyes. I took
Foley Kidney Pills regularly, and am now per
fectly well and feel like a new man. Folej
Kidney Pills have cared me.” G. A. PabCUB,

_

contributes

“Meliks*”
tence
is

the

seven-sen-

sermon, and certainly each sentence

a sermon

in itself.

SEVEN SENTENCE SERMONS.
A

life of

true

faith is

To live is not

to

a

life of

breathe; it is

power.—Speer.
to

act.—A'ouj-

ims.

Every sin journeys forward fully equipped
with instruments for its own punishment.
The surest way to get a larger place is to
make our service fill and overflow the place
we occupy.—Jotiah Strong.
The holy supper is kept indeed
In whatso we share with another’s need.
—Lovell.
1 should infinitely rather feel myself the
most miserable wretch on the face of the
earth, with a God above, than the highest
type of man standing alone.—Tennyton.
Stand

your work and be strong,
in yonr ways;
Stand to your work and be wise.
Certain of sword and pain.
Ye—who are neither children nor gods,
But men in a world of men.—Ktpling.
to

Halting

not

threatened extinction of
life, according to Mr.
Dutcher, who devoted his entire energies
in Berlin to the paramount question of
for the

cause

their valuable bird

bird

protection.
shooting

rational

While

public with

acquainting

the

birds

been

have

laws

the

and

value of

given

recommendation

advocated by the
have

members

made

con-

their

feathers.
Though the people of this country have
come to extend reasonable protection to
their birds in many states, the destruction
of American bird life must go on as long
as

anj^ foreign country

large.

from the

continues to offer

a

for the sale of the

the international

committee.

“Americans need the
world
our

help—to

help of the great

every other people need
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depart-

body

is at

It is right here that
usefulness
appears.

aa

soon

ranged from 200 to 1,800.

While ants have at times

a

useful

func-

j

of the

next

generation. In
next to, or
even with, the woodpeckers, the acknowledged ant-eaters among birds.
Grasshoppers are another important
article of the nighthawk's diet. One

nighthawks

rank

tree

the remains of sixty I
individuals, probably the refuse of several
meals, as the jaws of the insects were the
principal remains. Another stomach contained thirty-eight, another twenty-two

stomach contained

and

still

other method of

destruction would be

satisfactory. If left on the ground
of the caterpillars will return to the
and

form

new

a*

many
trees

This is a serious
webs.
attended to at once.

matter and should be

Foley’s Kidney Remedy will curt* any case
of kidney mod bladder trouble not beyou *.te
reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.
U. A. I'AltCHKK.

iltmcrtistfouius.

These last
were mostly entire, and serve to show how
much the stomach of a nighthawk can
hold. Many other stomachs contained
smaller numbers of insects. May-beetles
were found in a number of stomachs.
One
held the remains of thirty-four, another
another nineteen.

number.

had

a

third

seventeen.

contained

less

Besides

these, many other inannoying insects were found,

jurious or
but mostly
bird

and

stomachs

in

smaller

eaten

three

quantities. One
Colorado potato-

birds who work for our common pros- beetles; several had taken both the
striped
perity and health,” said Mr. Dutcher at and spotted squash beetles. Many other
the headquarters of the National associa- less known bat
beetles were
injurious
I tion of Audubon societies
Aunt Madge.
to-day. “Ow- found, one stomach containing no leas
ing to the high prices offered for the than seventeen different species.
plumes of w hite heron, birds of paradise,
For Preservation of Birds.
Bugs of the chinch bug family were
To formulate plans for the protection hummingbirds, albatrosses and similar found in very considerable
numbers,
and preservation of the bird species of ail species, in the European markets, these though that pest itself was not observed.
the earth, representatives of twenty of the birds have been slaughtered almost to the Leaf hoppers were also eaten in considerable numbers.
most powerful nations recently met m the point of extinction.
Many stomachs were
*HJn the other hand, thousands of the
fifth international
ornithological connearly filled with some soft-bodied diptervaluable insectiverous wild birds and ous
insects, allied to mosquitoes, but not
gress in Berlin. Every one of the world
game birds of Europe are shipped here as
further identified.
powers sent its delegate to take part in
From these glimpses of the nighthawk's
these deliberations upon the pressing prob- I cage birds and to make choice tid-bits in
lem of saving the economically valuable our restaurants. Only by putting a stop food habits, it must be evident that it is
to the export and import of birds butch- one of our most useful birds. Not
bird life of the globe.
only
ered for commercial purposes can the na- does it do a
As the result of this international congreat amount of positive good
ference, it is expected that concerted tions of the earth hope to retain their by the destruction of enormous numbers
action will be taken by the nations to valuable bird resources. It remains for of insects, out it is to be commended for
save the birdB of sea and land, whose exthe American people to take the first step its
negatives qualities, in that it not only
termination threatens the health and in this very vital movement for the inter- does
not destroy sny of the farmer's crops,
agricultural prosperity of every people. national
protection of our birda.”
but does not even visit them or use them
Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy,
for nesting sites. It never touches grain or
Sweden,
Russia, Norway,
Denmark,
Austria-Hungary, Holland and Belgium
O, what a power hath white simplicity! fruit, it never troubles the garden, and in
are, with the United States, taking an John Keata.
the orchard it only occasionally perches
active part in the international discussion
of bird protection at the German capital.
Soreness of the muscles, whether inThe world’s most successful medicine
duced by violent exercise or injury, is for bowel complaints is Chamberlain’s
HAT FIVER AND ASTHMA
Bring discomfort and misery to many quickly relieved by the free application of Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
people, but Foley's Honey and Tar gives ease Chamberlain’s Liniment. This liniment has relieved more
pain and suffering and
and comfort to the suffering ones. It relieves
the congestion in the head and throat and is is equally valuable for muscular rheuma- saved more lives than any other medicine
None genuine but
soothing and healing.
and always affords quick relief. it use.
Invaluable for children and
Foley's Honey and Tar in the yellow package. tism,
G. A. Pabchbb.
adtlts. Sold by all dealers.
; Sold by all dealers.
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We saw one
tended over large limbs.
this morning that had eight separate
a welltiou, they are for the most part annoying j nests quite well developed, it is
known fact that if these are neglected
and harmful insects, and it is evident that
they would be much more numerous thau they may destroy whole orchard-, especcan vouch
they are were not their ranks so severely ially of young trees, as some
thinned by the attacks of the nighthawks. for to their sorrow.
“Do not wait, even though the duties of
Moreover, these ants are killed at the
number

scalps of the
birds of the United States, it is pointed
out by 51 r. Dutcher, who with Dr. T. S.
Palmer, of the department of agncultuia twenty-throe,
at Washington, represents this country on Several other
market

®

;
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this work
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they hatched from the eggs,
nests
This enormous stomach must be kept ; and thus prevented the unsightly
filled to supply motive power for the long that are sure to follow. The caterpillars
are now concealed under the tent of their
wings which are kept in motion so many
and as they feed they
hours. To facilitate this work, nature has own construction,
the

twice

whose

pigeon,

common

least

thousands,

to break up the destruction of
life by the world-wide traffic in
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Acting as an “international committee
for the protection of birds”, a score of

operation

S

spray during the first week of
July, if followed out, would have completly destroyed the young caterpillars

nery purposes.

ornithological experts selected from the
nobility and scientists of fourteen of the
leading nations are to-day placing before
their governments the proposition of co-

fl
fl

ment to

most important epoch of their lives—when an active haying campaign are on at this
principal plea to the world powers for the they are preparing to propagate their time, as in a few days serious damage may
prohibition of export, import, purchase or kind, when the death of every female have been done to young trees. Ik- sure to
them, as no
sale of the plumes of wild birds for roili- means the loss of hundreds, or
perhaps remove these nests and burn

its

gress,

Bl

fl

more

I

1 am thinking of you all, aad 1 sympathize
with those called to mourn. A week ago today I landed here, having left Westwood the
Friday before. Had a pleaaant trip down the
Sound on the steamer Priacilla of the Fall
River line. Spent Saturday in Boston, then
another night on the crowded Bangor boat.
A lady going to Bluehill shared my room, for
the boat was so full that many were sleeping
in chairs and on sofas in the saloons. My
room-mate knew you and many others whom I
used to know when a child. She was visiting
the home of her youth.
Hope I shall get the paper again in time to
know where the teunion is to be. More next
time.
M. A. B.

fl

fall web

abundant the
coming season than they were last year,”
Mays State Entomologist E. F. Hitching*.
“In fact, in all sections that we have visited during the past week all the fruit
trees, the wild cherries, many of the dens
and even the alder bushes are covered
with this conspicuous web. It proved to
be a serious pest with us last year, especially in the young orchards.
“All who are interested in the future of
our movement for better fruit should st
once lend a hand In getting rid of this
pest aa far aa possible. Spraying at this
time will do no good; it is too late. The
worm

practial co-operation to
save the wild birds that^save the crops and
nieces and
sisters and
brothers and
this tent before them so that
Here is a welcome to another true friend health of every people.
given the bird an immense mouth, which rapidly push
nephews. So, while I may not fill my
For the first time in history, the ornitho- is really more like the mouth of a turtle they are secure from any intrusion either
of the column from whom we are glad to
place as faithfully and worthily as she
by birda (and but few of these will touch
logical authorities in their international or a frog than of a bird.
filled hers, 1 consider it not only a i hear once more:
or
the spraying material that
conclave are reported to have been able to
The food consists of insects taken on the them
Cafe Rosier. July 18, 1910.
pleasure but also an honor to represent the
unite upon some simple course of action wing, and so greedy is the bird that when might be applied.
Dear Aunt Madoe:
headquarters of the large circle of M. B.
“One should go over the trees thor1 have seen so little of The American this that would best check the economic lose food is plenty it fills its great stomach
friends.
winter that I almost lost run of the M. B.’s. of billions of dollars each year that has almost to bursting. To ascertain the oughly and remove by the ordinary prunA moat agreeable surprise cornea to you Through some oversight of the postmaster
been shown to result from the killing of character of the food taken, nearly one ing shears all twigs that are infested. In
in the following letter, because
of the (I think), mv paper was not delivered to me.
the pest-destroying and plague-prevent
hundred stomachs were examined, with some cases the eggs are just hatching and
I
missed
it
but
of
I
have
it
of
late
seen
the writer. Thanks for its
much,
long silence
catering wild birds of land and water.
interesting results. One of the moat the leaves are curled by the young
until
now
I
am
at
Fairview
and
have
weekly,
good contents.
By the ornithologists of the nations it is conspicuous elements was flying ants. pillar* for the web, ao that a careful innot yet had it changed.
It is trying to my
lu
bird slaughter and Remains were
I Dear Aunt Madge:
found
in
friends to chase roe all over the country with generally conceded that
thirty-six spection la needed to secure them all.
TU the merry haying season, and the
sale for milliner}* purposes is the chief stomachs, in twenty-four of which the ! other cases the webs have already exmail matter.
1
sound of the mower is heard in the land, and my
knew

111

WOKVl.

doubt but that the nests of the

small, and with so little flesh on the loose
skeleton, that it is about the last bird one
would suppose that anyone would kill for
food. The pectoral muscles which move
the long wings constitute the principal
and only part where there is much flesh.
The legs sre small and weak and do not
muscles which

II:

State Entomologist Hitching- | rges
Prompt Action.
“From present appearances there in no

exaggerated appearance of sire
real. Tbe body is actually so

appear to have much

enormoua

THE FALL WEB

nightbawk is much
smaller than one would suppose from seeing the bird upon tbe wing. Tbe long
wings and the loose, fluffy feathers, tend
an

fl

eVMl B
S

than 20,000anta alone, and thi, was
not half of tbe insect content*.
In view of these fact*, we hope that the
practice of killing this bird, whether for
food or for sport, will be wholly given
up.
It ia a practice which at best affords
|x>or
returns of either, and which entail- an atmoat incalculable injury upon the agricull oral interests.

The body of tbe

give

rt_

il

leas

who crawls about in the crevice* of

that is not

that

this
bin,
signal service to man ,nd
and takes nothing
|n

Kerns aa

examined

streets far below.

to

a

nothing

they capture.

brings forth its young upon rock* and
bare knolls remote from human dwellings.
To this there is one remarkable exception.
In large cities, where most of the buildings are high, with flat roofs, often
covered with gravel, the house-tops are as
free from human intrusion as the top of
and tbe nighthawks take
a mountain,
advantage of thi* artificial desert to lay
their egg* and rear their young safe from
man

conaider

we

it ahould have
protection that can be afforded it,
at best yields but a morsel of lood
when
killed, and when we think of the worth
of iU services while living, we are
im.
pressed with tbe belief Ibat the
economy
of uuing ita body for food is murb like
that
involved in cutting off tbe lop* of K
|*jr
of boot* ir order to make a pair of
,hoea.
In soma parU of tbe country th.>
nighthawk ia not only killed for food,
hut „
uaed aa a target for gun practice on
the
under
tbe
wing,
impression that it t, ,
bird whoee killing can do no harm.
Ho*
erroneous this is we have
already shown.
When we conaider that during
many
hours of tbe evening, and often ah
daj,
these birds sweep tbe air with tbeir
great
of
drag-nets
months, we do not w onder at

The Slghthawk.

high

slight?

renders such
asks

DATBA.

eral

so

When

turn, it

field day of
Hancock Pomona grange at Biuehill min-

I

pj. flt

societies, and will be authorllatlre. They
will be of Interest not only to bird losers, bat
of educational ralue to farmer*, to whom the
of tbe
protection of many specie* of bird* is

Friday, Aug. 12—Annual

B

fl
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greatest Importance.

government from this city to-day.
Recommendations for the prohibition
of this feather traffic by non-export and
non-import laws in Great Britain, Gercharge.
! many,
France, Italy, Russia, Norway,
! Sweden, Belgium, Denmark, Holland,
U may help you fill the column in these days
Hungary, Austria,! Bavaria and this
when it is so hard to find time to write even a
country have just been filed with Secreletter, and though yon may not be cooking
Knox at
Washington by
for hay-makers, you may be for summer tsry-of-State
William Dutcher, president of the Navisitors, which state of affairs presents tbe
tional association of Audubon societies,
same problems, with the odds in favor of the
hay-makers, if tbe visitors chance to be tbe who represented the United States at the
kind who persist in “staying in tbe kitchen recent international ornithological conwhile the work is being done”. Of all hin- gress in Berlin, where they were framed
drances, that sort of guest is the worst, and and
unanimously endorsed by delegates
I*ve had serious intentions of having a large
from every part of the world.
motto printed hearing the admonition: “Keep
Though England and several other
out of the kitchen!” to hang in a conspicuous
nations are already considering
place. Am I alone in this experience? Sup- foreign
call of the world’s ornithopose we have a few remarks on what consti- this urgent
tutes an ideal gnest.
Esther.
logists, it is expected that Uncle Sam will

by Sadie.

Dear Mutuals:
This poem is so applicable to the season,
that as 1 read and reread it, it brought
the nieces to mind, and I
many of
wondered if “C the first” was this year
“where waters whisper to the skies*’, and if
others

as though
l
new life had been
am recommending it

given

It may be in some wooded place
With sunshine siftiDg through the leaves,
Until its flashing Jewels trace
A wealth of rare mosaic weaves;
All green and gold the forest walla.
All gold and green the forest floors—
This is the grandest'of all halls.
The temple of God's Out-of-Doors.

—Sent

nervous-

and that all

gone feeling in my
stomach.
I had
given up hope of
ever
being well
when I began to
take Lydia E. linkham's
Vegetable
Compound. Then

It may be on the desert sands
When night has hung her tapestries.
And when across the silent lands
There comes a wondrous censer breete
Scent -laden from some far-off isle
W here bnd and fruit hold pungent stores.
That thus are wafted mile on mile
Into this House of Out-of-Doors.

—

It would be this: To be interested In whatever they undertake or may be doing at
the moment, to dismiss from their minds
everything else but the one thing they are
doing at the time and to think only of
that one thing In all Its bearings, from
every viewpoint, and to be master of It.
Don't mind the dock, but keep at it and
let nature Indicate the necessity for rest
After resting go at the work again with
the same Interest.
The world pays big
Brices to men who know. To accomplish
things there must first be an idea of posgiblllty; then the watchword must be
'Try,*' and keep on trying with enthusiasm and a thorough belief In an ability
If you are convinced that a
to succeed.
certain thing can be done, never mind
what the world says to the contrary. Experiment if you are really interested
Forget entirely the word disappointment.
Failures, se called, are but finger posts
pointing out the right direction to thoee
who arc willing to learn. So far as I can
see. these prtndples have Influenced me In
the years that have passed. In addition.
I have always believed that hard work
and a living general intereet in everything that makes for human progress will
make men or women valuable to theaStfved and to the wor!4

"
For four Tears
Baltimore, M<1.
my life was a misery to me. I suffered
from
irregularities. terrible dragsensations,
ging

god's ocT-or-doors.
There is ft temple—not of stone.
Nor with contracting walls and roof—
Wherein each mas may stand alone
And be from grosser things aloof;
There with his soul he msy com nnne.
Where waters v hisper to the shores.
And distant hills send back the croon—
The temple of God’s Out-of-Doors.

Not Fully Developed.
Christian Endeavor has not been developed to the highest point of efficiency—not yet. Whiie it must remain es- the busy housewife ia skurrying about wonsentially a society conducted by the I dering what to have for the next meal as she
young people, it calls for a closer clears away the skeletons of the last, for life
study on the part of the pastor and all | to her just now is but a succession of meals—
earnest church workers; it calls for | getting one clearing it away and preparing
with peas to pick, lettuce and
for another
trained leadership, the teacher himself
radishes and various other things to prepare,
being thoroughly equipped for the to
say nothing of the trip to the strawberry
This work
task of teaching them.
patch or berry pasture, for the supply of
will most frequently fall upon the pas- berries aud cream must be unfailing.
tor’s broad shoulders, and he will carAnd. alas! if tbe fish or meat man fails to
ry the burden Joyfully when he real- appear, then must a substitute for bis wares
izes that, after all, it is only a seed be evolved from her busy brains (if she has
basket which bears the promise of a any to spare).
Meals! meals! How large a part of our lives
harvest for the church unto life eterinto eating, and getting food to eat!
nal. The tasks that committees are set goes
What can wo do about it?
Anything? No
to accomplish will be such as the wonder
practical recipes are sought for in th«
yonng people will find worthy of their M. B. column and other places. Here is one
best efforts and through which they to fall back on sometimes:
will “learn to live” as Christians and
As many sliced potatoes es needed with two
citizens, "by living.” Social life also or three sliced onions, put in a deep basin,
add salt, pepper and generous amount ol
will be encouraged. Not fewer socials, butter, fill with hot water and bake. A little
before taking from tbe oven, fill up with rich
especially for the younger people, but milk.
One society In
more, will be held.
Here is another potato re<*ipe:
Texas put a dance hall out of comTo cold mashed
add some melted
mission by organizing clean, healthy butter, a little milk,potato
two beaten eggs: beat til]
socials for the boys and girls. We light, season with salt, pepper, a little onioc
or parsley if liked, bake in a quick oven and
shall come to recognize the need of serve
at once.
Potato Sovp—In three pints of water boil
“play” and the educational value of it,
until
soft
four large potatoes and one large
and possibly in the near future the
onion sliced. When soft, rub all through a
church will ring with the laughter and sieve. Put back on the stove, add one pinl
the shouts of happy children. The milk, two tablespoons butter, salt and peppez
to taste; serve hot.
prophet saw merry, playing crowds In
Sometime ago 1 used a recipe for moiasses
the streets of the holy city, and he responge cake. It may have been copied from
joiced. Why may not weT—Ripple In the M. B. column, but proved good enough to
Christian Endeavor World.
be repeated:
A Message From Mr. Edison.
Thomas A. Edison, tbo sreat inventor. recently sent this personal message to the world of Christian Endeavor by Mr. Amos R. Wells, the
editorial secretary of the United Society of Christian Endeavor:
If there Is any message I can give that
plight be of value to your young people

Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

The amkbicah,
Ellsworth, Me.

Birb

among tf)t Grangers.

■ Cake ■
—bread

eating

a

that makes

pleasure—

^B||||
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pastry that “aakes”—
depend on the flour
goes into them.
Wise cooks use William
Tell Flour and never have
■ baking failure.
is economical,
bread to the sack than

98^U

f|S

•H^H
ifl^V
i^HIt
^^^■more
Hmost flours.

too—makrs^E
^^B
'^B
HA sack in your pantry takes care^B

|of every baking

need.

William Tell
Flour J
f
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.1
ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME

(

life in thie wilderness and the influence
that it axerted in the
development of
hia master mind. His winters were
spent
his
earliin Salem preparing for Bowdoin
HAIN'E FURNISHED
college,
while the summer months were dreamed
est INSPIRATION.
away amidst the lakes and streams of this
home at haymond vicinity. In one his written
manuscripts
the hawthoen*
he left these lines:
FAVORITE OCCUPATIONS AS

HAUNTS OF

HAWTHORNE

Nat told me that ilia Unde
said it was an Indian burial
ground. One day he read me some verses
that he had written on the death of a Mr.
Tar box, who lived near by, and who was
frozen to death in a terrible storm. I cannot remembers line of the poetry, but waa
much affected at the time by its pathos.
This Tarbor tragedy occurred March 17,
1819.”
The fact of his writing this poem shows
that he had already taken up the pen in
Raymond. Still further evidence of this
was discovered only a few years ago when
a manuscript book was unearthed in the
Manning bouse containing all sorts of
odds and ends about ghosts and hob-gobblins. On the fly leaf of this book was

outlet,
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PLAYMATES REMEMBER

HIM.

(From the Loci slow Journal.]
charming cross-country trip
recently took in company
and philosopher,
with that sterling guide
at the Tillage
John W. Stevens, postmaster
cruise was made to Sebago
of Gray. The
and from early morning
»mi Raymond,
of evening commenced
until the shadows
there was not an idle moment
to lengthen,
waa not filled with
an incident that
a

„

that the writer

nor

Jjuntan interest.
scenes
where NaIt was amidst the
his boyhood
thaniel Hawthorne apent
where the first inspiration of
djj-j and
received. Here
••The Scarlet Letter” was
cllB and cave where
lithe Indian Image
often sat and muaed,
the great writer
In Thomas
ind but a few miles distant,
which was hia
pond, waa the great ledge
Whether on
favorite fishing ground.
in this vicinity
land or water, every spot
the deed and memories
is hallowed with

and

When I was eight years old
my mother,
with her three children, took
op her residence on the banks of the
Sebago lake. In
Maine, where the family owned a
large tract
of land; and here I ran
quite wild and would,
I doubt not, have
willingly run wild till this
time. Ashing all day long, or shooting with an
old fowling-piece, although
reading a good
deal on rainy days. Those were
delightful
days, for that part of the country was then
wild, with only scattered clearings, and ninetenths of it primeval woods.

following inscription:
by Richard Manning to
his nephew, Nathaniel Hawthorne, with
the advice that he write out bis thoughts,
log some every day, in as good words as he
cabin, where half a tree would be burning on
can, upon any and all subjects, as it is one
the open hearth. I would sit in the
ample
chimney corner and look at the stars up of the best means of his securing for mathrough the great aperture while the flames turer years command of thought and
went roaring up. Ah, how well I recall those
language.”
summer days when, with my gun, I roamed at
The contents of this script shows that
will through the woods of Maine! How sad weird
thoughts, suitable as a foundation
middle life looks to people of erratic
tempera- for future tales, were even then runment: Everything looks beautiful in
youth, ning through his head.
for all things are allowed to it then.
Haunted houses always had a superWhat a splendid picture of life in the natural
charm for him, and many of
wilderness of Maine in tbe long ago!
the thoughts here penned in a boyish
Julian
the

I would skate all alone on
Sebago lake with
the deep shadows of the
icy hills on either
hand. When I found myself far
away from
home, I would sometimes take refuge in a

“Presented

of America's greatest romance writer.
Hawthorne says that his father
The stately old mansion which was the
family house still stands In the little was an excellent hunter when a boy, and
hamlet, but for many year* it has served I wherever he went his gun was taken
God. Lake and along. One day be followed a black bear
as a temple of the living
all are of with a persistence worthy of a hardened
mountain, river and stream
No hunter, but waa unable to capture his
interest in this charming spot.
wonder that the budding genius of Haw- quarry. In a letter written by Nathaniel
thorne found inspiration for many of Hawthorne to hia friend, James T. Fields,
bi» wildest flights of1 imagination, and in 1883, he says:
“1 liver, in Maine like a bird in the air,
here many of his most happy years were
so perfect was the freedom 1
enjoyed. But
paused.
The start was made from Gray village, it was there that I first got my cursed
tod behind a fast nag the miles were habit of loving solitude!”
THE HAWTHORNE HOU8E.
reeled off until the Little Sebago, with
The Hawthorne home is just over the
it* cluster of summer cottages, was
reached. This place is w’ilbin the town Cfesco line and situated at the mouth of
limits of Gray, and it Is fast coming to the the stream known as Dingley brook.
front as a summer resort. Already a score Dingley bay, so called, has fourteen
or more of tasty cottages have been built,
islands, and all of these were thoroughly
snd each year sees an increase in the familiar to young Hawthorne. The brook
is bat a little over one mile in length, and
number.
The little village of North Windham is the outlet for the waters of Thomas
proved to be one of the most charming pond. This is one of the chain of lakes of
spots of the ride. It is a typical New which Sebago is the largest and most
England hamlet and once was the scene famous.
The Hawthorne and Manning houses are
of great business enterprises. In 1861 a
great freshet swept away the dam and all situated on opposite sides of Dingley
the mills, and from that blow the village brook and not more than twenty rods
It is situated on a apart. Here is a waterfall of fifteen feet,
never fully recovered.
level and sandy plain, the houses and furnishing an excellent power for mills as
gardens are neatly kept, and on the whole well as making the spot exceedingly picJust where the brook leaves
may be called one of the most charming turesque.
spots of its kind in Maine. And then we Thomas pond a huge boulder rises from
passed Raymond village and came to the the water, and from the fact that Hawisolated spot where stands the stately boy- thorne would sit on this ledge for hours
at a time when fishing, it has always been
hood home of Nathaniel Hawthorne.
known as “Nat’s Rock”.
COX!SO OP THE HAWTHOKNE8.

hand relate to matters of this nature. This
is still iu existence and contains
much matter of historic importance that

diary
has

never

been made

—

In

the

of the old house and but

rear

short distance away is Lake Sebago, with
its Pulpit Rock, the Images, Frye’s island,
Muddy river and the far-famed Songo.

years previous, and liking the
situation, he built a home for himself and

classic.

several

Manning Lad purchased
one-third of the township from the proprietors. In this transaction he was acting simply as an agent for other parties,
but in a short time he bought the others
out and came sole possessor of the great
estate. By these transactions Manning
became the most important figure in this
section, and this influence he continued to
hold until his death, although he spent
but a small portion of his time in the
settled down.

place.
Then

his son, Richard Manning, jr.,
gentleman built the house which
still stands but a few rods from the
Hawthorne home and out-dates it by
several years. His father had built his
home some three or four miles away, but
the son decided on the spot w'here the
Manning house still stands. He married
an estimable
young lady and became even
more important aa a citizen than his
father, w ho had died in Windham on bis
way from Salem.
Mrs. Hawthorne, mother of Nathaniel,
was a sister of
Manning, and was living in
a condition of
Her
poverty in Salem.
husbana had died of yellow fever on board
»hip in full sight of his own home and
w
ife, while entering the harbor, and the
w idow was
left penniless to care for her
children.
It was then that her brother
built the Hawthorne home in this place,
and invited his sister and nephews to
come here and be cared for
by him. The
offer was accepted and the Hawthornes
became a part and parcel of what is now
the town of Casco
In those days it was
came

and this

all

Raymond.

«

mle the

immediate condition of Mrs,

Hawthorne and her young children was
bettered by their removal to Raymond,
they were soon doomed to a severe reversal
in the death of
Manning at the comparatively early age of forty-seven years. He
left

fine property to his wife, Susau,
who w as shortly again married, and this
time to Francis Rideaux, a musician, who
had fought with Napoleon Bonaparte at
the battle of Waterloo.
They continued
to live in the
Manning house until the
death of bis wife, and then Rideaux became a teacher of French in Portland and
other cities until age crept on, when he
returned and died with bis daughter in
the old
Manning home.
Justice has never been done to that
part of Hawthorne’s life that was passed
in the wilds of Maine. It was the formative period of his character, and here
amidst these charms of nature his young
mind was moulded. Coming here when
but a few years old, it continued to be his
home until he had attained his majority
and was taken from his seclusion to enter
upon a collegiate course. Here and there
in his
writings we catch a gleam of his
a

Only a little cold in the
beginning of an obstinate

Among

these the

image

rock has become

a

OR AG.

Street Commissioner Woodbury, of
Ilaugor is Using Them.
The King road drag has been exploited
in newspapers and magazines and farm
journals, and the wonderful results
obtained from its use have been sung from

platforms occupied by highway

lecture

commissioners throughout the country
for months, and people have read and
listened, wondering if this were true ana,
if so,

why so absurduly simple

vance

had not been

a

contri-

thought of long beCommissioner Woodbury, of Ban-

fore.

gor, is one of the converts to the
and has fifteen of them in use.

machine,

Bangor roads first felt the touch of the
King drag this spring. Thirteen of the
drags were built, and 100 miles of Bangor
were gone over with them.
commissioners have charge
of this work, under Commissioner Wood-

country roads
The suburban

bury’s direction, and everybody concerned, including the public who use the
roads, is in earnest when he praised the
King drag. Commissioner Woodbury
speaks of it as follows:
“It is a great thing. The drags have
been over the roads, and although this is
the first time the drag has ever been tried
in Bangor, we are satisfied that it has
come to stay.
Formerly on the country
roads
the road machines
were
used.
Each of the machines was drawn by four
horses, and it was very slow- work. The
of horses
drag is drawn by a single
and gets over the ground much more
does
all
the work that the
quickly. It
road machine does, and does it much
better, except that it cannot ditch out the

pair

a

This huge cliff rises perpendicuof more than ninety feet,
and at its base the water is almost 100 feet
deep. When the pioneer, Capt. Frye, was
pursued by the Indians to the top of this
lar to

public.

THE SPLIT-LOG

a

The coming of Hawthorne to Raymond,
a child, is surrounded with much
romantic interest.
An ancestor named
Richard Manning had been sent here
when

height

gutters.
“The road machine can go over the road
only once, but the drag is taken out many
times, so that the holes can be kept filled

in and the road smoothed out at frequent
intervals. Thus more and better work
can be accomplished for the money expended. Two of the drags are in use
right in the city, and so far w'e have gone
over the Hampden road twice with them.”

rock, he boldly leaped into the dark water
below and then swam the lake to the land
Here he
now known as Frye’s
island.
built a strong cabin, the ruins of which
may be seen at the present day.
In the old days this cliff was covered with
Indian characters known as hieroglyphs.

LUMBER WASTE.

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

of Manufactured to Rougt
Lumber—Two-thirds of Tree Lost.
The U. 8. department of agriculture, in
connection with a study of the woodusing industries of various states, ia
learning what part of the rough lumber
output of our American sawmills passes
through a second process of manufacture
before it is ready for the consumer. The

Mrs. Margaret O’Roarke, of Hallo well,
celebrated her 100th birthday Monday.

Peary’s Own Story of His Observa- Ratio
tions There.
Commander Robert E. Peary, in making
public the manner in which he took observations bv which he established his
presence at the North Pole, April 8, M08,
furnishes an interesting chapter to polarsearch history through the medium of the
August number of Hampton’i Magatine.
The explorer refused to submit this data
to Congress for the reason that it would
bare violated his contract with Hampton's publication, to which he gave the
right to first publish the matter.
Notwithstanding the backwardness of
Congress in granting recognition to the
explorer, medals were presented to him by
the National geographic society of America, the Royal geographical society of
London, the Imperial German geographi- I
cal society and the Royal Italian geograpical society, their action being based
on the calculations as described
by Mr.

went
miles.

on,
It

an

estimated distance of ten

had

cleared

while

we

were

of the journey I was
able to get a satisfactory series of observations at Columbia meridian midnight,
which observations indicated our position
as being beyond the pole.
It seemed strange to me, even then, when

traveling,

and at end

everything
that

in

a

was

too

march

strange to be realized,
a few hours I
had

of

passed from the western to
hemisphere and had verified

the eastern
my

ELLSWORTH

they

MARKETS.

quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

them down until now
they can only be dimly traced. At the
base of this cliff is the entrance to a dark
cavern made by a cleft in the rock, and
now known by the name of “Hawthorne’s
cave”. Into this cavern
young Haw-

Rutter.

The

going north and on the last, though
going ahead in the same direction, I

still
was

travelling south; that in order to return
to my camp 1 must turn and go north

Country Produce.

more

highly finished
product.

and

valuable

more

In the United States waste in the woods,
the mill, and the factory is so great that
two-thirds of what was in the tree is lost
on the way to the consumer.
The heavi-

was

Stephen Cahill, aged thirty-four years,
killed instantly,and Freeman Tweedie,
aged eleven, and William Currier, aged
twenty-three, were seriously injured at
Presque Isle Thursday, when a hay wagon
in which they were riding was struck by a
was

Canadian Pacific train.

According to an announcement made by
Pres. John R. Graham, of the Bangor Railway & Electric Co., the construction of a
new electric road from Bangor to Northern
Maine Junction is extremely probable
within the next few months. It will be a
passenger and freight line.
Finding a loose board in the home-made
gate which confined him to the piazza at
the summer home of his parents at Wayne
Lake, Melvin Stuart, aged eighteen
months, son of W. A. Stuart, of Livermore
Falls, forced his way through, crawling
down to the wharf a short distance away,
fell into the water and was drowned.
Unheeding the advice of friends, who
a small canoe unseaworthy, Emile
Martin, twenty-three years old, and
Amede Aurelle, twenty-one, went out on
Lake Auburn, Sunday, and were drowned.
The canoe capsized one-quarter of a mile
declared

from the shore. Both bodies were recovered. Martin was a lineman on a railway,
and Aurelle was a mill operative.

Htwertiarments.

The Bad
Effects of

CONSTIPATION
Impure blood, offensive breath,
heavy head, shortness of
breath, bilious attacks, fitful
sleep, loss of appetite, feverish
conditions, all come from one
cause—C onstipation.

The Good
Effects of

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

finished lumber.
The present aggregate population of
the four states is estimated by their respective state officials to be 9,166,975; the
population of the United States in round

figures

is

90,000,000, according

estimates.

four states for 1907 and 1908

active,

to recent

The average lumber cut in the

the other

a

—

the

one

dull year—was

an

3,753,-

293,000 feet, and for the United States it

36,740,261,000.

was

Calculated
use

of

410

feet,

on this basis, the per
capita
lumber in the four states was
and in the United States 408 feet.

sawn

capita use in the four states of
lumber further manufactured was 263
feet. These figures indicate a lavish use
of lumber in the United States, for our

The per

remedy these conditions bethey remove the cause.
They start the bowels, work
the liver, sweeten the breath,
cleanse the blood, tone the
stomach, clear the head, improve the appetite and bring
restful sleep.
cause

The oldest and best corrective medicine before the public
is Beecham’s Pills.

per capita consumption is from three to
again, and then, still keeping on in a ten times that of the leading nations of
Europe.
Oleomargarine.20 a 28 straight line, go south.
Going back along the trail I tried to
PEACE COMMISSION.
Fresh laid, per dos ...33a. 35 realize my position; tried to realize that
Poultry.
from every point of the horizon, the circle
Ex-Pres. Roosevelt May be Made
Chickens.
25*85 of which was in both
thorne frequently penetrated, and it is
hemispheres, the
Fowl ..20a,25
Chairman of Commission.
of
those
whose
bones
said that the opening chapters of “The
around
lay
spirits
Ray.
it is reported that it is the intention of
the
circle
were
Scarlet Letter” were written in this re- J
Arctic
at
that
looking
me;
Best loose, per ton.16 420
the President to appoint ex-President
1
Baled. .lHa *0 East, West and North had disappeared for
treat. Another favorite resort of HawRoosevelt as the bead of a peace comand
that
direction
was
thorne was the far-famed Songo that Straw.
every
me,
south; mission which some members of
Loose
8*11 that
Congress
lake.
Of
this
into
the
its
waters
breeze
which
could
blow
every
empties
upon in the Senate are
15
Baled.
disposed to authorize by
stream Longfellow has well said:
me, no matter from what point of the an
Vegetables.
bill
for
that
appropriation
purpose.
25 Onions, ft
New potatoes, pk
“Nowhere such a devious stream,
0f<a08 horizon, was a south wind; that a day and
The idea is that the peace commission
08 Green peas, pk
String beans, qt
25®3o a night were a year, and that a hundred
Have in fancy or in dream;
05 Sweet, potatoes ft
New beets, bunch
05 |
shall tour the world in an endeavor to
Winding s'ow through bush and brake,
05 Carrots, bunch
05 days were a century; that two steps only
Lettuce, bead
have the sovereigns and chancelleries of
25 Cabbage, ft
05
Links together lake and lake.”
Spinach, pk
separated me from astronomical noon or the
05
13a15 Parsnips, lb
Tomatoes, lb
great powers agree to a limitation
from
astronomical
that
had
I
The Hawthorne home is very capacious, Turnips, !h
03 Radishes, bunch
05
midnight;
of armies and armaments with a view to
05 stood there
Cucumbers, each
the
six
months’
and has the same styje of architecture as
Arctic
daring
j
limiting the staggering
of
Fruit.
expense
winter night instead of during the six
that of the Manning place, it was built at
military and naval establishments and in
40*60 Lemons dos
40*45
Oranges, dos
summer day, I would have seen
months’
the expense of Mr. Manning, and here his
10*12 Pineapples, each 10@i5
Cantalope,
the interests of
elements have

worn

thorne,
used as

Watermelons,

was

50
Porto Rico,
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, ft.
Beef, ft:
Steak,
13*35
Chop,
Ham. per ft
Roasts.
12*25
10*18
Cornea.
Shoulder,

purpose.
HAWTHORNE.

early as 1870 it was said that there
was no person in Raymond that rememwas
nothing
bered
Hawthorne, but
further from the truth or, for that matit was not many years
ter, is to-day.
ago that an old playmate of his wrote
As

as

17*13

ToDgues,

Veal:
Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb

25

15*18

“One reason why many people
Raymond fall to connect Hawthorne with the
name.
of
his
novelist is the pronunciation

Salt

Fresh Fish.
06 Mackerel, ft

in

Cod,
Haddock,

Halibut,

it the tirst

It used to be pronounced
was spelled ‘hearth’ ”.
One old gentleman who knew him well
has said: “I have seeu the name of a Mr.
Hawthorne in the papers, but for many
years never suspected that it was Nat.
Hawthorne, with whom I used to play.
We used to go to Thomas pond together,
and on a large, flat rock, flsh for perch
and minnows and try our skill at throwing stones as far as we could into the

06

Salmon,

ft

12*20 8bad, ft
Flour, Grain and Feed.

Oats, bu
62)4 allow for possible errors in instruments
Flour—per bbl—
6 00*7 00 Shorts—bag— 1 40® t 50 and
observations, had traversed in various
50
Mix.
1
1
feed,
bag
50® 160
Corn.lOOft bag
150 Middlings,!>agl 50*180 directions an area of about eighty by ten
Corn meal,bag

syllable

head may be the pond.
“There was a charming knoll nearby the
of Nasal Ca- ;
*afrh. Drive out the Invader with Ely’s
4-ream Balm applied straight to the inflamed,
When the stomach fails to perform its
*tuffed-up air-passages. Price 80c. If you functions, the bowels become deranged,
prefer to use an atomiser, ask for Liquid
the liver and the kidneys congested, causCream Balm. It has all the good qualities of
ing numerous diseases. The stomach and
the solid form of this
remedy and will rid you liver must be restored to a healthy condiof catarrh or
hay fever. No cocaine to breed
Chamberlain’s Stomach and
and
• dreadful
habit. No mercury to dry out the tion,
to do
•ecretlon.
Price 75c., with spraying tube. Liver Tablets can be depended upon
All drnggisu, or mailed
Sold
by Ely Bros., M War- it. Easy to take and most effective.
Btreet, New York.
by all dealers.

Bacon,

Lard,

15*30
Lamb,
Cd
Tongues, each

follows:

as

aadtSe.

Cracked

corn,

150

miles

At

across.

some

moment

during

these marches and counter-marches I

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.

▲ bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and At for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 6t
pounds; of corn, 50 pounds; of onionh 52.
Fngllsh turnips, rye and
pounds; of carrots,
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
82 pounds, or even measure as or agreement.

case

j

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets gently stimulate the liver and bowels
to expel poisonous matter, cleanse the
system, cure constipation and sick headache. Sold by all dealers.

had,
for all practical purposes, passed over the
where
North
and
and
South
East
points
and West blend into one.
When the gentleman with decided tenlooking after everybody’s
business but his own saw a furniture re-

dencies toward

It is said that Russia is

on

the

eve

of

sallied

van

being

loaded

near

forth into the street

furniture for

a

drive?”

W. T. BRUBAKER. Manager.
European, I1.M per day and up
American, |}a per day and up

and

j

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
on Filbert Street

ex-

|

The only moderate priced hotel of
reputation and consequence in

a

PHILADELPHIA

Remedy

CATARRH

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly

is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,

heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives j
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. K
U/|V FTMCD
stores the Senses of iSn I
V LvLIl
Taste and Suie 11. Full siz<> 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail, la liquid form, 75 cents
b arren Street, New YorkFly Brother-;.

bread-winners.

Russia migh do with
way of railroad
building. That country has millions of
miles
of
as
line
square
agricultural land
Think of what

that

one

billion in the

can
be found anywhere, and
cheap
transportation would quickly quadruple
their value and bring prosperity to a
hundred million of very poor
people.

as

But

Russia is under the immediate neher millions in precessity of
instead of to produce.
paration to
If the great pow'ers of the world—the

expending
destroy

United States, Great Britain, Japan, Gerhouse, he many, Italy, Russia and France
would
investiga- agree to settle the exact ratio as to miliestablishments,
tary
could
UI say, carter,” he began,
reduce
tion bent.
they
probably seventy-live per
bumptiously, “are the people upstairs expenditures
cent, and still be on the same relative
moving?” The carter looked at him soorn- basis that they are now, and these milfully. Then he wiped the perspiration lions could be turned to the mateiial deof the unimproved parts of
from his manly brow.
“No, sir,” he re- velopment
the world, so that thrift aud
torted, grimly. “We’re just taking the might gladden the continentsprosperity
and the
moval

WINDSOR HOTEL*

peace.

northern celestial hemisphere circling the sky at the same distance from the horizon, with Polaris pracevery star in the

pending |1,000,000,000 for the army and
navy. This will necessarily arouse Japan
in
zenith
overhead.
the
tically
to a like effort. Germany, notwithstandWhen I had taken my observation at
ing her colossal military and naval estabCamp Jessup in the western hemisphere,
lishments, will certainly not quietly sit by
at noon of April 6, Columbia meridian
while Russia is organizing such a presun
had
been
in
the
the
south.
time,
ponderant force, and Austria, France and
When I had taken my observations at
England will also bestir themselves until,
midnight between the 0th and 7th, at the as someone has said:
“Every laborer of
end of my ten-mile march, in the eastern
Europe will have a soldier or sailor on his
hemisphere, the sun was in the south at back.”
that point, but to those at the camp on the
An army is productive of nothing but
2<®23 other side of the world, only ten miles
destruction. Every soldier and sailor is
20.30
in
was
the
north.
it
15 away,
so much taken from the field of
productive
I returned to the camp again in time for
23*30
work and made to swell the ranks, not
i6*17 a final and
series
of
observasatisfactory
18 *20
of
but
of
only
destruction.
consumption,
tions at Columbia noon on the 7th, which
If the millions of soldiers now in armies
gave results essentially the same as my
the
world
could
throughout
only be conobservation twenty-four hours previous.
verted to workers in the fields, in the
I bad now taken thirteen single, or six
and
the
the
cost of living
factories,
mines,
13 and a half
double, altitudes of the sun would be
25«3o
greatly decreased and that
12 at two different stations in three different
would
cease
to
agitate Congresses
directions at four different times, and to question

Rice, per ft
06*03
16*25 Vinegar, gal
20*25
Rio,
35 Cracked wheat,
05
Mocha,
35 Oatmeal, per ft
20
Java,
04
Buckwheat, pkg
Tea—per ft—
45 *65 Graham,
14
Japan,
30 *65
04
Rye meal,
Oolong,
Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Sugar—per ft—
a'06
Granulated, 5)4
OH—per gal—
06
Linseed,
65*70
Tellow, C
08 Bit
12
Powdered,
Kerosene,
Molassea—per gal
35
Havana,

Its actual
a
village tavern.
Richard Manning, had left a
in his will that a church should be
built at that place, and after his death it
remodel the house into
was decided to
This was accordingly done and
a church.
the building has since been used for that
OP

400,50

Groceries.
Co flee—per ft

owner,
clause

PLAYMATES

la boms 10c.

.25*30

Dairy

a

and after her return to Salem it

■old Everywhere.

Creamery per ft...40*45

well-trimmed lawn, a large
kept
tlower garden and a tine orchard. The
building was uever owned by Mrs. Haw-

sister

drowned In the Kennebec river Fri-

years.

class of

positon

the summit of the world.
It seemed hard to realize that on the
first miles of this brief march I had been

Edward Irwin, an employee at the Hollingsworth A Whitney mills, Watervllle,

day, while bathing.
Unwood Seavey, aged twenty-one, son
of W. E. Seavey, of Pine Point, and one of
ten children, was drowned in the Scarstudy is regarded as having an important boro river Thursday, while in bathing.
bearing on the extent to which more
William Lyman Scribner, long a promieconomical use of our forest resources can
nent republican in eastern Maine, a
be brought about. So far, the results obformer member of the board of prison intained show that more than five-eighths
spectors and county commissioner for
of the rough lumber sawed is to be
Penobscot county, died at his home in
counted as the raw material for other
Springfield Thursday, aged eighty-one
industries which convert it into a

est part of this loss takes place in the sawPeary.
According to the story as related by mills. Much of this mill waste is unPeary, observations by himself and Capt. avoidable under present conditions, but
Bartlettt showed that they were within the greater the demand for the product
200 miles of the Pole, and it was at this and the
higher its value, the better will
point that Bartlett turned back and economy pay.
Peary, with picked men and dogs, set out
Waste in manufacture is very small
to cover
the distance of five forced compared with that at the sawmill.
marches. The succeeding events are de- Study of the demands of the
wood-using
scribed as follows by Commander Peary:
industries may be a means of finding out
About 10 o’clock in the forenoon of how the mill may profitably market a
April 6 I called a halt. I had now made part of what now goes to the burner in
my five marches, and estimated that we sawdust, slabs and trimmings.
were in the immediate neighborhood of
Statistics of the wood-using industries
our goal, and at local noon, on the Coof Massachusetts, Maryland, North Carolumbia meridian, 1 made my first observa- lina and Wisconsin, lately
gathered by
tion at our polar camp, named
the the department of agriculture in co-operaMorris K. Jessup camp, which indi- tion with these states, show that of their
cated our position as 89 degrees 6i mnutes. total sawmill output 36 per cent, is used in
Though now at the end of the last the form of rough lumber, and 64 per cent,
long march of the upward journey, and is manufactured into other forms of outwith the Pole in sight, I was too weary put. If the same ratio holds for the entire
with the accumulated weariness of days country as for these states, about 13,00Q,of forced marches and nights of insuffici- 000,000 feet of lumber is used
yearly in
ent sleep to realize just yet that 1 had rough form and
23,500,000,000 feet is furpractically achieved my life’s purpose. ther manufactured.
When our two igloos were completed and
This is the first time that detailed
we had eaten our dinner, the dogs were
figures have been obtained on this subject.
doubly rationed. Then, while Henson The study which has yielded these figures
and the Eskimo unloaded the sledges and has also in view to ascertain what comgot them in readiness for necessary re- modities are made wholly or partly of
pairs, 1 turned in for a few hours of ab- wood, the various kinds of wood used
their origin and their cost, as well as
solutely fatigue-compelled sleep.
When I arose a few hours later, I wrote other data of value to the growers of timin my diary:
“The Pole at last.
The ber and to the sellers and buyers of lumprize of three centuries. My dream and ber.
In making up the figures, lumber used
goal for twenty years. Mine at last! It
all seems so simple and commonplace.”
as
bridge timbers, house frames, farm
I had turned out to be in readiness for fences, trestles, board walks, walls and
an observation at
6 p.
m., Columbia similar classes of structures, with only
meridian time, in case the sky should such cutting and fitting as is given it
by
be clear. Unfortunately, it was overcast, carpenters, was classed as rough lumber;
but as there were indications that it would that made into flooring, finish, siding
be clear before long, I started out with sash, doors, frames, panels, stairs,
boats,
my two men. E-ging-wah and Si-gloo, vehicles, boxes, baskets, turnery, wooden
and a light sledge, carrying only my ware, cooperage, musical instruments,
instruments and a tin of pemmican, farm
implements,
furniture, spools,
drawn by a double team of dogs, and handles, and like forms, was placed in the

on

may tell many a wild tale
of love or war, but their true meaning will
as
time and the
never be deciphered
Perchance

AT THE POLE.

Richard
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Pauper Notice.
HAVING

contracted with the City of Ellaworth to support and care for those who
may need assistance during the next five
veare and are legal residents
» llaworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City FArm
bouse.
M. J. DavMMBT

€t)f igllstDortt) American.
▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Shackleford'* Expedition to
the Antarctic Region.
It was about two yean ago that Lieutenant Shaekleton, in command of a
picked crew of explorers and naturalist* on

man

to manufacture

successfully

COUNTY NEWS.

OBITUARY.

Lieut.

Native of Snlllvan Died In California
Recently.
Ebenerer H. Dyer, father of the beet
sugar industry in the United States snd
the first

*

POLE.

THE SOTTH

SUGAR.

FATHER OF BEET

MBS.

A.

MBLVnV KUKKR.

The death of Mr*. A. M. Franks, which
occurred at her home on High street

yesterday afternoon,

removes

woman

a

well known to the residents of
this city. For a long time Mrs. Franks
had been failing in health, and for the last
few days her death was expected.
Her maiden name was Sittara
A.
Ellsworth
The-’ias; she was born in
in 1849. Part of her early life was spent
in Bloehill, bat the most of it was spent
who

waa

have returned

|

SEDGWICK.
Alvin Young is suffering from

i

with their Meter, Mr. p. A
^
borne.

town

* cancer

in bis eye.

Dr. B. H. Baker and
daughter, of
were in town lot week.
Hon. Alexander Grant, of

r'zgton,

Mirhi*,.

general

anperintendent of the
mail eerrice of the United
State*, is*
of
Hon.
W. H. Thompeon «t
gueet
JolT *•

Mrs. Arvilie Freethy end family have
arrived for tbe summer.

board the Nimrod, broke new ioe in the
Antarctic t-'ean, which baa been
great
Arthur Bain and family, of Owl's Head,
B kSCOCR COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
sweeping about tbe South Pole since the
are in town for a few days.
F. W. Roll ms. Editor and Manager.
beginning of time. With no accompanyBLl’EHILL falls,
W. H. Titus. Associate Editor.
The cemetery association will hold its
ing craft as a place of refuge in case tbe
W. C. Norcrow returrwd from
annual sale and supper August 17.
■HbscrtptloD Price— $2 00 a year; 91.00 for six
in
Boston
Nimrod went ashore or was crushed
months, 50 cent* for three months; if paid
Mrs. Douglass, of Bangor, is visiting \\>dn«id»y.
the ioe, Shaekleton effected a landing
strictly in advance. $1 50, 75 and 3e cents six children.
Mim
Emma
Weacoil.
Mtrk'l
her
Letter
respectively Single copies 5 cents. AH arMrs.
left
daughter,
Krid»v t„.
Born in Sullivan, Me., April 17, 1822, early in tbe autumn and pushed his party in this city. In 1874 she was married to
rearages are reckoned at the rate of #2 per
food depots and places A. Melvin
Mrs. Henry Morse, of Waltham, is at Orenge, N. J.
year
Dyer went to California with the early inland to establish
Franks, and their wedded life
be
will
and
reasonable
Fred H. Allen bad a telephone
Advertising Rates—Are
rush of 1857. He se.tled in Alvarado, and of refuge and observation, sending his has been roost congenial and happy.
One Mrs. F. A. Torrey’s for a few weeks.
pat inl0
made known on application.
in 1859 was elected county surveyor. In steamer back to New Zeeland until the child was born to them, a little daughter,
Miss Margaret Winslow, of Orange. N. bit bonse laet week.
addressed
be
should
Business communications
Mr. and Mra. Mitchell and Mim
1861 he was appointed to the position of next season.
who died when five years old.
J., is the guest of her uncle, C. A. Holden.
Free,,
to, and ail checks and money orders made pay
In many respects toe assault upon tbe
Mrs. Franks was a woman of energetic
able to THE Habcock Coubtt Publishibg United States deputy surveyor by PresiMies Louise Anderson, who teaches near of Boeton. arrived in their yacht Mond«
South Pole was planned after Peary’s apCo, Ellsworth. Maine.
dent Lincoln. He continued in this posiin
a
•>“>*»•
character, always proving good helper
Star
Boston, is spending her vacation at home.
proaches to the far North. While he took any movement with which she joined bertion for ten years.
Mr». Lyndon has returned from
Lewis Grindle has moved his family to
s»r.
This week’s edition of The
In 1869, he became interested in the along a supply of Eskimo dogs, they were aelf. Her home came first, and there the
gentville.
; Blue hill, where be will have employment.
beet sugar industry. Prior to this several not used, as the small and hardy Man- grace of
American is 2.300 copies.
boapitalily abounded. ThorRose
Colson
and wife, of
Cecil Weeoott and wife ere receiving
others had attempted to originate the in- churian ponies proved to be more service- oughly conscientious and naturally sympaMassachusetts
2,395 dustry in the United States without suc- able. Outside of this and the carrying of thetic, she tned to reapond to every appeal, congratulations on the birth of a daugb- are expected here this week for their vaAverage for the year of 1909,
cation.
teruo- Hilda.
cess.
however, took it up and in food rations in more condensed form, and and there are
she
whom
BT THE

this country, died at
Alameda
Alvarado,
15,
July
Friday,
Gal.,
county.
He
years.
eighty-eight
aged
leaves an estate estimated at fl.000,000, to
be equally divided among his widow and
that

commodity

his

residence

in

at

'iu».™
_Uxit Fr.MME.0'

_

Dyer,

WEDNESDAY JULY 27, 1910.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 12, 1910.

engaged, in company with his three sons,
in the business of erecting beet sugar

STATE TICKET.

of the biggest plants in
plants,
the country were built by them.
Dyer married Marion W. Ingalls, of his
native town, in 1857. There were three
and

For Governor,
BERT M. FERNALD, of Poland.
For State Auditor,
CHARLES P. HATCH, of Augusta,
For representative to Congress,
(Third District
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.

some

by this anion-Mrs. A bit ha M.
Muson, of Tacoma; Ellen F. Dyer and

children

F.

Cleveland.

of

by this second

There-were three children

COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators,
WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Caatine.
J. HERBERT PATTEN, of Bar Harbor.
Sheriff.
FORREST O. SILSBY, of Ellsworth.
of Courts,
JOHN F. KNOWLTON, of Ellsworth.
For Judge of Probate,
EDWARD E. CHASE, of Bluehiil.
County Commissioner,
ORLANDO W. FOSS, of Hancock.
For

For County Attorney,
WILEY C. CONARY, of Bucksport.
For Register of Deeds,
WILLIAM O. EMERY, of Sullivan.
For County Treasurer.
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.
FOB REPRESENTATIVES.
From

Eden,
William H. Davis, of Eden.
From Bluehiil, Surry, Hancock, Lamoine
and Trenton.
Frank L. Hodgkins, of Lamoine.
From Sullivan, Winter Harbor, Sorrento.
Franklin, Qouldsboro, Eastbrook, Wal-

townships and plantations
7, 8, 9, 10, 21, 33,
Bedford E. Tracy, of Winter Harbor.
From Deer Isle, Stonington, Sedgwick,
tham and

Isle au Haut and Eagle island,
Fred A. Torrey, of Stonington.
From Cranberry Isles. Tremont, Mount
Desert and Swan's Island,
A. K. McBride, of Mt. Desert.
The American erred last week in
President Taft was the second chief-executive to be entertained

saying that

in Ellsworth. Three other Presidents
have been entertained here
President Arthur in 1983; President Harri—

in 1899; President Roosevelt in
1902. The American is informed that
President Taft is the second President
to attend church during a visit to
son

under

ELLSWORTH
Analysis by

Another

W

|

ATER.

Director of State

analysis

Ellsworth water
of the
which

are

made of the

by H. D. Evans, director

laboratory

Maine

Augusts.

has been
of

hygiene
figures

The analysis, the
for parts in 100,000, ia

as

at
of

fol-

lows
Date of collection.
tion. July 21.

July 28. 1910; examina-

Appearance
Turbidity. 8; sediment. 0;
color, 1.8.
I-'dor—Cold, none; hot, vegetable.
Residue on evaporation—Total. 2.70: Ions on
ignition. 1-30; fixed residue. 1.40.
Ammonia—Free, .0081. in solution. .0158.
Chlorine— 0J6.
—

Nitrogen—Nitrates,
Oxygen consumed,

none;

nitrites,

a

few

Now

hidden

a

and

seam

then

in the

a

trouble than she.

ice

the

choir,

was one

of t he

on

the return

neighbors
ful

have been

this

trip.

manner

and

finer

so

kind and

thought-

so

her
the

husband, to whom the sympathy of
community is extended in this great

sorrow.

The funeral
in

of the

that, with the constant attention of
husband, she lacked for no good
thing.
She ia survived by one brother—George
N. Thomas, of San Francisco, Cal., and

coal.
on

one

her

moving south, and beset by
nunj known and unkown perils, that they
ascended Mount Erebus for 11,000 feet,
and descovered many interesting geological specimens, including indications of
Keeping

It is

compensations that during her illness the

days on
left over was cached in mounds of ice

fight-

bouse

service will be held at the

to-morrow

at

2

Rev.

o’clock.

ing for every inch of their progress, they
came within about 160 geographical miles
of the Pole, when they were obliged to

P. A. A. K ilia in officiating.

turn

Ellsworth and Hancock county friends
were grieved last week by the news of the
death of Isabel Woodbury Dyer, which
occurred at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Percy Walsh, in Brookville, Mass. Few
here knew of her serious illness, though
she had been gradually failing for two

back

because

tbeir

food

ISA BEL

supplies

it would have been
continue.
Here, on a high
plateau, more taan 10,000 feet above tbe
sea level, they constructed a great hill of
snow, placed some records inside, struck
the Union Jack in the epex, and turned
had

given

out and

suicide to

their backs

on

the venture when

the

goal

biscuits,

a

WOODBURY DYKE.

months.

almost in

of chocolate and

letter

years she sang in the

killed, when all feasted for
fresh pony meat, and what

limited themselves to four

JO.

accompanying
analysis.
Evans says:
The analysis shows this wster to be in its
usual good condition. It is entirely free
s

good progress,

sight.
The race back to tidewater was a fearful
struggle with starvation. For weeks they

Iron—.024.
Lead -None.
Colon bacillns—None
In

pony fell into
field and was

was

none.

Hardness—1.30.

Alkalinity.

made

stunts of endurance.

to be taken up
It was while

Laboratory of Hygiene.
Another

Sbackleton

the

The deceased was the fourth daughter o!
Henrietta Cousins and Alexander B. Dyer,
and was born in East brook, July 30, 1SS4.
Her early life was spent in East brook and
Franklin.
For ten years she lived in
Ellsworth, leaving here about eight years
ago for Brockton, Maas., where she bad

cup

cups of tea a day.
The southerly blizzard, which tbej* had
faced going out, now helped them, and by
providing rude sails for tbeir sleds, they
two

since been employed.
yawning crevasses on the jump,
She was a girl of charming personality,
taking fearful risks, knowing it was death a lovable disposition, a bright, contagious
from hunger to loiter by the way. At
geniality which made her the life of any
from all chemical and bacterial evidence of
times they failed to pick up supplies of
circle, the idol of her home. To the relaLike all surface waters st
sewage pollution.
food which they had left behind going tives
goes out the sympathy of many
this season of
the year,
when vegetable
so for thirty-two hours in succession,
friends, who in their own sorrow appregrowth is so abundant both in and about the out,
Dr.

water, this one contains a little more dissolved vegetable material than at the time
of the spring analysis, but this will in no wsy
interfere with the drinking qualities of the
wster. which, in its present condition, is s
first-class one.

crossed

on one

ing

occasion, they travelled with noth-

ciate how much keener is tne loss to those

to eat.

Then
meat

injudicious

that had been

to the

badly

an

so

meal from pony
tainted from exposure

air, deranged tbeir digestion
that

one

after another

was

so

Fair.

j

taken

compelled to hold up to recuperRight here, when they were needed
most, the last of the medical supplies gave

ate.

$300; two-years-old, half mile,
three, $50.
Wednesday, Aug. 24—2.18 trot

two in
or

2.20

out, and for hundreds of miles, with
tain death

never

more

than two

!

cer-

days

be-

hind, with e ckness in their midst, and
ice-laden blizzards searching their emaciated bodies to tbe bone, they stubbornly waged a war with fate until, pitching
down from tbe high plateau, they looked

Blaine, President Orant being the first,
pace, $300; horses without records, trot or far out on tbe open water and saw the
when he attended church in Augusta
pace, |300 ; 2224 class, pace, $300; three- Nimrod waiting in the offing.
in 1871.
years old, trot of pace, two in three, $100.
The expedition sent out in quest of the
2.20 trot or 2.22
Thursday, Aug. 25
msgnetic South Pole had discovered that
Why the Republicans will Win.
pace, |300 ; 2 30class, trot, |300 ; 2222 trot or point after incredible hardships, and ret Santa) Oil* Journal.)
2.24 pace, |300; free-for-all, trot or pace, turned weeks
previously. The naturalists
$300.
had collected many birds, fishes and a
If the Taft administration has acFriday, Aug. 26—2.40 class, trot, or pace, large assortment of geological
complished anything at all it has been 1300 ; 2 16 class, trot or pace, $300; consola- Though men had fallen intospecimens.
crevasses
substantial redaction in the operating tion, for non-winners, $35 to first, «30 to from
which they could not be rescued
This
is second, $25 to third, $20 to fourth, $15 to until hours
expenses of the government.
later, and though starvation
a tremendously big country, with lots fifth.
and sickness had been with them for most
The naof people working for it.
the way, every soul who had started out
Orcutt Family Reunion.
from New
Zealand was privileged to
tion’s “cost of living” is constantly
The reunion of the Orcutt family will
rising, in the very nature of things. be held at Amherst, W ednesday, Aug. 17; return in good health.
Concerning the approximate whereNot even the opposition of the demo- if stormy, the first fair day.
abouts of the South Pole, Lieutenant
crats can keep the country from exShackleton believes that the geographical
panding. It is a billion dollar counCorrrsponomce.
point which bears that name will be disthe
sesand
the
of
try
appropriations
covered high upon that bleak and lofty
sion of Congress just closed were not
A Base Ball Challenge.
plateau which stretches away to the south
and east from Mount Krebus. Indeed, it
abnormally large or greatly in excess
Ellsworth, Me., July 27,1910.
of those for recent sessions. The cry To the Editor of The American:
is physically impossible for the polar area
of national extravagance is not subUnderstanding that Rev. O. G. Barnard, to exist at or near sea level, unless some
stantiated by the facts.
pastor of the Methodist church of this polar basin has been dished out from the
On the tariff issue the republicans city, is interested in the great American chain of hills—dug for the special purand has played the game In other pose of bolding the pole, as it were.
should win as easily as Johnson. The game
1 hereby challenge him to a pitcher’s
Among the minerals discovered in that
democracy cannot “come back”. It days, he
to be seconded by the team iand of perpetual gales and ice, copper
Blaine and duel,
was able to knock out
known as the “Solid Muldoons”, w hile the and iron are prominent. Indications of
Harrison and Cleveland, and exundersigned will endeavor to twirl the a soft coal, rich in bitumen, are common
hibited something like championship
sphere for the “Claw hammers”, the game along the volcanic range. Fossil remains
form.
But the democracy cannot to take plaoe at the Methodist-Baptist found in exposed ledges indicate that at
stand the adversity which it always picnic, and the prize to be one peck of some time, geologically not far away, the
antarctic continent was connected to New
brings, combined with the prosperty roasted peanuts done brown.
On account of the disparity in height, Zealand, and possibly to Australia, by
real republiwhich republicanism
between ua, I feel that I ought chains of high mountains, which have
canism, that is to say—always affords. gear, etc.,
to be allowed a handicap privilege of since been submerged in the sea or rifted
The “glad tidings” based on the hope
by volcanic action.
standing two feet nearer the batter, but 1 apart
For a week or more after coming on
of winning on the tariff issue will look
will not insist on this.
board ship. Lieutenant Shackleton slowly
of
the
like some of the predictions
Hoping to hear from Mr. Barnard at an cruised along the edge of the shore ice,
high brow fight experts just before early date, I remain.
seeking to discover the Wilkes’ Land,
which the children of fifty years ago used
the late unpleasantness.
Very truly yours,
to find marked upon the
of the an-

close to her.

She leaves besides her parents, one
brother—Zelman E. Dyer, of Brockton,
and four sisters—Mrs. Percy Walsh, of
Brookville; Mrs. Jerry Lydon, and Misses
Lola E. and Eva G. Dyer, of Brockton.
There was a funeral service at the home
of Mrs. Walsh in Brookville Friday, after
which the body waa brought to Ellsworth
for interment. The father, the brother
and the sisters Mrs. Walsh, Lola and Eva,
accompanied the body here. Rev. P. A.

sick and

Bangor

Races at

The Eastern Maine State fair at Bangor
will be held Aug. 23, 24, 25 and 26.
The
racing program follows:
Tuesday, Aug. 23—3.00 class, trot, |300;
2.14 class, pace, f300; green horse, pace,

Killam

A.

conducted

the service at the

The pallgrave in W’oodbine cemetery.
bearers were George B. and John A. Stuart
Everett and Elmer Daria.
There was a profusion of beautiful
flowers from friends in Abington, Brockton, Holbrook, Brookville end Monteilo,

tbe class towns ol
Bncksport, Penobscot, Dedham, Otis,
Mariaviile, Amherst snd Verona will hold
their convention for the nomination of a
candidate for representative at Bucksport, Saturday, July 30.
Tbe republicans of

Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations by Gov. Female
recently announced are toe following it
Hancock county:
Coroner, William J. Tower, Southwest
Harbor.
Justice of tbe peace and quorum, Alvah
L. Heed, Northeast Harbor.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
There will

special

be

services

at the

Congregational church, Sunday, July 31,
at 10.30.

The pastor is to deliver the
*•

ser-

Acquaintance."
The music will be in charge of the Southwest Harbor quartet. Those who have
heard the quartet testify to its ability.
The public is cordially invited to attend
mon.

Theme:

Divine

Miss Ethel Cobb, of Dorchester, Mass.,
a party of friends, is occupying the
W. A. Pert house.

Rufus

maps
tarctic continent. The lateness of the season and the rapidly-gaining ice forbade
the landing of a party to make extended
explorations, but in a very polite way
Lieutenant Shackleton casts grave doubts
upon the presumption that any such place
exists at ail, or has ever existed.
During the past summer a well-equipped
French expedition has been at the far
South, presumably seeking further details
concerning the only undiscovered and unmapped Pole known to mankind. Whether
it has lost or won in the great quest
cannot be learned until next January or
March at the latest. If it shall accomplish

W.

O.

here

was

few

Penney.

Miss H. E. Ober, of Waltham, formerly
of this town, and Mrs. L. G. Marks and
daughter, of Hampden, have been guests
of Mrs. Jonathan Bridgea.^

thunder shower Thursday night did
damage in the central part
of the State. At Denmark the farm buildings of H. A. Morey were struck and
burned, with sixteen head of cattle; loas,
|5.000. At Poland, the farm buildings of
Benjamin Cobb were burned, with fifteen
cattle and one horse; loss ft,000. At Mechanic Falls the barn of Anson Martin was
struck and two
barn of
I

oxen

killed.

Mrs. George Taylor

with two

At

Unity

was

the

burned

cows.

SOUTH BLUE HILL.

William Wilkie, of New York, arrived
and opened his cottage for the sea-

Wiley C. Conary
visited

and

wife,

of

Bucksport,

Mrs. Conarv’s mother, Mrs. Sarah

Eaton, last

week.

J

j

EELinUfc.
TTOU.fO men and women of good oharactsr {high acbool graduate« preferred
X
to

enroll

at

the Dover Bnaineaa College. Dover

j

selectmen of the town of Tremont
hereby give notice that the highway between R. L. Latly’s dwelling at BeaJ Cove and
the turn near K. of P. ball at West Tremont
will be
closed to
travel on and

THE

Tuesday evening a lawn party was given
the spacious grounds of C. N. Rhodes

“The Willows” for the benefit of the \
Baptist church. The evening was !
everything that could be desired. About i
500 people participated. The grounds were
j1
prettily decorated and illuminated by 500
Japanese lantern*. The Castine band fur- j
m*hcd music.
From the various tent* !
which were erected at different point* wa*
dispensed candies of many varieties, both
at

First

A section of Stale road ia betrict, so-called
ing built near James R. Kelley’s dwelling.
L. W. Ht'MiLi..
E. M Stanlvt.
Wm. II. TnrasTcx,
Selectmen of Tremont.
West Tremont, July 1ft. tilQ.

KEPT HI. I CAN

H.

I

BROOKL1N.
Will Nutter has returned from Boston,
A.

E.

Farnsworth is in Boston for

s

few

resumed her

daily

Henry Allen returned to Brookline,
Mass., Sunday, after spending his vacation
at home.

W. T. Pierson, with
Washington, D. C., is st

two
the

friends,

of

Center Har-

bor house.

The library circle will hold a fair at the
library building Wednesday afternoon
and evening, Aug. 3.
Afre.

Jessie

Pieraon,

of

for

a

Pierson and Atiaa Violet

Washington, D. C.,

are

in

few weeks.

Airs. Hattie Gonxalee, of Lowell, Ataas.,
for Ellsworth Thursday to spend a
few days there on her way home.
Alias Charlotte Evertoo, who has been
the guest of Mrs. Wallace
Smith, has returned to boston.
Babson and Harold Babson, of
Maas., an spending their vacations with Mrs. Babson at their summer
home.
Box bury,

Ain. Bobert Leonard, of
Miss Linda Candage, of Somerville, is
Dorchester,
spending her vacation with her parents, Mass., with little daughter, is spending
the summer with her
Usiel Candage and wife.
brother, Harold D.
Powen.
July 24.
C.

j

!

j
J

CLAt*» CONVENTION.

THE

ceeds, |112.
July 25.

!

public

July 15 until farther notice Teams
naming to and from West Tremont to Neal
Cove anil use the road through the Kelley disafter

home-made and the fancy box bonbons,
republicans of the cla»*ed town of
Buckaport. Penobscot. Amherst. Dedcoffee, sandwiches, ice-cream, cake, lemonbam. Verona, Otis and Mariaville are reade and peanuts.
Fortune telling was a
quested to meet in Emery ball, Buckaport.
feature. L. H. Bartlett, W. H. Pervear, C. Saturday, July 10, 1910. at I JR) p. m. ter the
purpose of nominating a candidate for repreA. Conarv and H. D. Lane kindly tendered sentative
to the next legislature, and to elect
The basis
the use of their motor boats for the occa- a claaa committee for two years.
of representation ia aa follows: Bach town is
sion. Much credit is due Deacon W. N. entitled
to one delegate for the Aral fftor fracMeans and others, not only church mem- j tion of 30, and an additional delegate for each
additional 10 or fraction of 10 votes cast for
bers but the people of the parish, who
j governor In 190ft. The follow ing is the number
worked so hard to make the affair a sue- i of delegates each town is entitled io: Bucksport. 24. Penobscot. 10; Amherst, S; Dedham,
cess.
The kindneas of Mr. and Mrs. 4;
Verona, 1; Otia, 1; Marlaviila. 1.
Per order of Class Commute#.
Rhodes in opening their grounds for the
Ksmut W. BcaaiLL, Chairman.
occasion is greatly appreciated.
Net pro- j
J. Robust Kmriy. Secretary

R* R-

son.

—

WATER

^"

left

Friday

JFor jfJif.
MOTOR
A S to 4 horse-power
Hr 1
knap “Little Giant" v*:^ m«tor
Good aa new. Just the thing for light newer
in town which has waterworks. Wilibeaoid
Cheap- Address P O. Hox 4*2. BiDwortb.

*

on

town

John Morrison has hauled up his boat and
is going coasting with Oapt. M. A. Eaton.

\y_

&pttial

son.

A

25.

j.
j
JfOTltX
Moore and family, of Boston, at the 1
ia herebv given that Wm. F. Jade.
Willows; Prof. Bteele and Barton Randall, l^rOTIC®
of Ellsworth. Main*, ha* made appliesof Baltimore, at Harbor View; H. Doug- I cation to th- Maine State Board of Bar exam*
inert for admlvaioo to the Bar at tke next *esla* Butler and wife, of New York, at the ! aion of the Board to be held at
Portland oa
Butler cottage; Fred Peabody and wife at the Brut Tuesday of August, 1910.
John U Madioax.
“The Idler”; W. E. Emery, of Barry, at
Secretary of the Board.
Mr*. Morgan *, and Misses Chisholm and
NOTICE
and Poor at Mrs. Cole’s.

blueberry factory.
Slonington band gave a dance at
Mrs. Frances Bragdon, of Portland, aged L O. O. F. hali
Saturday evening.
thirty seven, was fatally burned yesterday
Hon. W. H. Sballenberger, of Rochester,
by the explosion of an oil stove.
Pa., has joined his family at Haven.
Mrs. Gladys Cornish, aged twenty, of
Willis Earle and wife, of Lynn, Maas.,
New York, was burned to death at Boware at their cottage for the summer.
doinham yesterday, while kindling a fire
Mias Lizzie
Harding, of Waltham,
with kerosene.
Maas., is visiting Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth.
U. S. Park ham, first selectman of KenMrs. Charles West, of Roxbory, Mass.,
nebunkport, was instantly killed yester- is
visiting her mother, Mrs. J. B. Babday by being thrown from his team wagon

considerable

July

Among laie arrival* in town are Mr*,

The

run over.

dipt. F. A. Young and wife, of Nee
York, spent laet week in town.
Mrs. (seorge Maynard, of
Somerville,
Mass., is the guest of her
Mrs. C. R. Bunker.

H.

H. S. Kane has gone to Addison to open

and

horses

N H.
ladiea can make arrangements
Wednesday evening A. L. Sargent A Son to cut Young
expense* in half by obtaining board
launched a fine forty-two foot gasolene and room free. Chance* for young men. too.
Positions paying 910 to #13
week secured
boat, the Isabel, which they have just for graduate#. Write now! per
completed for Arthur Bane, of Owl's !
Head.
JSoUcm.

his

CARIBOU.

his

granddaughter!

W.

a

of

BOCTH HANCOCK.

Adams, of Haverhill, Mass., i
days last week on business
connected with the estate of her father, J.
Mrs.

one

Mrs. Lester Penney, of Bangor, it j„
town for an extended visit.

pletion.

and

K1TTKRY TO

Cbatto loat

Thursday night. The animal died saddenly while eating.
J“'y »• __ CklMH*.

The concrete tomb which is being built j
at Rural cemetery by the Pine Hilt Concrete Co., of Ellsworth, is nearing com- ;

Ellsworth, Bangor and Han- days.
Steamer J. T. Morse
cock Point, including a magnificent piece
from shop mates in Brockton.
trips Sunday.
Maas.,

—

POLITICAL NOTK8.

week with her

witn

and

—

P. A. A. Killam.

Mra. Harry Conary spent part of
|Mt
grandmother. Mrs Marks
in BlnehilJ.

Mrs. George M. Byard and two sons, of
Haverhill, are visiting her parents, J; G.
Eaton and wife.

picking up one food depot after another in leaders in the work of the ladies' aid soMrs. W. N. Means and Master Horace
rapid order. Half way to the Pole they ciety, and to the last taught her claas of
have returned from Boston, accompanied
rose to a
high plateau with volcanic little
girls in the Snnday school. In the by Miss Hope Wilson.
mountains rimming the horizon.
Here work of the church she will be
greatly
Tbe schooner Seth M. Todd, Capt. Emprogress became very difficult, deep and missed, as she was one of the reliable
j
dangerous crevasses barring tbeir progress helpers who mean so much to the church mons Sawyer, discharged coal here last
week for Smith Brothers.
for days in succession so that at tiroes they
with which they are identified.
got ahead no more than four or five miles
Dr. Hagerthy gave a fishing party to
As a neighbor, Mrs. Franks tried to
j in a day, although they travelled from follow the Golden Rule, and no one was gentlemen friends Monday. They rej sun to sun, and performed wonderful more ready to help in a time of illness or turned with a good supply of fish.

was

survives her husband.

with

During
pastorate of Kev. Theodore
has been taken by voyagers toward the F.
White, she was converted and joined
Pole for the past two centuries.
the Baptist church, and no church ever
Early in their journe> the small party had a more loyal member than she. For

marriage—Hugh T. Dyer, of Ogden, Guy |1
Dyer, of Alvarado, and Mrs. Nina
Washburn, of San Francisco. Mr*. Dyer

S.

For

For Clerk

Mrs.

Dyer,
Dyer died in 1863. Her twin sister, Olive
later
became Dyer’s second wife.
Ingalls,
Edward

many
shared her store.

Shackleton

the

in

wearing of lighter raiment, the
outfit differed little from what

the

established the first beet-sugar plant
country, and until ten years ago,
when his failing eyesight necessitated the
(Missing of his business over to his sons,
be remained at the active head of it. He
1S70

I

)
Stats op Maixx,
Boaao or State Aaskaxoxs.
APutsTt. July 94. 191®. \
ia hereby given that tbe State AsI season will be in session at tbe Coart
House in Ellawortb, on Saturday, tbe 13th day
of August, and at the assessors’ office in Bar
Harbor (Eden), Monday, the Itoh day of Aognat, at 9 o’clock in the forenoon of each day.
a. d. 1910. ia tbe county of Hancock, to secure
information to enable them to make a jast
equal nation of tbe taxable property in tbe
several towns. In said county, and to investiail caeea of concealment of property
rum taxation, of undervaluation, and of failure to asses* property liable to taxation.
Gsoaoft PoTTUi
W. J- Tmomwon,
E M. Jomn-ton.
Board of Bute Assessors.
James Plcmmee, Clerk-

$

l

>rOTI(’B

fate

j

Ergal Kotin*.
COMMlRhlONEKV NOTICE
Harcoci ns.:—Back sport Maine. July 30. a d.
1910.
TIT’S* the undersigned, having been duly
YY appointed by tbe Honorable Edward
E. Chase, judge of probate within and (or
said county, comm tea ion ere to receive and decide upon the claim* of tbe creditors of
(Jeorge M. Warren, late of Castine. lu said
county, deceased, wrhoae estate ha* been
represented insolvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to the order of tbe
said judge of probate, that six months from
and after July 5, a. d. 1910, have been allowed
to said creditors to present and prove their
claims, and tbat we will attend to the duty assigned ua at the office of T. H. Smith, in said
Buckaport. Friday, August 38, a. d- 131®.
Friday. November 4, a. d. 1910. and Friday,
December 10, a. d. 1910. at ten of the clock in
the forenoon of each of said days.
Thsooobs H. Smith,
Albhbt R. Buck.
Commissioners.

COMMISSIONERS'- NOTICE.
the Judge

undersigned, appointed by
of Probate for
THE
county of Hancock,
commissioners
examine
receive
the

to

ana

J

the

claims of creditors against the estate of william P. date hell, late of Orland. deceased,
represented insolvent, give notice tbat six
months are allowed to said creditors to present and prove their ejaims; and that they
will be in aeeaion at the selectmen's office in
Orland, on Saturday, August the twentieth.
1910, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, for tbat
Kbrm W. Mayo,
purpose.
Fsank P. Gbbhnb.
Commissioners
notice that

hereby gives
has been duly appointed adminisTHEhe subscriber
of

trator d. b. n. c. t. a. of the estate
ISAAC PARTRIDGE, late of ORLAND.
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sona
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are deeired to present tee
same for settlement, and all indebted theieto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Chasixs J. Du»»Orono, Me., J nly 11, 1910.__

D. M. C. Musaelman and wife, of UerMany advertisers forget that advertis- msntown, Pa., an guests of their slater,
ing space in a newspaper is valued ac- Mn. Thomas Wilson, at “Bockiedge-on
aubecriber hereby gives notice that
cording to the circulation of that paper. the-Beach”.
ahe hue been duly appointed adminisTHE
tratrix of the estate of
Advertising space in a Journal without
Lucius Cousins and wife returned to CHARLB8 E.
this service.
circulation is dear at any price the pubOSGOOD, late of DEDHAM,
as much as was performed by Shackleton,
and
the time is near-within the living know- lisher may demand.
Without circulation Holyoke, Mass., Saturday, alter spending in -'the county of Hancock, deceased,
BLUE HILL.
given bonds as the lnw directs. All perledge of a majority of the people now on there can bo no results, and without several weeks with his panels, C. C. sona
demands against the estate ot
having
Cousins and wile.
There will be a Christian Science service earth—when the last considerable area on results the money
said deceased are deeired to present the same
which the advertiser
in the Odd Fellows’ buildiqg Sunday the surface of this globe will have been
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are
Belah Alden and wile, ol Whitman, requested to make payment immediately*
afternoon, July 31, at 3 o’clock. All are mapped and accurately charted into invests is lost -heeven worth (Kansas i
Emm a 8. Osoood.
of
latitude
and
welcome.
longitudt.
Timas.
squares
Maas., who have spent the past week in
Dedham. Jnly SR 1910.

!

PRESIDENT TAFT HERE.
WARMLY WELCOMED THE

ELLSWORTH

CHIEF EXECUTIVE SATURDAY.
The President Spent Twenty-five Hours in the City,
the Guest of Senator Hale—Reception at

Hancock Hall

Saturday Attended
Here Sunday.
—

Church

*a«
the guest of
Taft
Hate in Ellsworth from Saturday
when he arrived
afternoon at 3.30 o’clock,
train from Bangor, until
on ins special
at 4.30, when he again
Sunday afternoon
to rejoin the
boarded bia special train
yacht Mayflower at Mt.

President

presidential

Desert Ferry.
was the
In a larger sense the President
for though, at the
-no.t of the city,
Hale in accord,penal re.|ueat of Senator

men, the Resident reached the ball. He
entered the hall eacorted
Senator Hale.

by

lower ball he waa met by
Mayor
Hagerthy, the aldermen and other member* of the reception committee, and after
In the

greeting* here, waa eacorted to a seat In
front of the stage, while as many aa could
crowded Into the hall,
filling it to the
doors.
Senator Hale, in introducing the President, said:
My (food Friends and Neighbors:
Ellsworth Is highly honored to-day. It has
as its guest the chief
executive, the President
of the United States and his party, who are
visiting Maine, and sailing along the shores.
There is no place in the State where the President is not largely aud fully appreciated,
and there is none among the places in Maine
that has a warmer reception for President !
Taft than has Ellsworth.
We trust him today. We welcome him, and. Mr. President,
wher iver you may go in this State, or in
any
Other state, you will find no place with
warmer hearts and
people more trustful
in you and in your«reat services to the republic than has Ellsworth.
I am very glad and proud, ray friends and
neighbors, to present the President of the
United States.
THE

ance

with

there

was

no

of the President,
demonstration, the

wishes

the

noisy

city officials and townspeople generally
united in a welcome which* left no doub;
of its sincerity.
Many private houses and places of business

'bunting In honor
most elaborately
building being the American

displayed flags

of the

or

President, the

decorated
house.
On

his

part

the

President,

as

a

Hale’s
half an hour
at Hancock hall while hundreds crowded

special

distinction

townsmen,

stood

to

Senator

for

forward to grasp his band.
The President did not

disappoint the
people of Ellsworth. In spite of a sprained
ankle sustained on the golf linka at Bar
Hartmr on Friday, which caused a pronounced limp and at times a twinge of pain
even the famous Taft smile could
hide, he persisted in Ailing his engagements at Ellsworth and Bangor Saturday, the most strenuous day of this

which
not

vacation

trip.
TRIP TO BAXOOR.

It

about 10.15 Saturday morning
hen a launch from the Mayflower, which
had anchored off the Maine Central terminus at Mt. Desert Ferry, left the
yacht
with the President, and landed at the railw
road
harf. H:re he was met by Senator
Hale and Col. Frederick Hale, who had
boarded the special train on its trip down
from Bangor, Governor Fernald, ex-Goveroors Burleigh, Hill and Cobb, Congressman
Guernsey, Hon. Byron Boyd and
members of the Bangor reception committee. Mrs. Hill left the train at Ellsworth on its trip down from Bangor.
After greetings to the party, the President boarded the special train. In the
presidential party were Mrs. Taft, Charles
Taft, Horace D. Taft, brother of the President, Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Beckman Winthrop, Prof, and Mrs. Louis
T. More, Mias Mabel T. Board man, Charles
D. Norton, his private secretary, ('apt.
Archibald W. Butt, his military aide,
Secret Service Agents L. C. W heeler and
James Sloan, and W. P Webster, the
President’s official stenographer.
A stop was made on the way up at
tills worth where Senator Hale, Col Hale
and the ladies of the party left the train
and were driven to “The Pines”, while the
President contiuned his trip to Bangor.
Thv newspaper men accompanying the
President on the trip, most of whom
had come to Ellsworth Friday evening,
boarded the special train here.
At Bangor the President was taken on
an automobile
trip through the city,
uiade a speech from the portico of the
Bangor house, entertained a few guests
was

w

at

luncheon,

and at 2.30

boarded

the

special train for the return trip to Ellsworth, arriving here at 3.30.

PRESIDENT’S SPEECH.

Senator Hale, the Mayor and Council, Ladies
and Gentlemen of Rllsicorth:
When I spoke to Senator Hale of a plan
that Mrs. Taft had for skirting along the
coast of Maine, the senator, with his usual
courtesy, insisted that we venture inland, at
least to Ellsworth.
He said it was on the
sea. but there were better ways of
getting
here than with a vessel that measured sixteen feet under water, and so we came around
by Dar Harbor aud have had the hospitable
reception that one always gets at the Hale
household.
It has been my pleasure to know your senator for a great many years, and to know of the
services he has rendered to his country. And
it has been an additional pleasure for me to
know that he and my father had long been
friends before I entered politics. 1 am not
intimating that the senator is an old man.
But, my friends, it is a great pleasure to be
here and to meet the people of Maine—the people who make the strength of Maine and have
given her the standing she has in the Union.
When there has been a cause for patriotic
service for the country, Maine has responded
with all efforts aud all courage.
It gives me great pleasure to come to Maine,
to your beautiful city of Ellsworth, and see
this arched street of elms. I don’t know why
It is in Maine that you are not troubled with
moths and caterpillars that eat up the trees as
in the south. Your severe winters must have
some efficacy in dealing with that kind of
pest, so your elm trees are as strong as the
people, and certainly no one can come to
Ellsworth without knowiug why
Maine,
in
the history of the country,
has occupied such a prominent place, has chosen
such strong men for public service and kept
them there for the
purpose of making
it stronger.
I like to come among people. I can understand that they have a curiosity to see the man
whom chance has put in the place of President, and see what manner of man it is who is
sitting at Washington, and, I hope you think,
doing the best he can [and the contagious
Taft smile spread over the hall]. It is perfectly proper; it is patriotic; it is natural
that people should desire to know and have a
personal touch with the chief executive and I
understand that is what brought you out, and
that you are here to respect the man, who, for
the time being, represents your country. I
thank you.
At the close of the speech, with the
mayor and aldermen forming s’ Hue on
hia left, and Capt. Butt and the secret
service men forming the other side of the
lane

leading

Miss Mary F. Hopkins,
regular choir
soprano, Mrs. J. A. Cunningham, alto,
O. W. Tapley, tenor, and J. A. Cunningham, bass, was assisted by Miss A. May
Bonaey, soprano, and Miss Bertha L.
Giles, soloist, who sang Mary Turner
Balter’s “Getbsemene”, and “There is a
Land Mine Eye Hath Seen” by Crowenshield. Maurice C. Rumsey, choir-master
snd organist of St. Matthews church,
New York
city, who is spending his
vacation in Bar Harbor, played the organ.
The text of tbe sermon was from 1 Cor.
2:16: “But we have the mind of Christ.”
Tbe sermon was, as all Mr. Mathews’ sermons are, s
masterful one; it was r.o
highly appreciated that after the service
the preacher and his wife were bidden to
“Tbe Pines” at the request of tbe distinguished visitor, and there received personally his congratulations.
At tbe close of tbe service the audience
remained standing until the presidential
party had left the church.
The usherrior the day were W. A. Alexander, B. B. Whitcomb, Roy C. Haines,
E. F. Robinson, jr.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON.

About 1 o’clock the President and his
party, with the other guests of Senator
and Mrs. Hale, were driven ia automobiles
to

the

for
camp, Nicolin,
luncheon, and where the early afternoon
was spent.
The party returned to Ellsworth about 4 o’clock, and*at 4. 30 boarded
the special train again for the return to
Mt. Desert Ferry.
The Mayflower got under weigh immediately after the President boarded her,
about 5 o'clock, and after a short stop at
Bar Harbor for mail, sailed for Islesboro.
The

fog,

senator’s

Mayflower,

after

a

night

at

sea

in

Beverly

special meeting of the city government
last Thursday evening were as follows:
General

committee of

arrangements—

Mayor A. C. Hagerthy, H. E. Hamlin, J.
O. Whitney, J.*A. Peters.
Reception committee—Mayor and aidermen, H. E. Hamlin, J. F. Whitcomb, C. C.
Burrill, H. M. Hall, L. M. Moore, T. F.
Mahoney, Joseph M. Higgins.
Committee on decorations—R. M. Campbell, F. C. Burrill, Mrs. H. E. Davis, Mrs.
Nancy C. Cunningham, M. S. Smith.
Publicity committee—Roy C. Haines, E.
F. Robinson, jr., F. W. Rollins, C. JL. Mora ng, Harry L. Crabtree.
Rallying committee—H. E. Davis, J. F.
Knowlton, H. B. Estey,Dr. F. F. Simonton,
J. H. Brimmer, D. E. Hurley, M. Y. McGown, T. J. Holmes, Walter J. Clark, J. A.
Cunningham, Charles H. Curtis, F. H. Osgood, Martin H. Haynes, Bernard S. Jellison, M. J. Drummey, J. H. Bresnahan,
Harvard C. Jordan, C. H. Leland, J. W.
Nealley, L. F. Higgins, D. L. Fields, A. W.
Curtis, Irving Osgood, J. A. McGown, A.
H. Joy, H. W. Morang, W. E. Whiting, C.
P. Dorr, G. S. Hagerthy, Dr. N. C. King,
L. F. Giles, E. J. Walsh, Dr. H. W. Osgood, F. L. Mason, O. W. Tapley, E. C.
Osgood, J. P. Eldridge, R. B. Holmes, W.
A.

Alexander.

ISLE AU HAUT.
Mrs. Bessie Baldwin is here visiting her
mother, Mrs. M. D. Turner.
There will be

dance at Revere
hall Tuesday evening. Music by Maddocks Trio, of Rockland.
a

social

Capt. Alfred Pettee spent Thursday
night here in the harbor on his yacht.
He sailed for North Haven Friday.
Capt. George Sawyer, of the Eastern
Steamship Co., arrived here Thursday to
spend his week off duty visiting friends
on

the island.

President then left the hall with
Hale and returned to “The Pines”.

DINNER

AT

SENATOR HALE'S.

Saturday evening Senator and Mrs.
Hale gave a dinner party for the presidential party and a few Ellsworth guests.
Those

where

present

were

the

President and Mrs.

Taft, Assistant Secretary of the Navy and
Mrs. Beekman Winthrop, Prof. Louis T.
Mrs. More,
Miss Boardman,
More,
Charles D. Norton, Capt. A. W. Butt,
ex-Gov. John F. Hill, Mrs. Hill, Hon.
John A. Peters, Mrs. Peters, Mrs. Emma
Greene
Wiswell, Judge H. M. Hall and
Mrs. Hall, Col. H. E. Hamlin.
AT CHURCH SUNDAY.

WALTHAM.
Walter Colby, who has been helping his
father haying, has returned to his work in
Bar Harbor.
There will be

a

sociable at the town hall
Aug. 2, to defray the ex-

Tuesday evening,
penses of repairing

the

church.

The work on the church is finished, and
there will be services there Sunday. An
invitation haB been extended Harry Rowe,
a rising young clergyman of Lisbon
Falls,
and a former pastor here, to officiate at the
opening service. The church has been
thoroughly renovated and painted inside
and out, and a new steel ceiling has been
put in. Mr. Wilson, of Ellsworth, had
charge of the painting.
J uly 25.
H.

Sunday turned out to be a moat delightful day, and the fact that the President
was to attend church led many to take
ARRIVAL AT ELLSWORTH.
of another opportunity to see
The President was met at the station by advantage
SOUTH SURRY.
him. The President haviug expressed the
Senator Hale, with automobiles for the
Miss Frances Ann Young died Friday
wish to attend church, bis host promptly
entire party. Many people had assembled
communicated with Rev. R. B. Mathews, night, after a long illness of cancer.
there
for
the first glimpse of the
the pastor, who, although he had just
Mrs. Henrietta Coggins and George
President, but with the knowledge that entered
upon his summer vacation, cheer- Dillon, of Brooklyn, N.
there would be a public reception at HanY., are guests of
and
assented
to
officiate,
arrange- Mrs. Will
cock hall later in the afternoon, the fully
Coggins.
ments were promptly made for reopening
crowd at the station was not so large as it
A meeting was held at “Sea Willows”
the church for the occasion.
otherwise would have been, and there was
The church was opened at 10 a. m. and Sunday, at 4 p. m., and the Corinne
no demonstration. From the train the
Stewart Public Library association was
was comfortably tilled when the President
President was driven directly to Senator
and his party arrived at the church, and formed with a board of nine trustees. The
Hale’s home.
offices are: President, E. M. Curtis; secwere shown to the pew of the Hales, SenaAT HANCOCK HALL
tor and Mrs. Hale accompanying. As he retary, R. A. Coggins; treasurer, E. M.
In the meantime the people were gath- entered the church the entire audienoe Cunningham; librarian, to be chosen,
i July 26.
ering at Hancock hall to await the com- arose.
Tramp.
ing ol the President. The hall waa atThe pulpit was tastefully decorated;
tractively decorated with flags and bunt- the massive mahogany pulpit, of a style
POOR, FOOLISH WOMAN
ing. Long before the President arrived now rarely teen, was festooned with
She it trying to improve her complexion by
the hall waa filled, while a large crowd clematis, and pine boughs and poppies using a face
cream when the trouble is in the
assembled in front of the hall, which waa made up the rest of the decorations. The blood. If she does not read this, tell her,
some one. that Lane’s Tea, the great laxative
entertained by the band.
decorating committee were Miss Agnes A. and regulator, moves the bowels each day,
driving out all impurities from the blood and
Promptly at 4.30, accompanied by Sena- Lord and Mrs. F. O. BUsby.
making clear and beautiful skin.
tor Hale, Oapt. Butt and the Beceret service
The music wm of a high order. The gad dealers sell Lane's Tea. 25c. a Druggists
package.

For 1910.
WHICH WILL BE HELD IN

BANGOR,

Aug.
24, 25 and 26.

they

23,

The fair this year will be Bigger and Better than ever before.
EXCITING RACES AND
SPECIAL
TRACTIONS EVERY DAY.
NO

ONE

CAN

More and Better

will live.

AFFORD

ATIT.

MISS

TO

Exhibits, Greater

and Grander

Displays, more Startling Special Features, Bigger
Variety of Amusements, more things to admire, and
the Greatest Display of Fireworks that will be in

The bride is one of Ellworth’s popular
girls. The groom is a son of the late 8.
C. Thorsen, of West Hancock, who for
some time has made bis home in New York,
being employed on the New Yorg and
Porto Rico steamship line. Both the
bride and groom h ive many friends here,
who extend congratulations. The bfide
received many beautiful presents.^

Maine this year.

ALBERT S. FIELD,

Mgr.

^

SEAL HARBOR.
The Seaside hotel la full.
Mrs. Edwin Jordan is very ill.
Fred Cummings launched his boat last

Real Estate and Insurance

week.

Miss Dora Dyer, of Bangor, is here for a
few days.
Fred Cummings and family have gone

Ferry for a few days.
Misses Carrie Babbage and Bertha
Clapp, of Portland, were here over Sunto Mt. Desert

day.
Melvina.

July 25.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Ar July 20, sch Ann C Stuart, Rockland
Ar July 22, sch Lulu W Eppes, Rockland
Ar July 23, sch Catherine, Weymouth
Sid July 27, sch Ann C Stuart, Searsport,
staves and heads, Howard Moore.
Hancock Count? Porta.
Franklin—Ar July 25, sch Lizzie Lee
West Sullivan—Sid July 23, sch Robert Pettis, Boston
Sid July 24, sch Chas H Trickey, N Y; Mary
B Wellington
Ar July 25, sch John Bracewell

C. W. <fc F. L. MASON
FOR SALE

FOR SALE OR RENT

Maynard Whittaker place, Ellsworth, Maine.
A large 2 story house, barn and outbuildings,
with 30 acres of land, in good repair, about 1
mile from postofhce.

Two-story house, shed and large stable, all
connected with city water and electric lights,
and about 1 acre of laud. A bargain on easy

daughter.

[Lucie Merle].

Rumps,

Mary].

Fittings,
Systems.

Write

1904—1910

HEBRON ACADEMY
j

Colby fitting school. Certificate
right to other New England
Colleges. Three Courses, College,
Twelve
English, Scientific.
instructors.
Sturtevant Home
accomodates 70 girls.
Atwood
Hall, new, Barrows Lodge and

j

Cook

Gymnasium

j

accomodate 126

boys. All dormitories under the
of
instructors.
supervision
Rooms in private houses (or a
(ew. Expenses moderate. City

j

conveniences, country air. There
may be a Hebron student near
you. Talk with him. Write (or
catalog. Fall term begins Tues-

day. Sept.
cipal,

|

W. t

13.

j

Address the Prin-

THE—

CLARION.

Sargent Hebron, Me.

MARRIRD.

Life

Made by the Wood Bishop
Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

iUrfnrtiannmta.

J. P.

Insurance
Apply

B. T.

Spring

Ellsworth,

LIFE

Sarsaparilla
Acts

directly and peculiarly
the blood; purifies, enriches
and revitalizes it, and in this
way builds up the whole system. Take it. Get it today.
on

In usual liquid form
coated tablets called

or

in chocolate

DANIELS’

Powders

CO.

INS.

Gives Vim and Strength,makes New
Blood,
Acta on the Kidneya and Urinarv
(Wans
DR. DANIELS’ book on
Horses, Cattle!
Sheep, Swine, Dog and Cst, FREE at
WHITCOriB, HAYNES & Co’S,
and QEORQE A.
PARCHER’S.

Me.

•

A. C.

Horse Renovator

PINE HILL CONCRETE CO,
Maker* of all kinds of

BANANAS AT WHOLESALE

CONCRETE BUILDING MATERIAL
W. A.

LUCHINI
MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH

C.

E.

Pull Line* of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND

HOLT,

FIXTURES.

Estluui

Wlrist id Sopplle. Cheerfully Olree.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Eatey Building, s.ate atBllaworth.
m

ELLSWORTH

DENTIST.

ALICE

Maine.

ELECTRICAL wiring?""

JlroftsBional Cart*.

DR.

Bonsey, Prop’r.

Ellsworth,

BANGOR,

Hood’s

Ellsworth

is the time to give
your horse

DR.

SOWLE, Mgr.

MUTUAL

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

to

Hancock Co. Agencies
UNION

ARCHER—At W'oburn, Mass, July 17, Claude
Archer, of Great Pond, aged 18 years.
COLLINS—At Surry, July 10, Reginald M,
infant son of Bert and Lillian Collins, aged
1 month, 2 days.
DYER —At Brookville, Mass, July 20, Miss
Isabel W’oodbnry Dyer, formerly of Ellsworth. aged 25 years, 11 months, 20 days.
FOREN —At Hancock, July 24, Henry W
Foren, aged 21 years, 2 months, 24 days.
FRANKS-At Ellsworth. July 26. Sittara A.
wife of A Melvin Franks, aged 61 years, 8
months.
GRANT—At Vineland, N J, July 14, John M
Grant, formerly of Hancock, aged 72 years,
7 months.
M’INTIRE—At Castine, July 18, Bulah Mclntire, aged 16 years, 11 months. [Corrected.]
PICKERING —At East Orland, July 22, Mrs
Fred Pickering, aged 73 years.
WALKER—At Brooksville, July 20, Sarah
Douglass, widow of Joseph Walker, aged 88
years, 11 months, 21 days.
YOUNG—At Surry, July 22, Miss Frances A
Young, aged 73 years, 0 months, 12 days.

Whether It’s a range or a furnace-if it is a
“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every
requirement

Teachers Wanted
during vacation to sell

DIKD.

Portland, Maine

I

Lois.]

DUNHAM—YOUNG—At Ellsworth. July 25,
by Harry L Crabtree, esq, Mrs Mary C Dunham to william H Young, both of Ellsworth*
HOLMES—THOR9EN—At Ellsworth, July 26,
by Rev R B Mathews, Miss Helen Louise
Holmes, of Ellsworth, to Pearl S Thorsen, of
New York.
M’DONALD—EATON—At Deer Isle. July 23,
by Elder J N Ames, Miss Louise J McDonald,
to Isaiah M Eaton, both Deer Isle.
WILCOMB —CHANDLER—At Bar Harbor,
July 23, by Rev A M MacDonald, Miss Delia
A Wilcomb, of Hull’s Cove, to William T
Chandler, of Bar Harbor.

and

for low prices.

us

C. M. A H. T. PLUMMER, Sales Dept.

[Priscilla Irene].

PETTI-At South Brooksville, July 21, to Mr
and:.Mrs Michael Petti, a daughter. [Lucia
Victoria Maine. |
SNOWMAN—At Bucksport, July 19, to Mr and
Mrs Herbert Snowman, a daughter.
TAINTER—At Brooklin, June 15, to Mr and
Mrs Wallace E Tainter, a daughter. [Mary

Vicinity

Ripes,
Water

CONLEY-At Ellsworth Falls, July 19, to Mr
and Mrs Henry W Conley, a daughter.
DOW—At Deer Isle, July 18, to Mr and Mrs
Crockett E Dow. a son.
EATON—At Deer Isle, June 8, to Mr and Mrs
Newel R Eaton, a daughter.
HENDRICK-At Deer Isle, July 24. to Mr and
Mrs Richard M Hendrick, a daughter.
MITCHELL—At Brooklin, July 22, to Mr and
Mrs Leslie E Mitchell, a daughter. [Caroline

terms.

Other Properties in Ellsworth and

BORN.
BLODGETT-At West Brooksville, July 23, to
Mr and Mrs Alden B Blodgett, a daughter.
BROWN—At Eagle Island, July 2, to Mr and
Mrs Earl S Brown, a daughter.
BILLINGS—At Little Deer Isle, July 21, to Mr
and Mrs Philip R Billings, a daughter.
CATLYN—At Ellsworth. July 23, to Mr and
Mrs Byron W Catlyn, of Portsmouth, N H, a

to the

Senator

Eastern Maine Fair

After the ceremony and congratulations,
refreshments were served by girl friends
of the bride—Misses Helen and Marion
Nealley, Bernice Eldridge, Mollie Hamilton and Marion Woodward.
The bride and groom left by automobile
for Hancock Point. After a short wedding
trip, they will go to Brooklyn, N. Y.,

LOCAL COMMITTEES.

The local committees on the entertainPresident Taft, appointed at a

REMEMBER THE DATES OF THE

man.

to-morrow.

ment of

SBfrittterauntt.

There was a pretty wedding at the home
of Hr. and Mrs. Herbert R. Holmes on
Central street at 8 o’clock last evening,
when their only daughter, Helen Louise,
was married to Pearl 8. Thorsen, of New
York. Relatives of the bride and groom
and a few girl friends of the bride were
present. The ceremony was performed by
Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the Congregational
church, using the ring servioe.
The house was beautifully decorated
with flowers and greenery; the parlors
were in pink and green, the dining-room
In lavender and white, and the halls in
green and white. The bride's gown was of
white net over silk, and she carried a bouMiss Marion L.
quet of white pinks.
Woodward was maid of honor, and Ralph
M. Holmes, brother of the bride, was best

a

Islesboro Monday, for a brief
stop. The President went to Kockport,
where he was a guest of Cincinnati
friends at luncheon, and the Mayflower
then returned to Islesboro for the night.
Mrs. Thomas K. Laughlin, of Pittsburg,
sister of Mrs. Taft, is spending the summer at Dark Harbor, and it was to visit
her that the trip there was arranged.
Yesterday the President was the guest
of the city of Kockland, sailing in the
afternoon for Casco bay, where the Mayflower is now cruising. The President
will be
back at his summer bouse in

I

HOLMES* THOHSEH.

reached

President, the people
There is quite a large party of summer
were invited forward and for fully half an
visitors on the island now, and with drivhour filed past to grasp the hand of the
and sailing they seem to be enjoying
President, until it was estimated that ing
themselves immensely.
more
than
a
thousand bands passed
C.
July 25.
through the line.
The

WEDDING BELLS.

—

Steam
H.

Laundry and

‘NO

SCOTT,

Bath Rooms.

PAT, NO WASHNN.”
Bhort no°“-

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit Ss Trust Co., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.

H. 8. E8TEY A CO..
Estey Building, stalest..
Bllaworth. Me

_

Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

Drug

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisers i*
THE AMERICAN.

BUSINESS
SHORTHAND
TELEGRAPHY
INDIVIDUAL
INSTRUCTION
TEL. 830 BANCOR
P From Hay 1,1909, to July 1, 1M0, the Bangor Daily Commercial had
students ot the Shaw taking p ositions. Results count. Free catalog.

The newspaper which hat no
uniform
for advertising space, and it tatif
lied to take what it can
get for it, it a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect
nothing but cheap
■etuUt.—Lawrenceburg find.) Press.

rate

SUPPLIES

COMPETENT

OFFICE HELP TO SUSP
NESS

MEN

FREE

OF

CHANCE
in its columns 266 instances of

Mr*. Stinson
ol which the la e member.
of Prospect Harbor, accompanied her.
Rev. J. Cochrane, of Brunswick, is here
EAST SULLIVAN.
for a few days to assist the pastor in bis
Mrs. Emma Hathaway, ol Jacksonville, meeting*. There was a baptism here Sunla visiting her brother, W illiam B. Martin. day, at which a large congregation was
Mrs. J. G. Allen, of Winthrop, Mas:., is present. Those baptised were Mrs. A. C.
Mrs. George
•pending the summer with her mother, Lufkin, Mrs. Walter Young,
Crowley and Miss Olive Norton.
Mrs. J. A. Dyer.
S.
July 25.
Charles Johnson, of Washington, D. C.,
Is spending his vacation with his parents,
WINTER HARBOR.
Theodore Johnson and wife.
H. £. Frazier is st home from Boston.
of
Suck
Bangor.
Little Catherine
pole,
Charles E. Grover was in Bangor Saturfriends while at H. O.
ho has made

COUNTY NEWS.

many

Sr

day on business.
Miss Laura Robinson, of Steuben, is
ployed at E. C. Hammond's.

Johnson's, returned with her father to-

day.
John F. Moran, Mrs. Morin, Andy
Moran and friend, of Roibnry, Mass., are
spending their annual vacation at the
Pettee homestead, near Flanders pond.

Mr.

em-

and daughter Fanny, of
spending their annual vaca-

are

tion here.

Mrs. Emma Hathaway, of Machias, is in
town, the guest of Mrs. E. F. Stevens and

ice-cream social at the

The sale and
scboolhouse July 16, was a succcessful
•Hair. The proceeds will be used to pay
lor painting the fence enclosing Birch
Tree cemetery.
Mrs. George L. Osgood, of Ayer, Mass.,
arrived with her children last week for

other relatives.

Walter Lenfest and wife, residents of
Cuba, are spending their vacation at
Hotel Hanover.
Cole, wife and daughter, of
Watervilie, are visting relatives here and
at Prospect Harbor.
John

their annual vacation with her parents,
William Lord and wife. Mrs Osgood will
return to Ayer to come later with Mr.
Osgood in the automobile.

SEAWALL.
Lou 1 is Newman, who has been ill, ia oat
again.
I
Mrs. C. W. Newman, who has been

quite ill,

is out again.
Mrs. M. E. Butchers ia visiting her
sister, Mrs. Lissie Dolliver.
Arno Cough, who was run over end

slightly injured

week, is out sgain.
Mrs. Vinsl Pierce is sgain able to be
out, after being confined to the bouse for
some

Fuller

Boston,

COUNTY NEWS.

B.

lsst

time.

Mrs. George Thurston, of Masaacbu
setts, is visiting her stepdaughter, Mrs.
Lizzie Dolliver.

Dolliver,

Milton,
who bss been visiting her brother at Oak
Point, came home Sunday.
Mrs.

Lara

Winter Harbor and Grindstone Neck teams Saturday resulted in a
between the

score

inning.

and wife, of
Allston, Mass., spent Sunday sod Monday with Amos Dolliver and wife, and
left Tuesday for Mr. Mollen's home in
Nova Scotia.
Mrs.

Samuel Moore has returned from

Monhegan light station,

her former schoolmates
pleasant
home in West Goulds boro on her birthrefreshments
day anniversary. Delicious
were served by the eldest daughter, Miss
Mildred.
All but three of those present had attended the “Back Woods Scboolhouse".
The number included (Frank P. Noyes
and wife (Mary Lord), Elmer A. Hanna
and wife, Gipson H. Hanna and wife.
wife, Charles P.
Fuel H. Bean and
Robertson and wife (Lizzie Hanna), E. E.
at her

(Jessie Noyes),
were

took

EGYPT.

Frank P. Goodwin has gone to Mount
Ferry, where he has employment

Desert
on

Arthur

the railroad

Mrs.

as

section hand.

West Stratton, who has
visited her mother, Mrs. Mary West, the
past week, has returned to her home in
Haucock.

unavoidably

Estella

people went on a Orcutt for the good things especially prepared for the party.
picnic to Flander's pond Saturday.
G.
July 25.
Mrs. A. H. Durrell, of Cambridge,
her
Mrs.
Stimson.
is
sister,
Mass.,
visiting
NORTH SULLIVAN.
party of young

_

Mrs. B. T. Emmons and Miss Gertrude
of Brookline, Mass., are guests at
the Hotel Bristol.

Friends of Howard Webb

Lyndon,

his

after two weeks' vacation

improved

are

pleased

at

health.

Mrs. Nellie Robinson visited her daughBar Harbor last week.

Mrs. A. L. Smith and daughter, Mrs.
Frank W. Alden, of Waterville, have
opened their cottage.
Richard Emery returned to Boston

Saturday,

ters at

Butler,

John

to

gratification

the

of

friends, is daily improving.
Miss M. Ula Gordon, of Franklin, is the
guest of her cousin, Miss M. E. Moon.
his many

with

his grandmother, Mrs. C. A. Stimson.
Miss Juliette Simpson, of
Boston,
arrived home Friday, coming from Bangor, where she has been a guest of Miss
Ethel Rowe, by automobile. George Rowe
and Miss Rowe were guests at Charles P.

their

Miss

came

from Bar Harbor

Sunday

to

spend

a

few weeks at their home here.

Erskins, of Bucksport,

at the home

fever

It is

23.

has turned and that he

be able to

soon

be at home.
Dolly.

Island

cafe

has

opened for

the

season.

Miss Gladys Joyce is visiting her cousin.
Merle Small, at Deer Isle.
Edmund Jones and John Barrel, of
Fall River, Mass., have been visiting
Joseph Rutter.

Frederick Stone, of New York, is at the
L V. Joyce cottage. Judge Corrigan, of
the same house, returned to New York

Monday.
Mrs. Burge,

A. C. Sawyer and wife, of Bangor, left
for their home Saturday, after a week’s
visit with Capt. George H. Tapley and
wife at “Brookside’’.
Mn. Franklin
Farrow has returned
from an extended visit in Mew London,
Conn., with her sisters, Mrs. Lillian Gray
and Mr*. Alice Bet.ee.

Miae Hattie S. Tapley went to Boston

SOUTHWEST HARBOK.
John G. Wilson, who bss been in poor
health a few weeks, is much better.
Exra Lnrvey, Jr., wife and infant child,
are
apending the season at Southwest

of

their cottage here this season. Their
daughter, Mrs. Jennie Strickland, is with

Rev. Charles F. Dole, D. D., minister of
First Congregational church, Unitarian. Jamaica Plain, Mass., will occupy
the pulpit in the Methodist cbnrcb Sunday morning, July 31.
Mr*. McCloy, of Philadelphia, who it
spending the season at Bar Harbor, comes
to Southwest Harbor to spend Sunday
each week with ber son Jack, wbo is
boarding at O. W. Cousins’.
Mrs. Ells G. Mason, of Mt. Desert, wbo
Waverley, Maas., last week, to
bring borne ber dangbter Alice, now tally
restored to health,'called on Iriends here
on Wednesday on her return borne.
went to

Rev. William Milton Hess, of Trinity

son

and wife, who have
Portland, where Mr. Joyce has
had his eyes attended to, are home. Mr.
in

Mr*.

Mas*.,

Sadie

Rock End cottage with her
El well, went
mother, Mrs. Howard
home Monday. The cottage will close for
weeks at

season

July

July

S.

ISLES FORD.
William Mayo is in town for a few days.
Mrs Inez Phippen, Mrs. Ida Bryant and
Mrs. Blanche Spurling were in Bar Harbor Thursday.

Sfkat.

There will be a Blaisdell reunion at
Promised Land (so-called), at East Franklin, Thursday, Aug. 4. It is hoped that all

p<fesibly

can

will make

present, as it will be the
reunion of the Blaisdell race.
effort to be

July

an

first
B.

25.__

|

Harry Wooster is visiting
Henry Wooster and wife.

his

parents.,

family are at “Bidecottage for a short time.
Bids are advertised for building 600 feet
Lewis Shuman and

and
Amos Thompson
sister, Mrs.
damage, Mrs. Agnes Stanley and daughter Maude and Miss Alice Kelley returned to Waltham, Mass., Friday, after

Surry,

of

road.

Bute

The

contract

will

be

awarded August 2.

Daisy Stanley visited

Mrs. Daniel W. Torre y, of the Reach,
her sister, Mrs. Byron Tracy.

is

visiting

Mrs.

is

filling

25.

Stoning-

three weeks in
The

is

were

in

home, after spend-

Bar Harbor.

Old Harbor band is going to start
about fifteen members.

again, with

Mrs. G. A. Prock and cousin, Ula Milan,
Lincolnville for a short visit.
Mrs. A. H. Barbour and Miss Mae Stinson spent two days in Rockland last week.
have gone to

ice-cream sociable in the
Epworth hall Tuesday evening. Proceeds
for the cemetery fence fund.
was

an

H. W. Joyce and wife have moved here
from Atlantic for the summer. Mr. Joyce
will get the factory ready to start for
another

spring.

J uly 22.

Spec.
__

her

position

as

clerk

WEST BROOKS V1LLE.
Mrs. Lloyd Barnes and ber mother, Mrs.
Hawes, are visiting at the Hawes

Lottie H.

in the Scam mo n store.

July

in

CH’E’EB.
NORTH HANCOCK.

Miss Linn it Tracy, of Brunswick, is visiting her suiter, Mrs. Charles Googins.
John Wass and wife, of Addison, are
visiting their daughter, Mrs. J. D.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Anna Young visited Bar Harbor
last week.
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Poxcroft,
is spending a week with relatives here
at

Miss Ethel Hodgkins, who is employed
Washington, D. C., is home for the

house.

Miss E. Gertrude Bell, ot East Boston,
William Davis and wife tor the

is with

vacation.

summer

Miss Eunice Coggins has returned from
Southwest Harbor, where she has been
visiting relatives.
Mrs.

Nellie

Sebago,

Lake

Emory Gott

Brackett
are

and

spending

family,

the

of

summer

with relatives here.

Mrs. A. H. Coggins, with grandson,
Frederick Tweedie, has gone to Southwest Harbor to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Robie Norwood.
Y.
July 25.

26.

Abe.

EDEN.
Leslie Hodgkins, of Malden, Mass., is in
town.

my life.”

G. A. P&aoaua.

home

can

borrow

on

your

Kffwnint

tolSrt*lftt)?*t^
for

than you are now paying
rrat. and In about leu

jVar“,

OWM TOUR OWM
For

ROME.

partieularo Inquire ol
W. W.

Tin.nT.gf,.>

*.W.K,KO.Fre.^mN*l'1B*"k
«n#

j

iUimtmtt.

Eastsn Steaiship CsniDair
Faret Between
Bar Harbor and Boston:

soon.

•4.3S

E.

you

feSue«'irewro®iSuith7t?Mi*‘^

—

22.

pat luarr

when

Nichols sang. Tbe bearers were tbe four
brothers
Clifford, Hiram, Gleason and
Harold. Besides them, be leaves his father
and one sister—Maud, who is a successful
Claude was a bright boy, a
teacher.
natural humorist. His pleasant face and

July

Skar*,, ft Mo*, monthly
^
mmft. Ml pm than.

On.

Way: BS.OO Round Trip,

,

MARIAVILLE.
News traa received here recently of the
death of Mrs. John Frost, formerly of
this place, a daughter of Luther Jordan.
Friends here extend sympathy to the hasband, brothers and sisters of the de-

summer A. T. Moree leneee Bar
week dart end Suadaya, tot Sen!
Maal Harbor, South areal Harbor,

Harbor 3 D a
Harbor. >onk'

Rrootlln tber

Isle. SanrenlTtlle. Hark Harbor and Rocklsni
connecting with ntennter for Boaton.

|

Steamer Booth bey leerea BlnehlH j p
week days and Sundays, for South Bluen’ll’
Stonln«ton. North Haeen end Koohhtnd .n!
nor tine with eteamer for Boston.

ceased.

The Christian Endeavor society recently
Simmer Catherine learn Sedewkt
organised here held a sociable at the home ! week dart and Sundae*, for Harriet’- 1-an.W
A South Hrooktellle. Ecremoeeln. rw,|,0 aid
of John Jordan, Tuesday evening.
Rorklnud, couoeetlne with Meatner fur Boston.
good number of members and guests
arrcasiNu
were present.
Out-of-doors games were
played. The sociable was in charge of
Lmre Boaton 5pm week dty* and Sundkri
Rev. Ralph B. Davis, Mrs. John Jordan for Rockland.
Ice-cream and
and Mrs. Blanche Heath.
l-eeee Rockland 5.15 a m. or on arrirtl of
cake were served.
The society gives all a •learner from Boelon. week dny« and sunder*,
for Bar Harbor, Blaehlll, Sedcwk*. and intercordial invitation to join, and to attend j mediate landlaca.
its meetings, which are held in the chapel
E. L. SMITH. Acent. Bar Harbor.
every Wednesday evening.
A. R. IISHUCK, Acent, BlnehlH.
F.
July 25.
E. J. KaTOS. Acent. Sedcnlck.
=

In Kffeot June 20, 10IO.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
*

f.

"

Sunday*

*. mIo

A«1#

Manaet.de
Ml 00
Southwest Harbor. j.
,00 It 20.
7 20
Northeast Harbor.
*10 11 .......
7 30
*
a
deal Harbor..
9 30 11 30
7 so
o
Bar Harbor.de 9 00
9 00
5 40.
10 90
1 15*4 11
O
>
Sorrento.1.
10 29
lit.
>
>
Hancock Point...
9 95
10 49
4 40
Bolllran ...j.
S ! 11 10.
4 so.
g
Ml Desert Parry.
7 00
4 30..
£ j II 45 2 04 S 10 4 50. £
4 JWeaken*
7 07 a.
II 92
1 12
6 17
9 57 i,
Hancock. .I 7 15
5 94
etc
ill 55
Franklin Road.... 17 22
4 4*.
..' 4 30
Washington Junction
7 30 10 S3 12 1 4
7 01 10 00
4 44
HOC
Klleworth,. 7 C II 00 It 2* I 19 5 50 19 11 11 07 7 07 10 (7
Ellsworth Fails.
7 42 11 05 ell 14
4 56
11 12 7 11 10 11
Nlcolin .I 17 56 *11 17 ell 37. >4 10.*11 24 '7 25 'Id 25
Oreen Lake.
4 04
11 15 ell 44
4 30
II 14 *7 31 10 34
13 11 II 94 ell 63
Phillips Lake
*4 23
'll 41 17 41 -10 41
Holden.
4 13-1143 elOO'.! 4 34 .into 17 44 10 44
Brewer Jonclion.
4 34 11 00
1 l*. 4 35
12 m 5 05 ll 04
3 45 It 09;
Bangor.
25 *3 45 *7 00 *11 15 II 15 4 10 10 15
__

..

I
Portland.ar1.
Boston.ax
New

PH
4 50
9 00

Pk
5 55
9 OS

York.*rl.1.;.j

I Stops
Junction.

on
•

conductor,
Sundays Included

signal

Dally

to

e
4

fkiilllta’lU
7
11
-7

55
»

11

50
5 90

4
7

4 50
30

45
00

9

PUSH
12 XI
3 45
3 35 17 00

97.;..

..

Stops to lease passengers from east of Washington
Dally eicept Sunday morning, t Mondays only

BANUOB TO BAB HABBOR.
r s t

s

.■.I.!
!pw

phismiam

-9 00

au

..

•19
Portland .Is *1

-iuo*

day*

09 *10 00:.'AW
9 90 alO 00 10 00
20 *1 30
*7 00 11 04 *12 45 12 ti
PMPMSM
SWAM:
PMrW
_
•
Bangor.Is 5 50 *4 10 9 30 *11 05 I 30 *4 45 4 V 8 V
Brewer Junction.
ll
*37
9 15
999.
3 »,
Ho'dau ...i 6 39 9 37
-4 59 .! 5 18 8 57
Phillips Lake.
*5 23 -9 04
I* 42 MO 04. ft 04
5 41
9 12
4 49 10 14
-4 11

!-»k'.;.

Ellsworth Fall*....
Ellrwortb ..- *4 55
Washington Junction.
Franklin Bond.I.
Hancock ..
Waukeag. *7 is
Mt Desert Ferry.ar *7 IS
Bolliean...
7 54
Hancock Point.
4 2*
Sorrento .. “7 59
.ar: *3 13

*•», “mr*!or

Northeast Harbor.
Southwest Haroor..
M»nMt
...

7 12 1099......
7 19 19 45 11 97
7 95 110 31.
-IS g*.
-11 94
1109 111*
11 15 *11 35
"
I 05
1 06
■*
11 56 *13 63
1 33 dl 55
jt
1 Mi *1 39.
c

*9 25

*935
•» SO:

2 *0
2 so
J 55

*4 29 .:
4 45 q5 M
4 41.

*4 Of.

*

©

i|6

^

**

«

*7 *0
*1 &t>

|

«2 »

v>
»

5 55
6 00
«
4 n
4 21
sit
6 30

9
9
•»
9
10
so

35
4!
44
54
06
04

10 15
135
.10 30
7 00 10 40
1 “ 11 15

•» jn.
«g jo
*8 S).

•
Daily Sundav* included, t Stop* on signal. J Except Sunday night*, q Sunday onlySundays leave Boston at 9 a m. s stop* to leave passenger* holding ticket* from point*
Bangor, d Stop* at Sorrento Sunday* only to leave passenger* from point* west of
Bangor.
P. B. BOOTH BY.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
General Passenger Agent.
Vice-President and General Manager.
a

west of

PORTLAND. ME.
’a w l-»i-1-

aoomunnmif.

I Remarkable Furnaces I

Miss M. E. Jordan has gone to Lamoine
for

a

few

FAMOUS THROUGH

days.

Mrs. Martha Leland is home, after

an

absence of several months.

THIRTY YEARS

B. Leland and wife, of Bar Harbor,
the guests of Mrs. F. A. Wood recently.
Mrs. Iva Reynolds and child, of West
Trenton, have been visiting at Mrs. James
Garland’s the past week.
Mrs. Hazel Gilbert and Mrs. Lottie
Andrews spent Friday with their sister,
Mrs. Alice Salisbury, at R. H. Kittredge’s
farm, Salisbury Cove.
J.
July 22.
A.

were

You want
the

a

furnace for

future—buy

tested

by

Regrets

one

the past.

from exBe wise,
j
Investigate records. 1
come

periments.

_

summer.

GOTT’S ISLAND.

________

heartily recommend Foley’e Kidney Remedy
go any sufferer of kidney disease. It saved

wmr

Gleason, arrived home with the remains

would be at

open.

_

A. Barker Blodgett and wife are receivM. V. Babbidge was at McKinley and
ing congratulations on the birth ot a
Bernard Saturday on business.
daughter.
COREA.
N. A. Kenney and wife and Frank Cook
Miss Little Mae Wbelden, ot Brewer, is
Mrs. Henry Bryant fell down stairs one Springer.
and wife, of Bangor, are guests at the St.
Miss EtU Springer is at home from Sul- the guest ot her cousin, Mias Natalie D.
Bight last week. She was bruised badly,
j Paul cottage.
livan, where she haa been employed, suf- Robinson.
trat no bones were broken.
Samuel S. Harding and family, from
from nervous trouble.
Mrs. Coleman Steele
and daughter
E. W. Doyle, wife and little daughter fering
Port au Spain, were here Haturfriends here of Miss Isabel Beatrice, ot Ellsworth, are visiting See all Trinidad,
The
are
many
of
East
a
Maxine,
Sullivan,
spending
| day, calling on friends and relatives.
few days with Mrs. Doyle's parents, A. C. Dyer were pained to hear of her death in D. Tapley.
There was a fine display of fire works
Brookville, Mass., last week.
Frederick Whitney, ot Boston, is spendLufkin and wife.
one night recently by George H. KirkAuon.
July 25.
ing a tew weeks at his summer home,
Mrs. Inez Francis has gone to Boston to
patrick and his guests on the lawn in
“The Spruces.”
Attend the Latter-day Saints’ conference.
front of the St. Paul cottage, and quite a
Teething children have more or leas
There was a large attendance at the lawn
crowd was entertained.
diarrhoea, wfc^ch can be controlled by
"W LIFE WORTH SAVING?"
Chips.
July 25.
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and
ISl'ST 81 ABOVK SUSPICION.
Prentiss. Miss., giving
Mrs. Mollie McR&ney,
writes that she had a severe case of kidney Diarrhma Remedy. Ail that is necessary
Kidney and bladder trouble aliments are so
Bilious?
Feel
after
dinner?
serious
In their
heavy
Tongue
and bladder trouble, and that four bottles of is to
and. It ungive the prescribed doae after each checked, so often consequences
fatal, that any remedy of- coated? Bitter taste? Complexion sallow?
Foley’s Kidney Remedy cured her sound and
"1 operation of the bowela more than natural, fered for their cure must be above suspicion.
well. She closes her letter by saying:
Liver needs waking
Doan’s Regulets

July

Claude, aged about eighteen, the youngest son of J. S. Archer, died at the home of
his brother, H. J. Archer, In Woburn,
Mass., Sunday, July 17, from heart failure.
He had been treated for some months at
Rutland sanitarium for lung troable succeeding a severe attack of grip in winter.
All was done for bim that devoted brothThe brothers, Hiram and
ers could do.

now

...

Mr. aud Mrs. Pringle and son Nelson, of
East Jaffrey, N. H., are at Gray’s point for
the summer.

years

career as a

W. A. Stanley and C. A. Burns
Portland last week.

Miss Hallie Young has returned from
and

his

ton last week.

There

WEST FRANKLIN.

beginning

SWAN’S ISLAND.
MiAa

relatives who

before

study

more

medical missionary.
There is to be a toy boat race Monday
afternoon. N. I. Bowditch has offered two
silver cups to be presented to the owners
of the boats which win. Mr. Bowditch
has made this an annual affair for a few
years, and some of the boys have boats
of which they feel quite proud.
8.
July2>.

is

Mrs. Frank Johnson, of New London,
and her niece, Mrs. Elmer Pettingill, of Sullivan, called on Mrs. Johnson’s
brother and other relatives here Sunday.

j

to

Perkins has two

Mr.

A MEW SERIES
U

..

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Mrs. Carman, who has been visiting her
husband, Capt. Carman, in Marblehead,
Mrs. William Young, Jr., and three Maas., is at home.
daughters, who have been visiting Mrs.
Anthony Bye commenced his work as
Young's parents at the Center, returned night watchman on the quarry at the
home last week.
Settlement Sunday.
Mrs. L. R. Hodgkins and son Merle came
Mrs. Josephine Stanley and two sons,
Thursday to spend a few days with her of Rockland, are spending a few weeks
sister, Mrs. Walter Stanley, and her in the village with friends.
mother, Mrs. Betsey Young, who makes
Galen Hatch and wife, of Cambridge,
her home with Mrs. Stanley.
Mass., are spending their vacation with
Rev. Prancis Brown, of New York, Mr. Hatch’s mother and sister in his old
preached at the morning service here Sun- home.
H.
day, July 34. The evening meeting was
July 21.
conducted by
Rev. Edward Perkins,
M. D.

Binoni iMiaa Biiim ia’i

Miss Iner Williams, who has been helping her grandmother a while through
baying, e aa called home to Ellsworth by
tbe illness of her sister Phyllis.

Tweedie, of Cambridge,
ber aister, Mrs. Kobie

July 25.

25.

23.

U what your nosey will run
11
InyaeMlnabanaaf the

Bert Haynes and family left Thursday
for Jo Kerry lakes. They were accompanied by Miss Gladys McPbee, of Detroit.

visiting

is

Norwood. Sbe was joined there on SaturJoyce bought an auxiliary sloop to be day by ber mother, Mr*. George Coggins,
of Lamoine, wbo brought Master Fredused for sailing parties.
erick with ber. Mis* Eunice Coggins has
Mr. and Mrs. Willard, of Worcester,
also spent a couple of weeks witb her sisMass., who have been spending a few ter.

the

6/

entertaining

Harbor, occuping his old home.
genial ways will be much missed in the
William P. Dicky and wife, of Bangor, home and
community. Only a few days
usual at
are spending more time than
ago he wrote that be was feeling fine and

Congregational cbnrch, Mew York, delivered a fine discourse at tbe Congrega-

Capt. Emery Joyce

been

GREAT POND.
J. R. Shaman has bean
friends from Still ester.

Tuesday. She was accompanied home Monday. The older brother, Clifford, got
by ber nieces, Virginia D. and Harriet E. here from his borne in Jay Tuesday mornTapley, at Norfolk, Va.
ing. Services were held in the church at
Tomsox.
July 25.
1 o'clock. Rev. Ida Garland officiating.
Mrs. Williams played; Mrs. Mace and Mr.

Malden, Mass., Mrs.
tional cbnrcb here Sunday morning. Tbe
Robert, of Boston, and
James Tancon, of New York, are at island pastor of the church will take his turn in
tbe sermons on Sunday, Jnly 31.
Rest cottage.
Storton and

Vanfctag.

last

the

ATLANTIC.
The

Mia* Belle Tapley Smith, of Sedgwick,
end Wasson C. Tapley, of Tremont, are
visiting their grandparent*, Capt. Thomas
Tapley and wife.

COUNTY NEWS.

them.

JulyiS.

of T. M. Blaisdell and

Conn.,

Mrs. William Smith, of Newark, N. J.,
Mrs. Mary Q. Chase and Mrs. Annie B.
Reed, of Portland, and Jg. H. Treadwell
and wife, of Ellsworth, visited George
Treadwell and wife Sunday.

laat week.

Isabelle

wife.

a-wee”

•pending a month here. Cheater Randall,
of Waltham, Mass., spent a few days here

Ella

visiting

MARLBORO.

Miss Clara H. Kelley, of Bar Harbor,
called on her aunt, Mrs. Lizzie Treadwell,
Sunday.
Mrs. Albert Hodgkins and children

daughter,

EAST FRANKLIN.

homes for the meetings, which will be
held on Monday afternoons at 2 o’clock.
A cordial invitation is extended to all to
join. It is planned at the close of the
season to have a fair and lawn party, the
proceeds to be used for the benefit of the
church.
H.
July 25.

A pleasant evening was spent at the lawn
party at 8. H. Remick’s last Wednesday.

Saturday, July

better
his

re-

John P. Webster and wife and Mr.
Borland and wife, of Bangor, were calling
on friends in town Tuesday, making the
trip by automobile.

_

Heartfelt sympathy of many friends is
extended to the family of Alexander B.
Dyer, of Brockton, Mass., in the death of

Woodbury Dyer.
Mrs. Arthur Abel left Saturday for a
two-weeks' vacation with her
brother,
Simpson's over Sunday.
Mrs. L. M. Osgood, of West Newton, Charles Hooper, in Hallowell. Her husband accompanied her as far as Bangor.
Mass., has organized a sewing society here,
M.
July 25.
called the “Busy Bees'’. Mrs. Osgood and
Mrs. Timayanis have kindly opened their

Mrs. Alice Kelley, of Bar Harbor, is visiting friends here.

ported
hoped

was

Lafayette Butler is out from Macomber's
mill to do bis haying.
Forrest Staples, of Cambridge, Mass., is
William F. Jordan, who is employed at
spending the summer with his aunt, Mrs.
Hancock, spent Sunday at home.
Charles Stock bridge.

absent, and these, with the number who
over
the land, were reare scattered
Leonard Clark, wife and little daughter
membered in the reminiscences, which
of this place, now of
included stories of catching mice on a Lenore, formerly
Bar Harbor,
called on
relatives and
pin-hook baited with cheese; of the entire
friends here last week.
school hiding in the loft of the woodhouse
O. W. Bragdon has gone to Northeast
at noon intermission, and many others,
which did not reflect much credit in Harbor, where he has employment for the
deportment. The hostess could easily summer. Mrs. Bragdon and children are
have passed for a schoolgirl, but one of visiting her parents, Arvill Jordan and
the boys, coming in contact with the wife, in Waltham.
chandelier, was reminded of the absence
Eighteen members of companion court
of hair on the top of his head.
Sunlight, I. O. F., enjoyed their annual
buck board ride to Mount Desert Ferry,
July 25._H.
and from there to Bar Harbor by boat.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Instead of the customary picnic dinner,
Rev. P. E. Lyndon preached Sunday the
party dined at the Bar Harbor house,
morning at West Goulds boro.
where a delightful dinner was served them
Fred Black and wife leave to-day for by Companion Orcutt, who is cook there.
their new home in Oklahoma.
Many thanks are extended to Companion
A

Bar

taken to

home ill of
and was

came

weeks ago,
Harbor hospital,

300- mile

a

_

T. Hill and sister Helen C. Hill.
Some in this section

Merchant

automobile trip through Hancock county
last week, including a visit to the doctor's
parents, A. T. Small and wife, at Deer
Isle.
E.
July 25.

place,

and wife

E. Small, Mrs. George Hamilton

Lester

has

where she

visiting Charles Newman and family.
Mrs. Moore is very much pleased with her
trip, and loud in praise of the people she
been

will

Dr. A.
and

SCHOOLMATES GET TOGETHER.
Mrs. Mary Lord Noyes, formerly of this
delightfully entertained a party of
WHEN

Bragdon

of 8 to8 at the end of the eleventh

son

Smalloff Tucker Mollens

Leroy C. Smallidge has returned from
Boston and purchased the stock and
of
Eugene good will of the plumbing business met while there.
Miss Yeulah Hanna, daughter
Banna, aged eight, who is very regular in formerly conducted by M. B. Jordan.
Guy Young, who
attendance at Sunday school, thinking it
An interesting game of baseball played
typhoid fever two
far to walk to the church, went to the
to
upper stable and asked for one of the workhorses, led it to her home, harnessed and
drove alone to the church, caring for her
horse and leading it borne at night.

with

party given by Mrs. Lewis Farnham
Saturday evening.
Mr*. Ita W. Tapley and daughter*, of
Brooklyn, M. Y., an at their cottage at
the Fhrry for the summer.

Kidney Fills contain no harmful drags*
and then castor oil to cleanse the system. Foley
and hare successfully stood a long and thorIt is safe and sure. Bold by all dealers.
I ough test. G A.

Pspcann.

np.

bilious attacks,
store.—Adel.
cure

ttfcents at any drug

BLAST.

|

**T^HE0

I

THE MOT

I

WOOD & BISHOP CO, Bangor, Me.
J. P. ELDRIDQE,
•

Ellsworth.

I wviV TOettiiyeisel

LfLlLj
****
ir

Famiid
Medicine

Liniment

All dealers sell Lee's Liniment for 35c.
The bottles
are large size containing TWICE THE USUAL 25c
QUANTITY

'——■—'—■""I",".,

NEWS.

BOUNTY

BLULH1LL.
A.

bil alater, Mrs.
J. Long la visiting

Johnson.

started on tba daily
Steamer Booth bay
jarcice last Sunday.
and family, of Los Angeles,
j. L. Merrill
for a few days.
Qj., are in town

foil, of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived Thnraday
apend their vacation.

is

Mra. R. W. Nutttcr haa returned from a
viait to Dover and Foxcmft, where ahe

Mrs. Arthur Moore left last week to Join
Mr. Moore at Hallowell, where he is em-

apent
with frienda enjoying
the beautiful drivea and acenery of the
northern part of the State.
W. P. Hewina took an automobile party
to EUawortb Saturday to attend the Preaident’a reception. Miaa Agnea Moore, of
Brooklyn, N. Y., Miaa Helen Cole, of
Watervilie, Char lea Blance and hia
granddaughter, Miaa Genevieve Cole, of
thia village, with Mr. Hewina and hia
aona, of Boa ton, were in the party.
July 25.
c.

ployed.

eeveral weeka

Boeton,
tr,hur S. Kimball,
of Mrs. H. E. Morton last week.
and wife, of Brookline,
George A. Clough
tbeir summer borne here.
Jla,». are at
of
Attleboro,
Mr. and Mrs. Cargill,
of Mrs. Joan MerMass are tbe guests
was

William Grover, of Bangor, is visiting
his brother, E. L. Grover.

to

Star arrived last
The schooner North
for A. 8. Grindle.
week With coal
of

D. C., arrived Sunday to Join hia wife and
eon at W. P. Hewina’.
1*. B. Deaay, wife and
daughter, cf Bar
Harbor, arrived Saturday to apend two
weeka at Eddie Cole’a.
Mice Agnea Moore and Miaa Mabel Oil-

a

rilltew weeks
Kolas Morse Is spending a
Morse and
with his parents, Oeotge A.
wife.
The While Granite Co. has twenty-five
in its lot to clear the underAngora goats
brash.
rhe many friends of George W. Butler
see him out once more after
are glad to

WEST TREMONT.

COUNTY NEWS.
OTIS.

Mrs. Merc; Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
visiting her son, W. O. Moore.

Mrn. V. L. Sargent has goue to Somerville. Mass.
E. E. Cummings and wife

Blue-

Mrs. Burroughs and Miss Burroughs, of
Boston, arrived Thursday at Mrs. Hyson’s.

spending

the week in lliratu.

Irving Smallidge and family, of
Northeast Harbor, were in town Sunday.

Walter H. Sargent baa returned from
Bar Harbor and vicinity.

Cora Parker, who has spent the
winter in Boston, is home for the summer.

Miss
Dorothy Swell, of Cambridge,
Mass., has been visiting relatives here.

Mrs. Frank Allen and her sister, Miss
Reeves, who have been visiting Mrs. J. A.
Somes, returned to their home in Greenville Thursday.

are

in

hill for the week.

Kosw-u Norton and wife

are

Mrs.

Miss

Miss Vera

Harding and brother Ralph
have been visiting relatives at Deer Isle.
Hiram B. Harding was in Hluehill last
week to attend the

Percy
is

The United Church Workers will hold a
sale of cooked food, ice-cream and fancy
articles in the library building August 10,
afternoon and evening. All are cordially
invited.
Sea Shell.
July 25.

funeral of his brother.

Sargent, of New Haven, Conn,,
spending his vacation with his parents.
Mrs. Nancy Bridges, of Penobscot,
(J.

spent (wart of last week with A. C. Dodge
and wife.

Miss Martha Grindal, of Bar Harbor, is
spending her vacation at the home of her
brother, Sanford Grindal.
Misses Lettie and Lara Lally, who have
been employed away several months, are
at home with their mother.
Mrs. Harley Grover has been spending a
few days at the home of her husband's
parents, E. L. Grover and wife.

Rid

Yourself

Burdens.
zen

cemetery.
Susan, wife of James Campbell, died
Monday, July 18, at 8 a. m,, after a short
illness of Bright’s disease. Mrs. Camp-

bell had been in poor health many years,
but had always hoped for the best, and for
the past few years had been out nursing
w ith
much success. She will be greatly
missed in that capacity, as well as in her
home where she leaves a husband, four
children—Lizzie, Mayhlon, George and
Chester. She is survived by three sisters
—Mrs. James Roper, of this place, and
Mrs. James Austin and Mrs. Robert Ladd,
of West Brooksville: also by three brothers
-Justin Grindle, of Mon son, Mass.; James
and Nathaniel, of this place. The funeral
was held at the Baptist church, Tuesday,
at 5 p. m., Rev. Mr. Palmer, of North

Interment

Brooksville, officiating.
at Lakeside cemetery.

July

wife.

Shows You How.

formed;

Now therefore, by reason of the foregoing,
the undersigned. Union Trust Company, of
Ellsworth, claims a foreclosure of said mortgage and gives this notice for that purpose.
Union Trust Company op Ellsworth,
By Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer.
July 20, 1910.
J. A. Peters, attorney.

Get rid of them.
Doan’s

Kidney Pills

cure

backs;

bad

Cure lame, weak and aching backs;
Cure every form of kidney ills.

NOTICK OF
is

FORECLOSERK.
given that the Union
of Ellsworth, corporaa
by mortgage upon a certain
of land in Orland, in Hancock county,
iaine, bounded as follows:
On the east by highway leading from Castine to Orland, on the south by Hwazey lot,
so called, on the west by East river, and on
the north by the land of William Varnum,
containing twenty acres, more or less, and
being known as the John Hutchings place.
Said mortgage was from Ora York, of Orland, to Mary E. Warren, of Castine, dated
July 12, 1907, recorded August 9, 1907, in book
442, page 119. The said mortgage was assigned
by Mary E. Warren to First National Bank,
of Ellsworth, by assignment dated August 14,
1907, record! (1 July 30,1909, book 461, page 424,
of said registry, and assigned by said First
National Bank to Union Trust Company, of
Ellsworth, Sept. 7, 1907, by assignment recorded in said registry of deeds, July 20, 1910.
Tbe conditions of said mortgage have been
broken, and the undersigned, being tbe
holder thereof, claims a foreclosure of tbe
same, and gives this notice for that purpose.
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth,
By Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer.
Ellsworth, Maine, July 20,1910.
J. A. Peters, attorney.

hereby
Trust Company,
NOTICE
tion, has claim

Lots of local endorsement to prove this.
E. P. Lord, Ellsworth Falls, Ellsworth,
Me., says: “I was never seriously troubled
by my kidneys, but occasionally had acute
attacks of backache, especially
when 1
stooped or lifted more than usual. Some

Barcel

ago, when suffering from one of
spells, I learned about Doan’s Kidney Pills, and procured a box at Moore’s
drug store. They cured me in a short
years
these

time, and 1 can now say that the cure|has
remained lasting. I have never known of
a case where Doan's Kidney Pills have
failed to bring the desired results.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’9—and take
no other.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on tne
fifth day of July, in the >ear of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and ten.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
FRANCES CLARK, late of PHILADEL-

three
kinds of

'T'HERE

are

different
Ginger Ale:

A

PHIA,
and state of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for tne purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate

Domestic,
Imported and
CLICQUOT CLUB

of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a
copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaEllsworth, in said county
per printed at
of Hancock, prior to the second day of August, a. d. 1910, that they may appear at
a probate court, then to he held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
ahy they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
court

Those who have

tried

ail three
kinds, prefer Clicquot Club, because
it lacks the burning sting in othei
ginger ales, caused by the red pepper,
and because its quality and taste are

undeniably superior.

(Pronounced

Kleelc-o

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
"VTOTICE is hereby given that Union Trust
_i_N Company, of Ellsworth, is the holder
by assignment from Mary E. Warren, dattd
Jan. 6, 1908, recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, July 30, 1909. in book 461, page 425, of a
certain mortgage given by Bert C. bowden, of
Penobscot, to said Mary E.
Warren, dated
Dec. 6, 1907, recorded in Hancock registry of
The description of
deeds, book 415, page 153.
the property covered by said mortgage is as
follows:
A certain tract or parcel of land in said
Penobscot, bounded as follows, to wit:
On the west by highway leading from Cas*
tine to Orland; on the north by land of Willis
Bowden and land of Mary A. Gray; on the
east by land of William Deans; on the south
by land of Arthur snd Bert Hutchins, containing in all about forty acres.
That the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, and that the undersigned claims
a foreclosure of the same, and gives this notice for that purpose.
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth,
By Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer.
Ellsworth, Maine, July 18,1910.
J. A. Peters, attorney.

Club)

Ginger Ale
The best fresh

ginger

and the best

(not saccharine) are used ir
Clicquot Club, with a dash of pure
sugar

citric fruit flavor. The water (Clicquot
Spring water) is the best ginger ale
water in

the

world;

the carbonating and bottling i:

and

perfect.
Clicquot Club Gingei
Ale is non-astringent.

was

Other Clicquot beverage*
BIRCH BEER
ROOT BEER
SARSAPARILLA
BLOOD ORANGE
and LEMON SODA

_

HANCOCK.

Sold by

the

best

subscribers, Julia 8. Bristol and John
both of New Haven, Conhereby give notice that they have
been dnly appointed executors ot the last
will and testament of
EUOENE 8. BRISTOL, late of NEW
HAVEN, CONN.,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs,
no bonds being required by the terms of said
will. And that they have appointed John A.
Peters, of Ellsworth. Maine, their agent
within the State of Maine, and that the address of said agent is Ellsworth, Maine.
All persons having demands against the
estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payW. Bristol,
THE
necticut,

grocers

ment

j

week

J. B. Cole and family, of Waterville,
here for the summer.

are

Libby.
Mrs. George P. Bunker, of Franklin, is a
ffuest of her daughter, Mrs. C. C. Larrabee.

Hutchings has

returned from a revisit to hia sister, Mrs. 8. L. Kingsfcy, of Bar Harbor.

Hewing,

bottle warranted,

of

Washington,

bat not

on

Thirty-four

___

Miss Dorothy L. Dresser, of Mil bridge,
a guest for the week of Mrs. D.
G.

Lyman F.

calling

ago Mr. Kirkland preached in the
Methodist church here.
C.
July 25.
years

PROSPECT HARBOR.

one

re-

turned, is the report regarding Dr. 8kh Ab* old's
Balsam (the best Bummer Remedy)
from a large number of Druggists in the
Houth. This Balsam is warranted by W. 1.
**artridge, Bluehtll, Me.

Mrs. Winfield Stratton and

Julia S. Bristol.
8. Bristol, dec’d.
John W. Bristol,
Executor of will of Eugene 8. Bristol, dec’d.
July 5. 1910.

John M. Grant,
died

at

Ralph Scribner and Harvey Dunbar,
Charleston, are digging artesian wells
here. One has been dag at Hiram Treworgy’s where water was struck at thirtyfour feet. They are now at M. D. Chatto’s
and got water at about thirty feet, but as
Mr. Chatto wants a large supply, they will
go deeper. An automatic tank and gasoline engine will be installed in the cellar,
and water will be run in house and barn.
C.
July 25.

sting out of cuts, burns or bruises at once.
Pain cannot stay where it is used.—Add.

native of Hancock,
in

Vineland,
years,

N.

J.,

seven

months.

Walker, Lewien Foss, Earl
Foss, who are employed
Madison, are spending their vacation

William

Foss and Richard
in
in

HARBOR,
in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and
as the law directs.
Not being a
resident of the State of Maine. I have appointed as my agent and attorney in the State
of Maine for the purposes specified in section
of chapter 66
of
the revised
43,
statutes of Maine. L. B. Deasy, of Eden. Hancock county, Maine, whose postoftlce address is Bar Harbor, Maine.
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Warrrn L. Russell.
July 9, 1910.

Salisbury and wife and Miss
Wooster, who have been guests of

Arthur
Vivian
Mrs.

Aubine

their home in

Wooster,

left

Friday

for

Waltham, Mass.
C.

_

SEAL
Streeter

given bonds

"•y’Haii*

Health
Keeps

the

Hair

from

subscriber, James C. Littlefield, of
rpHE
X
Brookline, Norfolk county. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, hereby give notice
that be has been duly appointed executor of
the last will and testament of
J. ALBERT BUTLER, late of BROOKLINE,
in the county of Norfolk, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, deceased.
And given bonds
as the law directs.
Not being a resident of the State of Maine,
he has appointed Bertrand E. Clark, of Eden,
Haucock county, Maine, whose postofflce address is Bar Harbor. Maine, as his agent aud
attorney for the purposes specified in section
43, chapter 66, of the revised statutes of Maine.
All persons having demands agaiust the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJambs C. Littlefield.
mediately.
July 6. 1910.

Falling Out

Falling hair is due to lack oI

town.

of

Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers
rely on Dr. Thomas’ Electric OU. Takes the

a

home

July 14, aged seventy-two

July 25.

EAST SURRY.

his

COVE.

Webster, of Rockland, called

friends here

on

Thursday.

Mrs. Sullivan W. Webster and daughter
are at their old home
here for a short stay.

Flora, of Rockland,

Mrs. J. F. Hodgdon and granddaughter,
A ricw SHOUT WKKKS.
Mr. J. 8. Bartell, Edwardsville, 111., writes:
“A few months ago ray kidneys became congested- I had severe backache and pain across
the kidneys and hips.
Foley Kidney Pills
promptly cured my backache and corrected
the action of my kidneys. This was brought
about after my using them for only a few
short weeks, and I can cheerfully recommend
them.” G. A. Parchak.

Eugene

subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpHK
he has been duly appointed administraJL
tor of the estate of
EDWARD E. UPHAM, late of WINTER

Mrs. Her-

bert Hopkins were week-end guests of
friends in Bucksport.

immediately.

Executrix of will of

__

Mrs. Ethel Howard, who has been em- j
NORTH B ROOKS V1LLE.
at Castine, is at home on account
Clara Snow has gone to South Brooksof poor health.
ville to work for .\Jrs. M. D. Chatto.
The Deer Isle baseball team played the
William N. Perkins has purchased a
Bunset team Saturday. Score 12—8 in j farm in Cornville, and moved his family
favor of Sunset.
there.
Irving Fihelti and Miss Pearl Kittridge,
Mrs. Myra Vaughan, of Vermont, is
who have been the guests of Frank Gross
Mrs.
very ill at the home of her daughter,
aud wife, left for their home at VinalA. A. Goodell.
haven Sunday.
Rev. Charles Kirkland was in town last
Rex.
July 25.
friends.

Every

Ellsworth;

And wbereas, tbe same mortgage, together
with the debt thereby secured was by assignment dated Sept. 7, 1907, and recorded in said
registry of deeds July 20, 1910, assign'd by
said First National Bank of Bllsworth, to
Union Trust Company of Ellsworth, a corporation located at said Ellsworth;
And whereas, the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, and remain unper-

Don’t bear unnecessary burdens.
Burdens of a bad back are unnecessary.

BROOKL1N.

ployed

C. U

Unnecessary

An Ellsworth Citi-

A

25.

of

Earnest C'osson, of Sedgwick,
in Hancock county, by his mortgage
deed dated April 34, 1906, recorded Dec. 19,
1906, in book 496, page 466. of Hancock county
registry of deeds, conveyed to George M.
Warren, of Caatine, in said county, certain
real estate in said county, described as follows in said mortgage:
Two tracts of land in said Sedgwick, first
bounded ss follows: Beginning at a stake in
tbe wall at the highway leading from Black’s
corner to Jss. Gray’s corner at land of Curtis Bargain; thence S. E. by said Durgain’s
land to a cedar stfcke 100 rods; thence 6. W.
16 rods to a stake A stones; thence N. W. 100
rods to a maple tree at the highway; thence
N. E. by said highway 16 rods to plsce of beginning, ten acres, more or less. Second
tract begins at the corner of the rosd and
gate leading to Durgain’s mill; thence S. W.
by the highway 31 rods to a thorn tree; thence
S. E. fifty rods to s rock marked B; thence
N. E. to the road leading to said mill; thence
by said road to place of beginning, containing ten acres, being same premises purchased
of
And whereas, said mortgage, together with
the debt thereoy secured, was by assignment
dated Feb. 26, 1907, recorded July 80,19C9, in
book 461, page 430, assigned by said George M.
Warren to the First National Bank of Ellsworth, a corporation then existing at said

WHEREAS

ThakeltTfE

proving.

Howard Young, who is employed in
Bangor, spent Sunday at home.
Windsor Bridges is at home from Sea
Capt. F. E. Crabtree and wife, of Milville.
bridge, visited friends here last week.
Elmer Bridges has had a telephone put
Mrs. Newell Coolidgc, of Lamoine, is
Waltham, Mass., after spending a few' Into his house.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. (). L. Crabtree.
weeks with friends here.
Parker Bridges is employed on the
Mrs. Herbert Hopkins and daughters, of
steamer Pemaquid.
July 25.
Him.
Portland, are guests of Mrs. Winfield StratMiss Vera Small, of Brooklin, visited ton.
DEER ISLE.
Luetta Bridges recently.
Clarence Young, who ha3 been spendCarlton Joyce, of Atlantic, ha« been
Mrs. Myra Cooper spent Thursday and ing his vacation here, has returned to
visiting at Dr. Small’s.
Boston.
Friday of last week in Rockland.
Miss Clermont K now 1 ton is attending
j E. J. Carter and son Bernard, of
William Abbott, of Lawreneo, Mass.,
the summer school at Castine.
Stonington, were in town recently.
recently visited his mother, Mrs. Moses
Hudson Pressey, of Boston, formerly of j
Charles lawson has purchased the Otis Abbott.
this town, is visiting relatives here.
Miss Lola Dyer, of Brockton, Mass., is a
Trundy place, and is tearing the house
Mrs. W. E. Easton, of Camden, has down.
guest at the home of Walter Hodgkins
teen visiting her parents, A. T. Small and
15and wife.
July 25.
WEST

Mrs. John Crane and daughter, of Hartford, Conn., have been the guests of F. H.
Harding and wife.
Miss Rachel McKinnon has returned to

Monc^rOrSSJcLoiiicM!^

I

Nora Warren snd' Miss Lyda
Young, who have been very ill, are im-

the Walker

John Ianson left Monday for his home
in Melnse, Mass.

JLigal Ratios.

atJ&rrttennmty

Miss

The K. P. dance of July 20 was greatly
Relatives who are spending their vacation at the delightful home of Arden S.
enjoyed.
Capt. George W. Lunt, who went to Young and family are Raymond Chase, of
Boston, and Master Maurice Black, of
Rockland last week, came home Sunday.
Abel Bartlett and wife are filling their Bangor.
bis recent illness.
Miss Warren, who has made sweet peas
the “Bay View House”, with visMias C. Mary Curtis is home from Bos- cottage,
a specialty in her garden this summer, is
itors.
has been attending the
w here she
ton,
some of the
most beautiful
W. H. Lunt and wife, who are at work exhibiting
sdocatioiial meeting.
in great quantities that were
specimens
in
and
Bluehtll, spent Saturday
Sunday at ever seen in this section.
The annual sale of the ladies’ circle of
home.
the Congregational church will be held
Mrs. Charles Bunker and daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. L. A. Clark, of Manset, who was
and evening of August 4,
on the afternoon
Roxie O'Ree and children, of Bangor, are
visiting here, was called home by the illst the town hall.
spending several weeks at the Salisbury
ness of her daughter Cora.
July 25._H.
homestead, guests of Mrs. Bunker’s
Mrs. F. W. Lunt, who spent last week
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
brother, J. L. Salisbury and wife.
in Rockland with her daughter, Mrs. O.
Ben Pheaseton, of Bangor, has been visRalph Mayo baa returned to Waltham, Toiman, came home Saturday.
iting his cousin, W. W. Tibbetts, two
Mass.
The West Tremont improvement society weeks.
Mrs. Pheaseton and little son
There will be a social dance at the hall met with Mrs. Eunice
Lopaus Friday and came out over Sunday to bring Mr.
evening.
Saturday
was surprised with a nice little lunch of
Pheaseton home. He is much improved
Ctpt. Cousins’ vessel discharged gaso- cake and coffee. Only ten members were in health.
line at the wharf this week.
present, and one visitor, Mrs. Sarah A.
Among those in attendance at the lawn
Mrs. Alice Sibley and daughter Elsie Reed.
party at John Jordan’s at Mariaville
20.
Henderson's
Charles
at
July
W.
arrived
George
Davis, wife and children, Thursday evening were: James Jordan,
Mr. Bratt and friend, who have been Charles and Ella, of Milbridge, are visit- wife and son Rufus; A. S. Young, wife and
their
daughter, Mrs. S. C. Webster. daughter Lora, and Misses Isabelle and
boarding at Charles Perrin’s the past two ing
Mr. Davis ran the sardine factory here Edna Warren.
weeks, have returned to Boston.
several years ago, so they had many old
The entertainment at the hall WednssAmong guests at the Warren farm the
j friends to greet.
day evening, July 20, by Sedgwick talent,
past week were: Hervey Mathews and
C. A. Rideout, of Arlington, Mass., L. D.
Cake and ice-cream I
was much enjoyed.
Phillips, of Bangor; Paul Hildrich,
spent Saturday and Sunday with his wife L. S. Vose and William Sinclair, of Dover
were served.
rod children, who are
visiting Mrs. and Foxcroft. The latter party came by
Capt. Eaton is in with a load of coal,
Rideout's uncle, Capt. George W. Lunt. automobile from Ellsworth.
bound for Mt. Desert Rock. He expects
Mr. Rideout left Monday for Rockland,
Davis.
July 25.
to sail the Arst of the week. The crew
where he has business.
from this place are Watson Friend, Oren
BROOKSVILLE.
25.
Thelma.
July
Bickford, John Morrison. Roy Henderaon
Mrs. Ray C. Gray, of South Brooksville,
and Albert Howard, Mr. Kenney and AnSOUTH PENOBSCOT.
drew Turner, of Brooklin.
is spending the summer with her sister,
H.
Mrs. Augusta Perkins, of Waterville, is Miss Rose Bowden.
July 25.__
visiting friends here.
Mrs. Lester C. Wescott, of Sedgwick,
NORTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Orian Dunbar is spending a few wras in town Friday to attend the funeral
Mrs. D. Stacey is visiting her parents,
of her aunt, Mrs. Sarah Walker.
days with Mrs. E. J. Snow.
J. L. Saunders and wife.
Norman Mayo and wife were in town
Mrs. Dallas Carter, who has been keepP. J. (Jrindie returned from Boston SunWednesday on their way home from Ban- ing house for Albion Closson, has returned
in
health.
much
day,
improved
home. Mr. Closson has employment in
gor.
Emma i>ahlquist has an oleander with
Mrs. Hugh Smith, her daughter Janie Stonington.
120 clusters of buds and bloasoms.
and son Chester are spending the sumSarah
Douglass, widow* of Joseph
John McIntosh, of Providence, K. 1., is mer at the Smith homestead.
G.
Walker, died Wednesday,
July
his
Mrs.
A.
P.
visiting
sister,
Soper.
Mrs. Luke, of Massachusetts, who was 20, at the age of eighty-eight years, eleven
Mrs.
mouths
and
tw*enty-one
days.
D. P. Dunbar baa a hydrangea with called here
by the death of her brother, W’alker had been a shut-in for many years,
twenty-two clusters of buds and blos- O. M. Perkins, has returned home.
been
of
a
but had always
helpful and
soms.
Mrs. Bradford and Mrs. Wentworth, hopeful spirit, bearing her lot with
She had been cared
Christian patience.
A. II. Parsons mil wife and Walter
who have been spending a week with their for the last few
years by her nephew',
Young and wife, with friends from Cam- aunt, Mrs. Jennie Perkins, have returned Rufus Douglass, and his wife, who are
also in their seventies, and are her nearest
den, spent Sunday at their cottage.
to their homes in Brockton, Mass.
relatives except another niece, Mrs. Helen
D.
July 25.
G.
July 25.
McIntyre, of Bluehill. The funeral was
held at the home Friday. Interment at
8 A K(J ENT VILLE.
MT. DESERT.

Mias Louise F. Bickford, of Bockland, are
in town. Mrs. Hodgdon ia visiting her
aon, Frank L. Hodgdon, at Center.
Mrs. Hannah Heath, and niece, Mian
Gladys Ober, of Bangor, are here for the
Sommer.
Mrs. Heath ia accompanied by
her sister, Mrs. Mary Fiye, of Florida.
July 23.N.

nourishment at tha Hair
Baots and often to an exceaa
of dandruff on the ecalp.
Hair
Health
Hay's
Used regularly, invigorates
Hair roots, cleanses the scalp
of dandruff, and in this way
stops falling hair and stimu.
la tea a healthy growth.
“1 thought of writing you
sometime ago about the truly
remarkable results 1 have
obtained from the liberal use
of Bay*a Hair Health.
1 have only words of praise
for each a wonderful remedy.
My hair began to fall out at
* **ry early age. Hay*aUalr
Health. in a very short time,
covered my scalp
with a
splendid growth of hair.
Casa. J. Budlono,
Phenix, R. I.H

Is not

a

!

E.

O.

Jfotla*._

To all persons intorestotf In aithar of tbo at*
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart bold at Ellsworth, In and
for the county of Hanoock, on tbe fifth
day of July a. d. 1910.
fTlHB following matters having been pre*
X sented for the action thereupon heroinafter indicated, it ia hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested
by censing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively In the Bileworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said oonnty, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the second day
of August, a. d. 1910, at ten of the clock
In the forenoon, and be beard thereon if they
see cause.

Harriett E. Tapley, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
thereof, presented by Hattie 8. Tapey, the executrix therein named.
Arthur A. Burnham, late of Ellsworth, In
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for pro*
bate thereof, presented by Albert F. Burnham, tbe executor therein named.
Mildred E. Clancy, late of Tremont, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Benjamin B.
Reed or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of tbe estate of said
deceased, presented by John Clancy, husband
of said deceased.
Caroline B. Dodge, late of Brooksville, la
said county, deceared,
First account of Ira.
J. Cousins, administrator, filed for settlement.
Stephen D. Joy, late of Hancock, in said
First and final account of
county, deceased.
Erastus F. Keel man. executor of the will of
John B. Redman, deceased, executor of the
will of the said Stephen D. Joy, filed for settlement.
Albion Murphy, an insane person, of Tremont, in said county. First account of Vernon
Latty. guardian, filed for settlement.
Thomas Furbish, an insane person, of
Bucksport, in said county. First account of
Wiley C. Conary, guardian, filed for settlement.
Asa 0. Peavey, late of Orland, in said counPetition filed by Addison A.
ty. deceased.
Littlefield, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Blanche Marlon Jordan, a minor, of Waltham, in said county. Petition filed by Wilford B. Jordan, guardian, for license to sell
certain real estate of said minor, as described in said petition.
Edwin H. Greeley, a minor, of Eden, in said
county. Petition filed by Esther H. Greeley,
guardian, for Jiceose to sell certain real estate of said minor, as described in said petition.
Joseph F. Allen, of Lincoln, county of Grafton and state of New Hampshire.
Petition
filed by Byron H. Allen, guardian, for license
to sell certain real estate of Joseph F. Allen,
as described in said petition.
Marion E. Bates, a minor, of Stonington,
Petition filed by Ernest L.
in said county.
Bates, guardian, for license to sell certain
real estate of said minor, as described in said

firobate

petition.
Benjamin P. Grover, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Edith
A.

Grover, widow, for

an

allowance

out

of the

personal estate of said deceased.
George M. Warren, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Mary E.
Warren, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Asa C. Peavey, late of Orland, in said counPetition filed by Ann M.
ty, deceased.
Peavey, widow, for an allowance ont of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Charles
J. Dunn, administrator, that an order be issued

to

distribue among the heirs of said de-

ceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
said administrator, upon the settlement of

his first account.
ADcel P. Goodell, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Fred L.
Mason, administrator, that an order be issued
to distribute among the heirs of
said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
said administrator, upon the settlement of
his first account.
Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
Petition filed by Charlen
county, deceased.
J. Dunn, administrator of the estate of said
deceased, that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be determined
by the judge of probate.
Mary L. Folsom, late of Bucksport, in said
deceased. Petition filed by James L«
county,
Coombs, executor of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be
determined by the judge of probate.
Alice Ogston Harrison, late of St. Mary's
Bramber, county of Sussex, England, Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, deceased.
Petition filed by Braeme Harrison, of said
St. Mary’s Bramber, Anthony Majutone Graham. of Redgarton,
Battleby CnltoquwheF
Perthshire, N. B., and Frank Storrs, of the
town of Northcastle, county of Westchester,
state of New York, United States of America,
praying that the appointment of said petitioners named as trustees in the last will and
testament of said deeeased, may be confirmed
by said court.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court*
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T F. Mahoney, Register*
STATE Or MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the
fifth day
of July, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ten.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will anu testament of
GEORGE W. KENNEDY, late of EASTON,
in the Commonwealth of Masschusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been presented to the
judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said
oounty < f Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
at Ells- worth,
in said county of
Hancock, prior to the second day of August,
a. d.
1910, that they
may appear at a
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
probate
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and s^iow cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate,
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register,

A

6rinted

STATE OF MAINE.
ss.—At a probate court
held at
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Ellsworth,
on
the fifth day of July, in the
year
ot our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ten.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of
the last will ahd testament
and two codicils of
ELIZABETH M. BUNKER, late of the City,
County and State of NEW YORK,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of New York, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judire of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the
purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of August,
a.
d. 1910, that they may appear at a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate,
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register,
Hancock

A

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
JAMES BARR AMES, late of CAMBRIDGE,
in the county of Middlesex and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, and has appointed
Johu M. Vogel, of Castine, in the county of
Hancock, and State of Maine, her agent, an
the
law
directs.
All
persons
having
demands against the estate of said deceases
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested U>
make payment immediately.
Sarah R. Amis,
June 22, 1910.
Executrix,

THE

_

subsciiber

ALEXANDER B.

BLACK, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of

dye.

HOOKE.''(Ellsworth.

*3

hereby gives notice that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
she has been duly appointed executrix THE
THE
of the last will and testament of
of the last will and testament of

Send Jc for books “The Care of tbs Hair and
Skin.’* Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.,
S. A., and Toronto, Can.
■EFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES

It and Me. bottles, at druggists

legal

11

I

said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Mart J. Black.
Ellsworth, July 6,1910.

EDMUND H. PENDLETON, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.

Margaret Riviere Pendleton.

July 5th, 1910.

COUNTY NEWS.

in Um evening, there wee a amnll
crowd.
lire. Harry Dnnton and daughter Marguerite, of Bath, have returned home,
after e few weeks' visit with relative*

COUNTY NEWS.

■tom

STONINGTON.
E. Grindle and wife are on a
trip to Brooksville.
Schooner Annie Lewis is loading stone
at Hagan A Co.’s wharf.
Ell wood

NORTH CABTINE.
Mrs. Harry Butler is very UL
Miss Estelle Parry is rutting friends at
Gott’s Island.

here.

Friends here of Wendell Boyd and wife,
of Booth bay Harbor, extend congmtulaDr. B. L. Noyes and Fred E. Webb have tiooe upon the birth of a daughter, born
Monday, July 18. Mrs. Boyd was Min
lately purchased automobiles.
of this place.
Harry Binder, of Council Bluffs, Wis., : Elsie Florence Snowman,
is visiting his sister, Mrs. George Marks.
Capt. William Sellers, wife and daughDonald Spofford Warren, of Cambridge, ter Jeanette, of Brewer, are spending
While here Capt.
here.
Mass., is the guest of Fred A. Torrey snd their vacation
Sellers is having his boose here remodwife.
elled. D. C. Littlefield has charge of the
Mrs. Alexander Mitlan, of Cambridge,
work.
E.
Elmer
Mrs.
is
her
Mass., visiting
niece,
Woodlocxe.
July 25.
Crockett.
Mrs. H. B. Haskell, with children, of
Ellsworth, is visiting her parents, W. S.
Thurlow and wife.

Hanscom and his Sunday
school class of ten boys have been campKev.

town

;

Rev. Mr. McDonald, sea-coast missionste reopt icon lecture at the
a
Congregational church Sunday evening.
Miss Ivan Shaw, twelve years of age, an
expert violinist of Gloucester, Mass., is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Scott Geyer.
F. Homer Long, who has been on a visit
to his old home at Bluehill, is back to his
position in the Central grocery store.

bought

new

■

auto-

Miss Annie B. Conner was the guest of
Millard Clement and wife last week at
West Penobscot.

Francis Smith has bought the Benjamin
Garland

the

ary, gave

has

mobile.

attended

institution of an R. of P. lodge at
North Haven Thursday evening.
Miss Edith Linton, of Ricker classical
institute, Houlton, is spending her vacation with C. H. 8. Webb and wife.

Mrs. Daniel Champion, of Lawrence,
Mass., U visiting her sister, Mrs. J. W.
Bowden.

Esther Emery is visiting in Bncksport.
Osllison

place.

Clarence Lord
■

short

week

on a

Mrs.

The

at

from

home

Mrs. J. R. Johnson is at Stonington for

Mist Grace Perkins, who teaches in
| Newton,
Maaa.. is spending the vacation

Mr. L. M. Easton returned to her borne
Friday, after a eiait with her
parents, A. T. Small and wife.

of

son

Wednesday

Bert

are

Collins and

of last week.

Clark has returned from Pitts-

with

field, where she has been Employed.
Hall it Young has returned to Franklin, accompanied by her brother Earl.

her father, J. Y. Perkins.

Will

Work at the Benvenue quarry having
been suspended for some time, all men
I
Miss Flora Milliken and her brother's
on pay are being discharged except the
wife are at her old home in North Surry.

York,

mother,

Mias Clermont Enowlton is attending
sammer

Mrs.

Frances DeveRux.

have

been

visiting

|

relatives

Mn. Cleveland C. Homer arrived Friday j
from a visit of several weeks in New York. |
She was accompanied by her daughter, |
Mn. Harry I. Stevens, and infant son, I
Cleveland Homer Stevens, who wilt spend
the remainder of tbe summer in town.

here, returned to their home this week.
Mrs. W. A. Johnson (born Nellie

%

FACIAL NEURALGIA.

recovery.
|
Tbe ever-popular Klerk-Urban company
opens a four-nights’ engagement at Emery
hall Wednesday evening. Several memI
ben of the company have cottages at
Alamoosook, and have been spending their !
vacation then.

in Camden

Henry Devereux, of New
who
spending two weeks with their Conn.,

Mn. E. 8. Barker, of Brookline, Maas.,
Rev. E. 8. Barker, formerly pastor
of the Methodist church, has been tbe
guest of Mn. R. B. Stover a few days.
wife of

Mn. Howard Lawrence is resting comfortably, after a serious surgical opentlon
performed Saturday by On. Snow and ;
Brown. Hopes an now entertained of her

school at Uastine.

W. M. Fernald and wife, of Anaonia,

and
are

medical treatment.

the

Mias Jnlia Barnard.

a

yachting trip.

Mrs. Arthur Powers has returned from
a
five-weeks' visit with relatives and
friends at Somerville, Maas.

infant

M a belle

SUNSET.
William Haynes la

Virgil P. Wardwell, wife and son, of
Destine, were recent guests of hU parents,
Fred F. Wardwell and wife.

his shore.

Mrs. Soverins and daughter Lillian
visiting relatives and friends here.
wife died

Brookline, Mass.,
Saturday and Sunday with bis
family who an spending the summer with
James H. Jones, of

spent

J. Allen visited relatives end
Brewer last week.

a

visiting

Collins.

The ladies' circle for the benefit of the
chapel will hold Its annual fair Aug. 17.

D. J. Curtis is baring

an

Mrs. J. O. Whittemore, of Bangor, was
tbe guest of friends here recently.
Mn. W. 8. Webb and children left Saturday for Chribou for a visit of several
weeks with relatives.

XkSiOPHOit.

Arthur Perkins has gone to New York
as steward of tbe schooner Fred A. Emerson, Ospt. Reuben Perkins.

on

L.

friends in

carried many paaaengera.
July 25.

cot-

vacation.

tage built

Among the latest summer visitors are
Mr. Bragg and his family, of Bangor, who
came Batnrday to “Grovehurst".

Jobn P. Leach, of Camden, came Saturday tor a brief stay with bU mother, Mrs.
Mary L. Leach.

Postmaster

1

borne last

was

Mrs.
of Missouri.

BUCKS PORT.
Dr. Q. S. Towle and wife
relatives in Winthrop.

Hamilton and wile.

Mrs. Bertha Dolly and daughter Helen,
Bowden, of West Penobscot, U of Waldo boro, who have been visiting
friends and relatives here three weeks,
very ill of typhoid lever.
J. B. Brainard and wife, of Portland,
H. C. Perry left Saturday for Boston, to have returned home.
and went to their
resume his carpenter work.
Isaac N. Cole was taken suddenly ill Conn., arrived Friday
cottage at East Ortand.
Lyman Blake, of Bangor, is visiting bis Friday night, and it was thought he was
Rev. Alfred Barrett, wife and little
threatened with pneumonia. He was at
parrots, Daniel BUke and wife.
daughter Dorothy, left Friday for their
Mrs. Jerome Sellers, of Penobscot, U last accounts a little better.
home at Prospect Harbor.
Many from here attended the lawn
working for Mrs. Joseph Perry.
Mins San Hancock left Monday to reat tbs'Willows Tuesday evening.
party
Alfred Mixer and wife, of New HampJohn Giles took a barge load of twenty- turn to Mount Vernon, N. Y., after spendshire, are visiting his mother, Mrs. Lucy
eight. Henry Burns and Fred Cole also ing her vacation with her aunt, Mn. Sara
Mixer.

Sl’RRY.

Jay

Flank Hamilton, who la in business in

Joplin, Mo., la visiting hia parents, Sidney

I rish

Sandy McGrsw is ill.

W. A.

ing at Saddleback island.
Quite a number from this

Mrs. John Wilson, of Portland, U visiting relatives hers.

COUNTY NEW8.

made their headquarters with Henry and
Cordelia Orindle.

Mrs. C. 8. 8ager»er, UU
A vc.. Kansu City, Mo., writes:
“I feel it a duty duo to you sr.d to
other* that may be afflicted like tn~$.‘*
to speak for IYruna.
“My tronhloflm came after H jrlp-j
eight or nlno year* ago, * gztherln-lg
my bead mod neuretjs.
l t
most all the time. My nose, e
nr.i
were
affected
for the last two
eye*
badly
I
think
from
ye»r».
your d'- rri ,on of
internal catarrh that I mu*- have had
that alao. 1 suffered very
*evcn.-,y.
“Nothing ever relieved me i;k r>
run*. It keep* mo from u.kmg eld.
“With the exception of eonie deaf*
new I am feeling
perfectly cured. I
am forty-alx year* old.
“I feel that word* are ln»<ls<ju»te to
expreo* my praise for Peruna.

Dunbar, who visited his
is
family Ust week, baa Rturned to Rock- Schroeder),of Cliftondale, Maas., spending a few weeks at Mrs. Y. W. Sylvester's.
land to Join his vessel, tbe Hockamock.
j
C. Y. Shroeder and wife arrived Sunday I
After a few days with his family,
j
from
Faneuil, Maas., to open “Tbe : Silas B. Warren, of Kansas, called on
Charles F. Wardwell left Saturday to Join
Thictle"
for
the remainder of tbe season. ! friends here one
last
week.
Mr.
tbe Unhang vessel Weeley W. Bennett at
day
A delightful reunion took place at the I Warren was for several yean one of tbe
Rockland.
I
week. prominent me rename here, and was also
borne
of
A.
T.
Small
and
wife
last
Mr. C. W. Wallace, of Berwick, with
;
town
treasurer.
He
seven
six
were
;
Of
was
the
children,
present.
guest of
two children, is visiting her mother, Mr.
Thoee present were Mrs. Ida Stinson, W. Otto Partridge and wife while in town.
Aroline Wardwell, and her sister, Mr. L.
H.
and
wife
and
Dr.
Small
daughter Bins,
W. Bice, at the old home. Her many
Through the kindness of Emmett CorriStomach Trouble Seven Vrars.
H. W. Small and wile, of Deer Isle; l>r. gan, the well-known actor who ia
friends sr glad to greet her.
spendMrs. T. Freeh, R. 14.1, Hlckor; IV
Belle
Hamiliai,
A. E. Small and wife, Mrs.
ing tbe summer with his family and a
L.
July 25.
Teon., write*:
ton, and Lester Merchant, of Winter Har- party of friends at his cottage on Verona,
“Haring boon afflicted with r.vinh
FRANK UN.
bor, who came in an automobile; Mrs. W. eighty-six of tbe children of Buckeport
Miss Mary Brewer is still sariously ill
and stomach trouble for seven y
PENOBSCOT.
ars,
Mrs. Hester Milton is visiting her sister, E. EaatoD, of Camden; Philip W. Small, enjoyed an automobile ride from the Rob- and after
of lung fever.
having tried four ri ’■ r nt
A. E. Varnum and daughter Mira spent
wile and daughter Marguerite, of Ston- inson house to the steel
Mrs.
Grace
McNeil.
in
Orland
is
bridge
Miss Lacy Salisbury
doctor* they only relieved me :
spending a much:*
Tuesday in Bangor.
J. Y. Bobbins and Mias Maud and back. It took seven
Mrs. Clara Lowell, of Blaine, arrived ington;
needed vacation with friends in Madison.
trips, and tbe big while. I wu Induced to try
IYruna,
Bobbins.
Mr. Osser, of Belfast, was the guest of
decked
with
touring
car,
with
its
Hags,
and I am now entirely we!!.”
Mrs. Lucy Hamor, of South Boston, Saturday to visit her mother, Mrs. Abbie
Sadie.
Miss Laura Bowden over Sunday.
load of happy children and Mr.
July 25.
Corrigan
with her granddaughter, is at her summer Dunn.
Man-a-lln an Ideal laxative.
as chauffeur, was greeted
Miss Laura Lowell, of Bangor, was the home here.
enthuaiatically
J. B. Du Roy and wife, of Bangor, are
bar harbor.
watchman.

Frank

Grace Smith sod son Basil reAt the Moose island quarry a vessel is
; turned to her home in Bayside last week,
loading cot stone for a bridge in New accompanied by her sister, Martha Beede.
Jersey. No other job being in sight, the
B. B. Holmes will open his blaeberry
quarry will close for a while.
I factory here about the first of August.
Walter Shaw, wife and daughter, of There are indications of a
big crop of blueWashington, D. C., are guests of Mrs. 1 berries this year, and the pickers are getViolet Goss at Oceanview. Mi. Shaw is a
ing ready for the harvest. The bumble
Civil war veteran, and has lately resigned
blaeberry brings goods money into many
train the pension office. He has a large homes in Hancock
county.
farm
Ren
at
wood, and markets
pond lily
Asox.
July 26.
his lilies all over the country.
HULL’S COVE.
July 25.
Nihil.

W.

Mrs.

guest of Dr. M. A. Ward well and wife last
weak.

Mrs. Arthur Stantial returned to her
home in Belfast Friday after a week’s
visit here.

Some sort of

going

a

the rounds

distemper

seems

among the

to be

_

;

children,

of them being quite ill.
There was a fair and sale under the
auspices of the Busy Bees, at Tea Cup inn

guests of Mrs. Carrie Havey at the Relay
bouse.

Had dam Bros, and family have moved
from Shipyard point to the Frasier house,

many

all

along the route. On the return tbe
children were taken to Richards' and

The property comprising llo acres of
isnd situated between Schooner Head and
Otter Clifts and known as the Great Head
or Sand Beach property, baa been sold,
the transaction being made through Edward B. Mean’ real estate agency. The

treated to

July

Ryefield.
Mrs. Angelins Patten, of Somerville,
last Thursday afternoon and evening, j
Harry M. Worcester and wife, of Cariis
the
summer with her
Maas., spending
Flowers, fancy articles and refreshments bou, are visiting their parents, H. G. name of the purchaser is not now made
Mrs.
Judith Waite.
sister,
public, nor is the purchase price.
were on sale.
The Bees are to be con- Worcester snd wife.
Masters Hobart and Douglass Swan, of gratulated on the complete success. The
The summer-resort towns of Mt. Desert
Mrs. Arthur Bunker spent last week at
Springfield, Mass., are spending the sum- net proceeds, fll5, will be used in Jteeping Hancock, the guest of Charles R. Bunker island are taking a new interest in basemer at the home of A. E.
Varnum and the old cemetery in repair, and purchas- and wife at their summer home.
ball this season. An island league has
wife.
been formed, with teams at Southwest
ing necessary articles for the church.
Mrs. Hattie Bragdon visited relatives
Axxe.
Bar Harbor, Seal Harbor and
July 25.
Miss Theresa Tapley, of Springfield,
last week at North Sullivan. Edward Harbor,
Northeast Harbor. A regular schedule of
Mass., arrived Sunday, and will be the
Bragdon is at home from Bar Harbor.
games will be played for the island chamOCEANYILLE.
guest of .'i. F. Bridges and wife the rest
It was with feelings of deep regret that
pionship. The first game of the season
of the summer.
and
Howard
Buck
George Hatch, Harry
friends of Mrs. George A. Dyer learn of
was played Tuesday, when Northeast won
E. A. Snowman and family and Mrs. Greenlaw have joined the yacht “Vaghcrdeath|at Lansing, Mich. Mrs. Dyer from Bar Harbor; score, 7-5.
of
Snowman’s father,
Mr.
rant”
for
the
remainder
thelseason.
of
Coombs,
visited in town last fall.
Bar Harbor's summer colony has organ1
Springfield, Mass., are spending the sumAmong recent arrivals were Mrs. Ada
Mrs. Estelle Swan, accompanied by her ized a
mer at the home of L. A. Sdowman and
country club. The home of the counHatch aod three daughters, Mrs. Gladys
Mrs.
sister,
Woods, enjoyed an autoclub will be at Otter Cliffs, the property
wife.
Joyce and son, Mrs. Lucy Webb, son and mobile ride from Sunrise cottage* Hancock try
known as Otter’s Nest having been obHall's orchestra, of Bangor, played for a daughter, Mrs. Grace Herrick and Bertha
Point, Monday and called on friends here. tained. It is distant from Bar harbor
social dance at the town hall Thursday Hatch, all of Malden, Mass.
Champion court, 1. O. F., to the number about six miles by the Ocean drive and
A.
evening. Owing to the severe thunder | July 19.
of eighteen, enjoyed a buck board ride to five miles through the gorge, and is easily
Hancock Point last week, going thence to sccessible from either the mountain
AMurtiuaust.
Bar Harbor, and joining in the greeting to paths or by
the
water
side.
The
President Taft.
roomy cottage is satisfactorily arranged
~-----"
—'
of a country clubhouse.
Mrs. Asa Dyer, Dr. DeBeck, Misses for the r
Muriel, Rena and Leona DeBeck, Miss There is a large hall in which dancing
Evelyn Dwelley and Miss Della Bragdon may be enjoyed, Urge dining-rooms and
were in Ellsworth Saturday and attended
private dining and card-rooms. A restauthe reception to the President at Hancock rant is to be mainUined, and teas, lunches

'Save Time!

!

|

Time is money.
it

by

doing

business

by

TELEPHONE.
i

You

get

for

your message and its

one

price.

reply j
j

Avoidmistakes and avert misunder-

standings by

direct

dealing.
and

The New

England Telephone
Telegraph Company has connections everywhere.

“To

save

time is to

j
I
|

Miss Bernice Wescott ba* been spend-

ing

spending their

Bucksport

return to

with friends.

their borne

the

home

of

Penobscot, is
Mrs. George

July

!B._B.

of Bar Harbor,
j hi*James Bray,
Mrs. Susanna

George Patterson

and wife returned last
four months’ trip abroad. On
Thursday Mr. Patterson left for Washington on business.
week from

Raymond McCarthy, of Elis worth, visSaturday and Sunday.
Mr*. David Reynolds, ol Bar Harbor, if
visiting Mrs. Alice Urindle for a few days.
ited friend* here

;

a

Ralph Brewster, of Dexter,

Archie Reynolds and Victor (irm-ile, ol
Bar Harbor, called on friend* here Sunday.
Mra.

Annie

Framingham,

spending j here last week.
accompanied
July 28.

repeated Wednesday evening

for the

Caatine band ran
Sedgwick on the steamer
Anna Belle. The band played at a lawn
party given by the ladies of the Congrega-

July

F. Des-

summer.

Mra. Theodore Thompson

is

home from

Portland, where ahe baa been
treatment in tbe Maine general
Sbe is much improved.
July

receiving

hospital.
H.

24.

!

2Wirrt(*rmmts

i

WOMEN GROW YOUNGER

society.

(j

C.

Stinson.
Mr. Snow and daughter end Miss Elliot,
of New York, are at F. E. Hardy s for the

the

^6.

friends

NORTH DEER ISLE

excursion to

turns]

of South

on

George KnigLt I* home.
Mlaa Hazel Hardy went to Portland
Saturday to viait her cousin. Miss Lida

benefit of the Unitarian Sunday school.
The members of the summer school,
which is being held here, went to Sandy
Point Saturday for a picnic dinner at the
normal alumni building. All
report a fine
time.

Tuesday evening

Francis,
called

____

The drama, “Just For Fun,” which was
given in the winter by local talent, will

an

Gilley
Maaa.,

is

few days in town. He was
by Miss Dorothy Fo**, who is the guest of
Miss Mary Richardson.

a

visiting

is

Alley.

stater,

Mrs. Charles Iievereux and son Richard
spend tug several days among friends
at Isle au iiaut.

be

in the West this

week.

OAK POINT.
of

are

family, of Bangor,

vacation at W.

in

Hutchins,

working in
Davenport.

Charles Cousins and wife, of Bangor,
visited reUtives here Sunday.
are

day's

Miss Del

suppers will be served.

Leavitt and

few

mer.

EAST LAMOINE.

Eben

a

Miss Beulah Kenniston, of Amherst, is
|
working at the Oastine bouse for the sum- 1

ires’.
LAM OINK.

When Dandruff Goes and Hair Grow*
Mrs. John Linscott and family, of Port- j
Abundantly.
are here for a few weeks.
Smith's.
Parisian Sage, America's greatest
closed the evening.
Miss Ruth Curtis, of
Ellsworth, recently hair restorer, will keep you looking
Charles Fowler and friends, of Bangor,
B.
July 26.
visited friends in Lamoine.
young and attractive.
spent Sunday at W. F. Deslales’.
It is guaranteed by (5. A. 1'archer to
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of
WEST 8TONINGTOS.
|
Mrs. Nellie French, of Boston, is visitFoxcroft,
make hair grow, aiul stop falling hair;
I
was the guest of Miss Jennie
Miss Claremont Knowlton la attending ing her mother, Mrs. Cyrus Abbott.
Hodgkins to cure dandruff in two week-: to
Monday and Tuesday.
summer school at Castine.
atop itching of the scalp almost inMr. and Mrs. Bond, who have been
Dr. John A. King, of Hartford, Conn., j stantly.
About fifty guests are registered at “The visiting Mrs. Calvin Huckins, have reParisian Sage is the most invigoratspent last week with his parents, George
Fin”—the largest number the house has turned to their home in Boston.
ing, satisfying and pleasant hair dressand wife.
King
ever bsd in July.
Fred Brown and wife, who have been !
ing made. It is not sticky or greasy,
John Whitaker and wile, of Neponact, it makes the hair
Tilden Fitteld is having a piece built on visiting Mrs. Etta Lancaster, have gone to i
soft, luxuriat t and
have
<1 hy
moved
into their summer handsome; it is especially p;.s
his house, and other repain made. Greely Waltham, Mass., where they will reside. Mass.,
home, which they have recently pur- women who love beautiful hair. ParSmall is doing the work.
N.
July 26.
isian Sage is for sale hy G. A. Parcher
chased.
Mn. Sarah Small is spending a few
I -ego!
at 50 cents a large bottle
EAST BLUEH1LL.
Mrs. Betsey Young, Mrs. Walter
weeks with her dsugbter, Mn. Charles
Stanley with the Auburn hair is on i-vco outNorman Grindie, of Sullivac, spent Sun- and son Norman, of
Mrs.
at
South
Deer
Isle.
Cranberry
Isles,
Bryant,
day with friends here.
i Lewis Ogeoa, wife and three chilMiss Christie Tufts, of Waltham, Mass.,
dren, of Camden, are riaiting Mn. Ogeoa’
U visiting reUtives here.
parents, Greely Small and wife.
Miss Kfaoda Ashworth returned to her
Miss Lydia Mills left for her home in
Portland Thursday. Her father, Oliver home in Waldoboro Saturday.
AYER’S HAIR VIGOR
MUs Verna Binder, of Council Bluffs,
Mills, will remain here a while longer.
last week with reUtives here.
Harry Fitleld, with wife and daughter, U., spent
Stop* railing If air
1
An Elegant Dressing
Mrs. Mary Ashworth and Mrs. J.Charnof Boston, is spending the summer with
Destroys Dandruff
Makes Hair Grow
his grandmother, Mn. Caroline Hamblen. ley are spending a few weeks in North
Composed of Sulphur, Glycerin, Quinin, Sodium Ciiiorid, Capsicunv Sa*»e. Aicchol,
Sedgwick.
Men.
July 24.
Perfume. Ask your doctor his opinion of such a hair preparanon.
Doibear
and
wife
and
Harry
Hartley
NORTH BROOKUN.
Tufts and wife Uft Saturday for their
AYER’S HAIR VIGOR
John Kerney, who ha* been away on a
homes in Waltham, Mass.
coasting trip, ia home for a short time.
R.
July 26.
Mrs. Joshua Butler, of New Y< -k city,
SOUTH BROOKSV1LLE.
was the guest of Aidana Young last week.
--J- 0 Am CxwAinr.
Man.
Mrs.

C.

Brockton,

S. Brsgdon and family, of
Mass., are guests at H. L.

land,

j

]
| tle._

Does not Color the Hair

|

_

Does not Color the Hair

New

England
Telephone and

(Telegraph

The ladies’ aid society served supper at
the vestry Wednesday which was well
i patronized. Pastor Pro van had
arranged
fora social hour to follow, that friends
i might meet District Superintendent H.
B. Haskell, during which Mrs. Watson and
Miss Bernice Dunn saog delightfully.
The choir singing was unusually good, too.
The sermon by Mr. Haskell later was
greatly enjoyed. The quarterly conference

or

j.
CASTINE.

|

lengthen life.”

Company*

dinners

hall.

i

Save

:

Lionel Hodgkin* and ton
Merle, of
Waltham, Mass., an expected this week.
Mrs. Joseph Bragdon
and
Watson
Young, who have been the guests ot Mrs.
Lydia Hoslgkini the put few weeks, will

ice-cream.

25.

__

Hsrburside grange holds regular meetMary Leach Griudle, of Bucksport,
with two children, ia visiting relatives logs, with a good attendance.
here.
Mrs. Frank Harris and family, of Salem,
The haymakers have been very fortunate Hass., are visiting at J. J. Bakeman's.
in getting thsir
The schooner Mentor loaded cut atone
hay, and are nearly
Mrs.

|

through.
William Williken, who has been in Europe, came Friday to occupy hia summer
cottage here.
Heath
wife, aftera week
their old-time friends and relatives
here, returned to their home in Providence, R. I., Monday. W bile here they

Capt.

with

Curtia

and

for the Brooksville Granite Co. last week.
There was a one-sided game of baseball
here Thursday, Sargentville defeating the
local team—16 to 3.
The ladies gave an ice-cream party at
the ball Friday evening. The proceeds,
fl8, are for the church.
July 26.
C.

Begin Today

to Get

Well

The

quickest, niM ud eafeet way to relieve Indigestion end
constipation and to really enjoy life I* to uke an occasional dose
of the tree “I_ F." Atwood's Medicine. It
purihee the blood, alda
dlgeetlon and tone* np the whole eyetem.

^
IA

H

‘7*e true‘L.

food wrote,

F: Atwood->
i could not oot

i*edletM*l«llo5«i

me

aloof without If."
MR. CkClL hOhSRTSOK.

“f» F." in large red letter* la on all labels.
» eta. for a large bottle. Write far liberal isasal*

to

^TO*trMEDiajjECa^P«J^>|

I

